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Editorial 
THE SITUATION IN THE NEW YORK CLOAK TRADE 
WIWMW 
DISAPPOINTMENT Cloakmakers a r c -llu'tr realization at some future time.' 
WRIT LAKCE thoroughly d t s a p - Problems such as enforcing standards 
|K>inted with the season that is just throughout the industry, gradual clim-
coming to an cud. A good deal was ination of sub-manufacturing, a more 
expected of it, but .the actual results thorough organization of the industry 
have fallen far short of the cxpeeta- with a view of insuring to Ulc worker, 
fion. at least thejmnimum upon which he 
Manufacturers anticipated a large can live decently— no attempt has been 
volume of trade and workers looked made to tackle these problems because 
forward 10 the improvements awarded the manufacturers bate been too sld'w 
by the Mayor's Council of Conciliation; to co-operate with the Union in imtall-
But although the anticipations of the ing the, proper machinery for getting 
manufacturers were more or less re- to work on their solution, 
alized, the hopes'1 of ''the workers were While the season lasted the provision 
shattered by all- manner of pleas and relating to the standards provided fur 
excuses. Excepting the' advances piece workers was not carried out. and 
in wages to the week workers the the vital matter of taking up and ad-
promised improvements,have remained justing complaints liad to be defined 
largely on paper. again and insisted on by the Council 
Our people arc disappointed with the of Conciliation only fast month, 
poor results of the Season's promise, On another vital poml—equal dis-
and the outlook for the immediate fii- • iribution of work—which has been in 
ture is by£o means as satisfactory as the forefront of the Union's contcu-
thc workers have right and reason to lions for more than a year, frequent 
expect. The old trouble of discharge complaints have arisen which the As-
and "reorganization" have reappeared sociatioji, according to a recent official 
in new forms. statement by the Union has "stead-
AU the good things held out to us fnstly refused to entertain." Under 
as a result of the Union's co-operation the circumstances our members during 
with the Manufacturers" Association . this season have not received that 
have as y n not been realized. So far moderate measure of justice accorded, 
no step has been taken to bring about tljeriJ by the terms of the agreement. 
Ill 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
Naturally disappointment is rife in the 
ranks. The workers feel that they 
have not been treated in that good 
faith and as fairly and squarely as they 
had a right to expect. 
WE WANT With the approaching 
PAW FLAY ^ H season the situation is 
fast becoming aggravated. 'Now, more 
than in the height of the season, it is 
essential that the workers should get 
fair play, for, now, more than in the 
season, the Union is reduced to the 
position of being the sole aggrieved 
party. 
In view of the fact that the agree-
ment framed by the Council of Con-
ciliation is not a rigid instrument; that 
its observance depends mostly on the 
human element to which it appeals, it 
manifestly can only exist and fulfill the 
purpose expected of it %vhcn grievances 
arc approached in the spirit of humane 
"^consideration. If the parties should 
i ^ ^ . . . . 
insist that no concessions can be made 
to each other Unless they arc distinctly 
embodied in the agreement, its pur-
pose would fail completely; since it is 
impossible to cover in the agreement 
matters pertaining to the-future—mat-
ters of human feeling arising because 
of harsh acts. Such things cannot be 
foreseen and therefore riot provided 
' for by>ard and fast rules. Here the 
human element must enter—good-
' faith, fair play, justice and considera-
tion. $o understanding is possible 
otherwise. 
As a means adopted to meet the case 
a Trial Board has been provided for by 
the agreement to deal with grievances 
and mete out justice. But one of the 
requisites of industrial justice is that 
its mills shall grind quickly as well as 
surely ;'and to bring every case ^o the 
Trial Board and eliminate the human 
clement implied in theCinvestigation of 
grievances by the representatives of 
both parties beforehand, does not 
afford quick and sure results. One 
of the causes that contributed to the 
death of the previous agreement was 
the endless litigation involved in part 
of its machinery- All this could be 
avoided if the representatives, guided 
by the principle of human equation, 
felt it incumbent on them "to use and 
exhaust \ every legitimate effort to 
bring about-an adjustment in an in-
formal manner." It is not in the in-
terest of employers any more than it 
is good for the workers that trials 
should be protracted. Only when 
every effort has been exhausted and 
disagreement results,, a third party 
might be called in to give a final de-
cision. In this regard the institution 
of the impartial chairmanship would 
be a decided improvement. Something 
must be done to improve upon present 
procedure in order to allay the intense 
dissatisfaction in the ranks and the 
grave anxiety * of the responsible 
officers. 
" 
A CELEBRATION OF A NOTABLE VICTORY 
MuBlnlPftlAlfllPWWe^  
Election night witnessed a grand It was a victory of the Cloakmakers' 
celebration of a labor victory over a Urrion in the Criminal Court of New-
gang of traitors, scabs, perjurers and York. A dastardly attempt had been 
unclean politicians at the back 
• 
i 





involve our union in a murkier in course 
of a street fight, and to indirectly im-
plicate the labor movement generally. 
Many base motives had entered into 
this nefarious plot. Personal revenge, 
mean rivalry, and a desire on the part 
' of crooks for a free hand to fleece em-
ployers and employees, paraded their 
baseness in broad daylight, and sought 
to get out of the way the only power 
that kept a vigilant eye over their dark 
doings. A district attorney had coun-
tenanced this evil combination and 
nibbed his hands in glee over the net 
he would spread for the union and 
some of its trusted officers and mem-
bers. But the vigilant eye of the union 
s^wthrough these machinations and 
foiled the foul designs. True, it cost 
the time of many months to pull their 
fabric to pieces and demonstrate the 
motives behind it. Morris Hillquit.with 
is keen penetration, -and Abraham 
Levy, the well-known lawyer in crim-
inal proceedings, grasped the elements 
of the false accusation right at the be-
ginning, and eventually demolished it, 
to the joy and satisfaction of, we may 
say, 2,000,000 organized workers. It 
was certainly an occasion for celebra-
tion and rejoicing. The acquittal of 
the accused was indeed a great and 
memorable victory. 
OUR SEVEN The celebration took the 
BROTHERS Jotm of a banquet arranged 
HONORED
 b y ( h c j 0 i n l . B o a r d of the 
Cloakmakers' Union, and it took place 
at Beethoven Hall. It was-not only a 
celebration pt a victory for the union, 
but a banquet in honor of the seven 
brothers—Sigman, Met*, Woolf, Stup-
nikcr, Wcidinger, Ashpis and Singer— 
who were made the butt of the poison-
ousJdarts of the perjurers. They had 
ered the pangs of prolonged im-
thc ordeal of a public 
trial for the union and Reserved the 
honor acocrded them by some 500 
friends and comrades .who came to 
celebrate their exoneration and rejoice 
with them. 
Prominent men in the community-
doctors, lawyers, editors and leaders of 
opinion—were present to give public 
expression to the joy felt in tens of 
thousands of hearts at the verdict of 
Not Guilty. At this gathering certain 
incidents in connection with the trial 
were revealed that illustrated the ster-
ling qualities of the acquitted and in-
creased the esteem in which they were 
always held by their colleagues and the 
rank and file. Thus Attorney Abraham 
Levy dwelt on the spirit of camara-
derie, the atmosphere of sunshine and 
cheer pervading them, and their deter-
mination to stand or fall together, 
which had strongly convinced him of 
their innocence. Such men could not 
be guilty. It was this that strengthened 
his- case and helped the defense. He 
paid a high tribute to Morris Hillquit, 
who throughout had evinced genuine 
leadership and had worked day and 
night with intense devotion. 
Congressman Meyer London declared 
that these men deserved glory, because 
they were the men who had suffered 
and starved years before, and thus 
made possible the success achieved in 
organizing the trades. Looking at the 
big photograph of thc» seven brothers 
with the inscription underenath it, 
"Not Guilty," London thought that it 
was monstrous to suggest that any 
guilt attached to these faithful servants 
of the cause of labor. "The labor move-
ment," he exclaimed, "is never guilty!" 
Ab. Cahan, editor of Forward, was 
heartily glad t o see the seven brothers 
now together with their numerous 
friends. This case had imparted a 
wonderful spirit of unity to all sections, 
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.the community. He laid stress on the 
^ecu 01 co-operation-between-trade 
-...Mjuiai* ana socialists. It was all one 
...u.^myiii—ihe great labor movement. 
» » * 
Aa, BAROFF. On November ioth 
W»3*IW«K. AND three brothers were in-
S ^ L o * stalled as officers of the 
;tt<fMttjAUyNAi, international to fill va-
cancies caused by res-
ignations. .Following the resignation 
tftfc Brother Sigman, .Brother Ab. Baroff 
shall be serving the larger movement 
of our International Union. * * * 1 
call on you, sisters and brothers, to be 
true to the Union! Work for the in-
crease of our mtffnbershjp and for 
extension ot our influence. Let ijve 
one of you help to render our or 
Nation stronger and securer. Let lis 
ill join our brotherly sentiment and 
keep aloft the standard of pur Union, 
marching from strength to strength." 
We congratulate Brother Baroff on 
was elected by me General Executive liis promotion. From our knowledge 
-Board to.succeed him. At the same of him we feel that he will devote"him-
time Brother Ueorgc Wishnak and L. self to the work before him with 1 
.Cassatta were elected vice-presidents 
MI the International. 
-. Details of Brother Baroff's career in 
. the labor movement are given in an-
other column. This career has be,en 
customary enthusiasm. 
Our new Vice-President Wishnak 
hardly needs introduction in this col-
umn. Within the last five years his 
ep«nt usefully in *he Waist and Dress- has been a busy career in the Cloak-
makers' Union, Local No. 25. He be- makers' Union. As business agent, as 
gan arousing the workers in this trade manager of the "New Post/ ' as assist-
to a recognition of the vahic of trade ant chief-clerk in 1913, and in his 
Organization- seven years ago. Local present position of manager of the 
No. 25 was then in its infancy. During Cloakmakers' Union and chief clerk in 
the time it has won for itself a prom- its dealihgs-with the Protective Manu-
inent position in our International and facturers' Association he has acquired 
a name in the labor movement. 
n
;
-^in its frequent attempts to organise 
- the trade our other locals and^thc In-
ternational officers rendered it gener-
ous encouragement. The United He-
Trades and the Jewish Daily 
took much interest in its 
,. large and small, and came 
Uaroff stood with the locals in all its 
a rich fund of experience and versa-
tility which stands him in good stead 
in his arduous duties. Brother Wish-
nak is an acquisition to the General 
Executive Board. . 
Brother Cassatta has' enjoyed the 
confidence of the Cloakmakers' Joint 
Board for almost a similar period. He 
has rendered.service in connection with 
the Italian workers in the cloak trade 
ups and downs and has had a large and has been for some time manager 
share in its growth and upbuilding. 
In his letter of resignation to Local 
* Ho. fl5 Brother Baroff reali*r<* hi* new-
duties and responsibilities, and his ap-
peal to the members who held him in 
great esteem reveals how much his 
heart is centered in the 
He says: 
it that in my 
of labor. 
of the uptown office of the Cloakmak-
ers' Union. He is the first Italian 
member one the General Executive 
Board; and while our Italian brothers 
will have in him a staunch representa-
tive he can be relied upon to work for 
the general interest of the Interna-
tiona! Union. Wc extend Brothers 
Wishnak and Cassatta hearty wishes. 
; 
DECKHBKB, 1915 
AT THE A, F. OF L. CONVENTION 
From details at hand of the pro-
ceedings of the convention of the 
American Federation of Labor, it can 
be seen that the convention has given 
expression to many ideas and desires 
felt by the labor movement in general 
and some unions in particular. Else-
where in this issue fuller details are 
given of the condition of many affili-
ated unions and progress achieved. So 
far, report* of resolutions adopted 
have been too meagre for lengthy and 
proper comment and we content our-






It is satisfactory to note 
that matters of profound 
interest and concern to our 
International Union have 
been given deserved attention. Our 
delegates, Benjamin Schlcsinger and 
Solomon Polakoff, have been assidu-
ous in urging our present needs on the 
convention. 
The matter most vitally concerning 
us at this moment is thepractical sym-
pathy and support of the organizations 
affiliated with the A. F. of L, in the 
pending cases of prosecution of a num-
ber of our officers and members. In 
regard to this and the recent murder 
trial in which our Union has been tri-
umphantly vindicated, the convention 
has adopted a resolution, printed in 
another column, protesting against 
these wanton prosecutions and pledg-
ing the affiliated unions to rally gen-
erously to our assistance. 
Rumors are current that these cases 
are to conic up for trial this month, 
•mendous interest to 
» They will 
reveal to what vile practices the ene-
mies of organized labor are prepared 
to resort and what manner of men and 
means they employ in order to discre-
dit the labor movement in the eyes of 
the public. By the resolution adopted 
at the convention the American unions 
have made our cause their cause. The 
vindication of our people will be a vin-
dication of the labor movement. Our 
appeal, coupled with the resolution, 
will surely meet with a large-hearted 
response. 
Our delegates introduced a resolu-
tion calling on the American labor 
movement in convention assembled to 
espouse the cause of the hunted Jew-
ish people in foreign countries, par-
ticularly in Russia, who arc just at 
present suffering cruel and frightful 
discrimination at the hands of callous 
civil and military authorities. In unani-
mously adopting this resolution the 
convention was in line with the British 
, Trade Union-Congress and with the 
advanced labor movement throughout 
the world. 
HOPE OF SETTLING Another matter of 
CLOTHING TRADE . profound interest to 
CONTROVERSY
 0 u r International 
and local unions was the necessity of 
adjusting the dispute in the clothing 
trade in which the United Hebrew 
Trades of New York had been involved 
by harboring the .locals of the Amal-
gamated Clothing Workers' Union. It 
is gratifying to note that the Commit-
tee on the report of the Executive 
Council has entered sympathetically 
into the situation. While endorsing 
the report, it recommended that the 
Council, "extend whatever help is nee-
. • 
miiimiiniiiHiiffiBWHM—B— 
• r - • wmmum 
\ v 
essary" to Testore harmony to the dis-
united ranks. 
Assurances were given to the con-
vention by Delegate Schlesingcr .of 
our International that the United He-
brew Trades had had no intention of 
setting itself against the laws of the 
A. F. of L., and President Gompers 
backed up that assurance by stating 
1
 that the U. H. T. had intimated com-
pliance with the requirements of the 
Federation. Conversations had since 
taken place "in a most generous man-
ner" and the situation, in his view, was 
distinctly hopeful- All wishing to see 
unity prevail among the workers in 
the tailoring trade feel that a begin-
ning has been made towards, eliminat-
ing the unfortunate difficulties, 
* * * 
RECONSTRUCTING A decision to take a 
INTERNATIONAL step towards recon-
SOUDAWTY OP
 s t r u c t i n g the interna-
L A B 0
* tional solidarity of 
Labor, decreed by'the'eonvention at 
its final session, will distinguish this 
convention from its predecessors. The 
American labor movement, being itself 
a conglomeration of all races and na-
tionalities, is by virtue of its interna-
tional composition, geographical boun-
daries and neutrality, fitted to do this 
work of reconstruction. As soon as 
the~"war comes to an end it is proposed 
that an ' International Trade Onion 
Convention be held in the United States 
t o cement the bonds of organised la-
bor the world oyer. The decision is of 
far-reaching import. Before endeavor-
ing to cement the bonds of labor in-
ternationally, all sections of the labor 
movement in this country will natural 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
FIRE PROTECTION IN SHOPS 
AND FACTORIES 
Two remarkable incidents occurred 
at almost one'and tjic same time. In 
a destructive factory fire in Brooklyn, 
N. Y., a number of precious lives were 
offered up to the Moloch of Mommon. 
Slipshod, municipal methods knew of 
the danger and failed to prevent it. 
About the same time the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control in the .cloak, suit 
and skirt and waist and dress industries 
reached its fifth anniversary and pub-
lished a report showing great progress 
in sanitary preventive measures, fire 
protection, fire drill and many qther 
safety precautions. Details of this 
work and progress will pe found in thf 
next issue. 
What has caused prevention and 
safety in our industries and a shocking 
tragedy in the candy factory? Of 
course, we atrribute it to greed, muni-
cipal bungling and capitalist uncon-
cern about the safety of life and limb. 
But;there is a deeper reason. In our 
industries, we have union and organi-
zation and thorefore efficient control. 
The Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
is the Hviiig expression of the organ-
ized watchfulness and fire prevention. 
In other trades organization among 
the workers docs not exist to check 
greed and urge the municipality to do 
its duty. Result—thousands of fac-
tories are veritable fire-traps. Let the 
wage-earners take heed that their 
emancipation from industrial evils is 
their own concern. 
* « * 
THE FIRST SOCIALIST AND 
J y t ry to converge nearer to each other. LABOR ASSEMBLYMAN 
A much better tone now'prevails ' in 
both Socialist and trade union circles 
and a distinct tendency to joint co-
operation is visible on the horizon. 
To Brownsvi|le; New York, belongs 
the-honor of having elected the first 
•Socialist and Labor Assemblyman, and 




A. I. Shiplacoff is the man who fought 
and won for Socialism. 
Shiplacoff in the Sta te Legislature 
a t Albany, like Meyer London in the 
House of Representatives in Washing-
ton, will not only voice Socialist ideas 
but will also watch over t he interest 
of organized labor generally. Shipla-
coff is the sec>ctary of the United H e -
brew Trades. H e is a child of the 
people and knows their needs. He can 
be relied on to do his duty by the work-
ing men and women a t all t imes. While 
congratulat ing him on his victory, we 
wonder when the labor movement will 
get wise enough to join i ts forces and 
elect many more t r u e ; and t rus ted 
friends like Meyer London and A. I . 
Shiplacoff. 
General Executive Board in Session 
Extracts from Minutes and Reports 
The fifth quarterly mooting of the Gen-
eral Executive Board was held at Hotel 
Walton. Philadelphia, Pa., from Monday, 
October 18, to Thursday, October 21, 1915. 
President ScbleslngRr In chair and all the 
member* were present. 
The President opened tho meet log by 
stating that owing to the fact that sorao of 
the members of the board had been In-
voked In court troubles, the September 
nfl^lng could not be held until now. 
PRESIDENT SCHLESINOER'S REPORT 
To my Colloagues on the G. E. B.,greet-
ing*. 
At the last .meeting, held In Chicago, 
we bad all anticipated that the Manufac-
turers' Protective Association would not 
abldo by the expected favorable decision 
of tho Hoard of Arbitration In the cloak 
and suit industry, and we discussed tho 
advisability of calling a special contention 
of the International In case the association 
abrogated tho protocol. Things turned out 
as wo predicted. On May 17, six days be-
boro the Arbitration Board was to get to-
gothor, tho Protective\Assoclatton severed 
official relations with our unions. 
(President Schleslngcr here-referred to 
tho events following tho abrogation of the 
protocol, the correspondence and negotia-
tions with the manufacturers, the arrest of 
eight of our member* and officers on a 
charge of murder In the first degree, the 
very successful masa meeting In Mad I sou 
Sqnaro Garden on Juno 12, and the proposi-
tion by the; representatives of our union 
to tho manufacturera to submit the contro-
versy to a committee of Impartial persons 
under the chairmanship of the Mayor of 
the City of New York, or any other promi-
nent, unbiased person. Ho told in detail 
how the manufacturera had Intimated their 
readiness to appear before a council of 
conciliation appointed by the Mayor; that 
this council bad been immediately organ-
ised, Mr. Lonis D. Braodel*. Mr. Henry 
Bruere and Professor Klrchway bolng so-
Itcted by our side, and Dr. Felix Adler, 
Charles L. Bernbeimer and Judge Walter 
C. Noyes by the association. The council 
had sat for ten continuous days In the 
Cltf Hall, had had twenty-three sessions, 
and had rendered a decision, now known 
as "Recommendations of the Council." Tho 
recommendations, together with a state-
ment by counsel, were published in Th* 
Ladles' Garment Worker for August) 
Continuing, President Scblrslnger re-
ferred to tho stirring event* of that time 
as follow*: 
The decision waa rendered on Friday, 
July 83, and Mr. Hlllqult Immediately an-
nounced that the union would'stand by 
the recommendations. The manufacturers, 
however, deferred their assent till the fol-
lowing Thursday, and then Informed the 
public through the dally press that they 
bad forwarded certain 4nterpretatlone on 
the recommendations to the Council of Con-
ciliation. 
The New York members of the G. E. B. 
in conjunction with the Joint Board of the 
Cloak Makers' Union decided to submit to 
PUPP 
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m roto tho question whether or 
I atrtka should be called la the 
Industry, la case tho manufacturers failed 
to accept tho council's decision without 
qualifications on or before August 3. The 
referendum voto was taken on July SI, 
August 2 and 3. and the result of the rote 
was tha t nearly 40,000 voted In favor of a 
general strike, and the Joint Board im-
mediately made preparations for the call-
ins of a general strike. 
I t was not until tho 3rd of August that 
the manufacturers, at a special meeting of 
tbe Council of Conciliation, decided to ac-
cept the decision, rendered on July 23, 
without Interpretations. Thus t he calling 
of the general strike was abandoned. Dur-
ing the hearings of the council, the com-
mittee of the manufacturers demanded that 
some of tho ten legal holidays be deleted, 
and that the flnlshoni and pressors bo al-
lowed, during the height of the Beason, to 
work Saturday afternoons for the purpose 
of finishing work that must be delivered 
that afternoon. We contested those de-
mands suddenly sprung upon us, stating 
that we had no right to enter into discus-
sion of them before Informing our mem-
bers. The council decided to reserve its 
decision for 30 days, so as to give UB an 
opportunity to take the matter up with our 
membership. 
In the latter part of September Mr. 
Bruere, the vice-chairman of t he Council a | 
Conciliation, Informed us tha t tbe council 
would meet on October E to decide on these 
questions. Our seven brothers wore thou 
on tr ial . The attention of Mr. HUIqult, the 
chief counsel for the accused brothers, and 
of all of ua was centered on the case. Wo 
informed Mr. BrUere tha t It waa Impossible 
for us to appear until after tho trial. Not-
withstanding this answer, the council met 
on-sQctober 5, and rendered a temporary 
decision that during October tho pressors 
and piece workers should be> required to 
work Saturday till 4 p. to., on all garments 
In process of work, and on Columbus Da?, 
one of the ton legal holidays. 
Tho decision was rendered on Tuesday, 
and we did not receive a copy of It until 
the following Thursday night, Tho presi-
dent of the Manufacturers' Association Im-
mediately addressed a letter to their mem. 
^beri informing them that hereafter Colum-
bus Day wbuV \ not bo observed as a holi-
day, and all workers, with tho exception 
of the cutters, were to work on Saturday 
afternoon until 4, on all garments In the 
process, of work, which was an absolute 
misinterpretation of tho council's tempo-
rary decision. 
On Thursday evening. October 7, a 
special meeting of t he Joint Board of the 
Cloakmakers' Union unanimously decided 
to reject the decision of the Council of 
Conciliation on the ground that the council 
had no right to render a temporary deci-
sion when our side waa not represented. It 
waa also decided i o Issue orders to our 
membership not to work on Saturday after-
noon and to observe' Columbus Day as a 
legal holiday. 
At an Informal conference with Dr. Adlor 
and the Hon. Henry Bruere. where I de-
fended the position of the Joint Board, 
and where Mr. Wile and Mr. Gatskay, rep-
resenting tho association, made repeated 
threats in case the union did not rescind 
Its orders. Dr. Adler made the suggestion 
that aa tho Manufacture™' Association had. 
In tho letter to lta members, given a wrong 
Interpretation of t he council's touporary 
decision, tbe association should address a 
new letter to lta members, approved by Mr. 
Bruere, and should co t dlschargo any of 
tbe workers who would not report on Co-
lumbus Day. Ills suggestion to me was to 
call another special meeting of the Joint 
Board and urge upon them the acceptance 
of tho temporary decision. Dr. A d l « made 
It very clear that since there waa onlr one 
Saturday between now and tho 22nd of 
October, when the council would take up 
the matter for final decision, th«i union 
ought to accept the temporary arrangement, 
even though It had n o opportunity to bo 
preBont at the hearing on October 6. 
The special meetitfg of the Joint Board 
was held on. Wednesday evening, October 
14, and decided by a voto of 18 In favor 
and 14 opposed, to accept Dr. .v-i tor's sug-
gestion. Accordingly. Instructions wero 
given to all shop chairmen. 
On October 14. t he day after t he Joint 
Board meeting, I addressed tho following 
communication to Dr. Felix Adler, chair-
man of tho council, copies or which I also' 
mailed to every other member of the coun-
cil and to the Manufactnrers' Association: 
New York, October 14, i « 5 -
•Dr. Pellx Adler. chairman of the Mayor's 
Council of Conciliation In the Cloak and 
Suit Industry. 





form vosi that - t a special meeting or the 
Joint Board of tht Cloakmakera' Union held 
lam night, a resolution was adopted accept-
ing the temporary decis ion of tha council with 
reference to certain work t o b« done next 
Maturday afternoon, October 16. for (he pur-
poa« of putting finishing loaches on garments 
to be shipped. The Joint Board will also elect 
a committee to repreeent tha employees a t the 
n e i t sess ion of the council l o be held on 
October II . 
In communicating thla decision of the Joint 
Board to you I deem It my duty to correct 
certain misconstructions which have been 
placed upon the earlier acts of that body upon 
the temporary decision of your council. 
The international Ladles' Garment Workers' 
Union and the Cloakmakers' Union hare at 
all t imes scrupulously lived up to their aaree-
ments w i th the employers and abided by the. 
• w a r d s of all arbitrations to which they ware 
parties. We had no desire to depart from this 
rule of conduct in th is particular ease, and 
least of a l l did w a f e e l l ike s h o w i n g discour-
t e sy to the Council of Conciliation, whose 
sincere efforts In our behalf wo thoroughly 
- appreciate. 
When the Joint Board refused to acquiesce 
la your rutins; of October ft It w a s on the 
assumption that that ruling w a s Intended 
aa si voluntary recommendation rather than 
a binding declelon. i n view of the fact that 
it w a s made in our absence and without a 
hearing o f our aide. 
Our organisation would cheerfully have 
overlooked what aeemed to u s to be an 
Irregularity of the. proceedings If the matters 
nasscd upon wore n o t of vital Importance for 
t:s* preservation of the standards secured In 
our industry. A> to the question of holidays 
w e frankly admit that we .expected some re-
arronjasSjient of the exist ing agreement by 
your council, but a a t o w o r k on Saturday 
afternoon" we feel very strongly against any 
changes In the established arrangement. 
You will remember that this particular 
question w a s never discussed on i ts merits In 
our proceedings before your council and that 
we have never had art opportunity to present 
our side of the question. 'We fully realise i 
that your present decision was In iho nature 
of a temporary arrangement only and that 
you took great and commend ahlo earn in sur-
rounding such work wi th a l l possible restric-
tions and precautions. But the workers 
nevertheless feel that the decision, temporary 
snd restricted as It was . is an entering wedge 
tnto "a fifty-three hour work-week and a 
serious menace to the continuation of that 
feature of 'our agreement with (be employers 
which has been scrupulously observed for the 
las t flee years and which w e consider o f the 
greatest Importance. While'permission to put 
finishing touches upon work to be shipped on 
Saturdays sound very reasonable In theory. 
wa know from experience that such" restric-
t ion! .and limitations cannot and wil l not be 
observed la practice and that the actual appli-
cation of such a rule would mean Just what 
the manufacturers interpreted It to mean, a 
general l icense to work until I p. m. on Satur-
days. In ihle connection I respectfully rail 
your attention to the fact that tba decisions 
of the Council of Conciliation affect not only 
the members of the Protective Association. 
but a lso the additional 1.&89 employers who 
put their own Interpretation upon your deci-
sions. 
But. above all. the situation at the tlms of 
the rendition of your temporary decision w a s 
strongly aggravated by the fact (hat the em-
ployers* association totally failed to observe 
and perform In-good faith the provisions of 
the main agreement embodied In your first 
recommendations. Practically the only pro-
vision of your decision observed by the manu-
facturers was the Increase in the rate of 
• wages of week workers, which affects only 
one-fourth of the workera. The piece work-
era gained practically nothing In the way of 
Increased wages. Our explicit agreement for 
resettlement of certain piece prices, estab-
lished after the abrogation of (he protocol 
and before your decision, was openly and 
bciuBtfuIly repudiated by the administration of 
the Protective Association; the standard rates 
provided for piece workers were scornfully 
Ignored by them and all our complaints on 
(ho two vital polnta mentioned were disre-
garded. The manufacturera have taken It 
upon themselves to determine In advance as 
to whether or not the complaints of the work-
ers for alleged violation of our agreement 
are to be entertained by the association. They 
have steadfastly refused to s*md price adjust-
ers when requested. They have In a majority 
of cases refused to act upon complaints for 
wrongful discharges, taking the position (het 
(he employer's mere and unsu be (antra led 
claim, that the workers In question were dis-
charged for a cause mentioned In our sgree-
ment, precludes any Investigation of the facts. 
The employers have also steadfastly refused 
t o entertain any complaints for unequal dis-
tribution of work, even when such complaints 
were baaed on the theory of discrimination 
for union activities. The employers have even 
gone so far aa to cancel certain sanitary 
rules established under the protocol and In 
existence for Ave rears, such as registrant)! 
of their outside ohops. 
• In brief, the employers" association since 
the adoption of your recommendations has 
placed upon them own-any narrow, unreason* 
able and unjustifiable Interpretations and thus 
created so many obstacles to a fair adjust-
ment of disputes, that tha workers have 
become thoroughly discouraged and dlsgualed. 
When, therefore, your temporary decision w a s 
rendered, which a s far as It went favored lb* 
manufacturers, the Impression naturally pre-
vailed among our mcmbers-that the employers 
were playing fast and loose with them and 
with your council, disregarding your deelelons 
In favor o f the workers, but trying to enforce 
your decisions In their favor. 
This statement becomes necessary at this 
time not merely as an explanation of the 
psychology which prompted the Joint Board 
at l is earlier meet ing lo wlifasjold i ts approval 
uf your temporary declelon. but a lso as « 
concrete and specific grievance now laid b— 
I 
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foro you wllh the '.iic i,s request that your 
council take It up In conjunction with tho 
other questions submitted to It at Its next 
meeting on October IS. I t the reUUona be-
tween our union and the association of em-
Sloyem ara to remain durable and to be bene-
clal to both side*, as contemplated by you 
In jroiir original recommendations, they must 
be observed liberally In all parta and In per-
fect rood faith. 
We shall come to Iho next meeting of your 
council prepared to aUbatanttate our charges 
and hope for their Immediate and effective 
adjustment. 
Very respectfully yours. 
(Signed) BENJ. 8CHLKSINGER. 
President International Ladles' Garment 
Workers' Union. 
To this the association replied demurring 
to the acceptance by tho union of the 
council's decision only as applying to Oc-
tober 16, and that no Intimation had been 
given that any decision to be "handed 
down fay tho.council on October 22 on the 
question of holidays and overtime Satur-
day arte moons would be accepted by the 
union as flnal and binding." 
In regard to tho question of dealing with 
complaints, the reply stated that the asso-
ciation had "instruct.-!] Its chief clerk to 
assist the union on Its Irregular complaints 
to properly specify tho facts, in order that 
the complaints might be Investigated." 
The association emphatically denied the 
by the union that It had "violated 
Ision of tbe agreement with the 
of the increase In wages to we©* 
rs." Following certain complaints, 
e reply stated, a conference bad been 
arranged by the parties which the union 
repudiated. The association objected to the 
union bringing before the council matters 
not previously dlscussod In conference. 
(The decision rendered by the Council of 
Conciliation on the questions referred to In 
he above correspondence was published In 
e Ladles' Garment Worker for Novem-
T reported mt t h . last meeting of the 
O. !•:. B. held In Chicago that tho two cloak 
and suit manufacturers' associations In 
New York had amalgamated; both the 
"United" and the "Protective" Associations 
had 200 members each. Now thoy are com-
bined, which means that the Protective} As-
sociation now has a membership of'400'. 
'
;S 
der of a certain Llobowlu In tho st 
1910, as you already know, one of tae 
eight. Brother Roltzer, was liberated bo-
fore the case went to trial. The other 
sevon were aigman. Met*, Woolf, Stupnlker, 
Singer, Weldlnger and Ashpls. Woolf and 
Mots were discharged before.the trial ended 
and tbe rest were found not guilty by the 
jury. Now, although wo are through with 
the murder trial, we have more cases pend-
ing in the courts against us. Tbe Joint 
Board of New York had levied an asBOBS-
mont of $1 on each and every member of 
their local unions, and within a week or ten 
days the various locals paid In their assess-
ment to the International for all their 
members, which amounted to about $6C-
000. A few days before the trial was ended 
we sent out an appeal to all local unions 
connected with the International unions of 
the A. F. of L. for assistance. I have reason 
to believe that If this appeal Is followed 
up by another we shall get more funds. We 
certainly need funds for large expenses ol 
the trials of our brothers now accused of 
other charges. 
connection with the roceni 
our eight brothers, charged with the rour-
8lnce the last meeting of the G. K. B. we 
have succeeded In making progress, not 
only with the cloakmakers, hut with tho 
waist, while goods and kimono makers of 
Chicago. In the cloak trade we succeeded 
In organising about 80 per cent of tho 
workers. We have carried on a very strong 
agitation for a general strike; In fact, ve 
had overythlng prepared to call the work-
ers out, but two or throe days before call-
ing the strike we received letters from the 
two associations of Chicago that they were 
willing to arbitrate. The union Immedi-
ately appointed \V. O. Thompson as its arbi-
trator, the manufacturers' associations ap-
pointed Samuel J. Kline, and Federal Judge 
J. W. Mack was selected as chairman. Tho 
manufacturers were represented by Attor-
ney A. J. Flaum and the union by Peter 
Sussroan, of tho law firm of Darrow, Bailey 
and Sussnian. The Board of Arbitration 
held several hearings, and on September U 
a decision was rendered and an agreement 
drawn up bringing ocndltlons up. to a stan-
dard comparing vory favorably with the 
union standards and conditions In New 
York and other olUea, 
Our Chicago organiser, Bro. Kinkier, WBH 
largely responsible for our success In that 
city. When tho decision of the Board ol 
DF-CEMBM, 19ir» U 
Arbitration w u made 1 Immediately en-
KtCcd Bro. Blano to act a? chief clerk (or 
our Chicago locate, The membership of the 
Chicago cloakmakers* locals la about 8,000. 
v The agreement covers 62 shops, out ol 71 . 
Wo also mado considerable progress In 
the waist trade In Chicago. About 400 girls 
employed by the Herxog Garment Co. went 
out on strike. After four or Ave dayi this 
strike was settled with complete victory for 
the.girls. ...They (jot a much better agree-
ment than the waiBtniakers In New York. 
Since the settlement of tho strike In the 
Heraog garment shop we succeeded In get-
ting another big shop of girls Into the 
onion, namely, the walstrnakers of S&pkiu 
& CjkjatLocal 59 1» now Very well situated, 
and Miss Fannlo Cohen, Abraham Bisno 
and Bro. Flakier are doing their* beat to 
settle all complaints against employers and 
to organise the whole trade. 
Whllo In Chicago I had two mooting* 
with the officers of the .Chicago Raincoat 
Makers' Union. The Executive. Board mem-
bers of that local were anxious to have a 
general strike. I was opposed to the idea 
nod advised them to order single shop 
strikes. Notwithstanding my advice they 
did order a general strike and now they 
appeal to the O. Si. B. for financial assist-
ance. The Now York members of tho G. 
K. H. decided, as you already know from 
the minutes, to deny their appeal. 
Since the last meeting of the Q..E. ft. the 
raincoat makers of New York have suc-
ceeded In bettering the condltlona of their 
workers. I was prosent at one of the con-
ferences with the raincoat manufacturers. 
The manufacturers offered to arbitrate the 
differences, but they wero so slow In mak-
ing their offer and consumed so much time. 
that the union »aa compelled to order a 
general strike, which was successfully ter-
minated two days later. 
The strike Of the Bonnai Embroiderers, 
I<ocal 66, also ended with success for the 
workers. 
In Cleveland, the International has suc-
ceeded In organising a large number of 
workers, but after going over the situation 
with our organisers and men familiar with B 
the situation, we came to the conclusion 
that wa could not call a strike In Cleve-
land this season for various reasons. 
Concerning Cincinnati I wish to tell you 
that every time I Went to Cleveland or Chi-
cago I visited Cincinnati. The firm by the 
name of II. s. & S., the largest In Cin-
cinnati, treats the workers unfairly and la 
making 40 per cent, of Its wqrk In sub-
manufacturing shops elsewhere. I have no 
doubt that It work and trade conditions 
were better, a general strike In Cincinnati, 
If called, would be easily won. Wo should, 
however, prepare ourselves to call a gen-
oral strike In that city upon a favorable 
opportunity, 
We have made wonderful progress with 
the corset workers In several cities in New 
England. Vice-President Pierce has at-
tended to these workers for about- six 
weeks. The A. F. of L. has done a great 
deal for our success In Bridgeport and 
neighboring cities. 
We have organised a very good local of 
several hundred corset workers in Spring-
field, Mass. Miss Rose Schoolderman was 
doing the organizing work among them for 
the International, and at present she Is In 
Worcester, working among tho local corset, 
waist and white goods workers. 
At one of tho greetings of the New York 
members of the Q. E. B. a committee of 
Ladles* Tailors Local No. 38 asked for our 
sanction of a goneral strike in their trade. 
The general office carried on a very strong 
agitation since July 23 among the ladles' 
tailors to organize them and better their 
conditions. When the strike was callod we 
afforded them the facilities of our offices 
for the work of sottling with individual 
employers. Tho association of the trade 
engaged John B. Stancbfleld as their attor-
ney nnd we began negotiating with them 
for a collective settlement The Q. E. B. 
appointed a committee to" Investigate the 
situation. It appeared at first that the 
association wlsbod to have every question 
Involved In the strike arbitrated upon be-
fore the Mayor's Council of Conciliation. 
We succeeded in persuading Mr. Stanch-
Held that the Question of union shops 
should be consented to wlthont arbitration 
and only otier matters be arbitrated. The 
strikers, however, refused to go to arbitra-
tion on any but the new questions iuvolved 
In the strike. The committee of the O, 
B. visited their mass meeting and the 
proposition of arbitration was voted down 
by 1,100 to three voles. The result was 
that the strike In the association shops and 
the other big uptown houses was lost. We 
naturally feel grieved over the failure. We 
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light In tin- future, and tha t they have 
learned not to let themselves be easily lea 
and pertiuaded by outside olements; that 
only by discipline and self-restraint may 




" ^ President. 
8KCRETARY-TREASURER 
MORRIS SIGMAN 
Feliow Members of the Board: 
Practically all of the work done la 
covered by the report of President Schlesln-
ger. 1 should, however, like to report 
about the new locals chartered by the In-
ternational since last quarterly meeting. 
Last ysar we organized a local of 
raincoat .workers In Boston, but owing to 
dullness in the trade It went out of "exist-
ence. At the beginning of this season the 
raincoat makers of Boston renewed their 
charter. Their t rade Is in quite a busy 
stale now, and they have succeeded In 
gaining some very important concessions 
from their employors. Vlco-President Kur-
lan-j and Vice-President Dublnsky have 
done considerable work among them. Now 
they have re-established union conditions 
• • • 
In thei r shops and we keep them on the 
rolls as Local No. 7. 
There bad existed In San Francisco a 
Local 8' of our International and also an 
independent Ladles' Tailors ' Union with a 
membership of 100 or so. This lat ter or-
ganisation together with some members 
of the old Local 8, have been granted a 
charter by the International Union as Local 
No. 8. 
In Boston the sklrtmakers had been or-
ganized together with the cloak operators 
and finishers. Lately they started a move-
ment for a separate organization. They 
have succeeded In convincing the members 
or Local 56 of the fairness of their stand 
and we have Issued them a charter as Local 
No. 84. 
The alteration tailors who work in de-
partment stores have been a part of Local 
9, which they Joined during 1910. Local 9, 
having various problems on hand, could 
not do very much for these alteration 
« ^ . . « » , » « . « * * * « - . . i ~ i 
During my enforced vacation In the 
Tombs, the ladles' garment workers of 
Winnipeg, Man., asked for a charter . When 
I came out on ball I made Inquiries of cen-
tral labor unions and other sourcen as to 
• 
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whether there is a field la that town for a 
local union. I wlshod to be very carerul 
about Issuing new charters which may la 
volve strikes and trouble. I received very 
favorable information and we chartered 
them as Local No, 32. They have between 
100 and 150 members at present. 
President Schleatuger has touched In his 
report about the recent movement among 
the corset workers. The A. P. of L. con-
ducted an extensive campaign of organiza-
tion In the New England states and suc-
ceeded In calling out one of the biggest cor-
set factories in the trade, the Warner Bros, 
plant In Bridgeport, Conn., that employs 
from 1.000 to 4,000 people, Mrs. Scully, 
who was the chief organizer In this move-
ment, communicated the fact of this strike 
to Hugh Frayne, New York representative 
of the Amorlcan Federation of Labor. Bro. 
Frayno communicated with President 
Scbleslnger, but as President Schlealnger 
had to leave the city, I took chargo of the 
matter In response to request to send Hun-
garlassrfcid English speakers; 1 sent Bro. 
Martin and Elmer Rosenberg. As the A. 
P. of L. organizers could not devote all 
their time to organize the corset workers, 
Vice-President Pierce was called from 
Cleveland and assigned to that locality. 
He has been ever since taking care of the 
corset situation In Bridgeport and New 
Haven. 
While there, ho organized, -besides Local 
33, formed by Mrs. Scully In Bridgeport, 
Locals 34 and 39 of corset cutters In 
Bridgeport sad New Haven and Local 40 
of corset workers of New Haven. As far 
as the corset cutters are concerned they are 
practically all organized In Bridgeport. 
about 150 In number. The New Haven 
agitation has grown out of the Bridgeport 
strike. After the successful strike In the 
latter city a committee of corset workers 
from Now Haven came to see the Bridge-
port people and Brother Pierce assisted 
them la organizing the two locals men-
; Miss Rose 3chuetderman, one ol 
carao back from Chicago 
wMka In Philadelphia. 
When I was released on ball and returned 
to fee office, I thought that Miss Schnolder-
man could do better elsewhere. In Phila-
delphia Bro. Sliver can be relied on with 
the management of the work. I sent her to 
New Haven before Bro, Pierce came from 
Cleveland, Then 1 made arrangements for 
her to work in Now York, Orst In connect 
Hon with the Boanax embroidory workers 
and then for Locals 41 and 50. 
a 
These two locals have cost the Interna-
tlonal a considerable amount of money and 
energy. We bad brother Samuel Martin 
with them and other people, but It seems 
(hat their trade conditions were not favor* 
able and the locals did not make headway. 
I assigned Miss Schnetderman to assist the 
organizer of the International already In 
charge of the locals and try to create a 
general movement for a strike In these 
trades -for uniform and union conditions 
for the next spring season. When I re-
turned to the offlce at the end of our trlsl 
1 found that Miss Scbnelderman had been 
sent to Springfield. Mass., and was doing 
good work there. Upon coming to Spring* 
Meld she stumbled into a strike situation 
or two corset shops of that city, brought.lt 
to a successful ending and organised a 
solid local of several hundred people aa 
Local 
From Worcester, Mart., a telegram came 
some time ago that the "army Is mobilized" 
and ready to strike, but wants the sanc-
tion of the general offlce. while In the 
absence of President Schleslnger I withheld 
sanction. I referred the matter to Bro. A. 
Rosenberg, in Boston, and asked him to 
take care of the sulfation. The strike lasted 
a few weeks and ended successfully. Dur-
ing this fight we assisted the local to th© 
extent of $350. 
The waist and white goods workers in 
that city had been together with the cloak, 
makers in one Local No. 70. Lately, how-
ever, we granted them a separate c h a r ^ 
aa Local 43. 
Lately the raincoat makers of Cleveland 
have come back to llfo pretty strong snd 
we bavo granted them a revival of theii-
old charter. No. 111. 
The Bonnax embroiderers* In New York 
City. In the midst of a good season, went 
•out In the entire trade during August. The 
strike was quickly settled, except for a 
few firms. I assigned Bro. Solovlon* to 
work with them during the strike and he 
stayed with them for a couple of weeks. 
Later, when Martin resigned as manager-
ot Local 41 and SO. 1 assigned him to tak* 
care of that offlce and put Bro. Wooif In 
charge of the ladles' tailors situation which 
•si B«assssBjBjKaeas^^ssBBBj[ « 
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at that time made preparation! for a gen-
eral strike. 
A itrlke occurred In Los Angeles, and 
the workers asked for somo ono to direct 
tbe strike and for financial assistance. We 
secured organizing help for them through 
tbe office of the A. F, of L., who assigned 
their Los Angeles organizer to the work. 
After live weeks the strike was settled satis-
factorily. We tent them $300. 
During the last few months a question 
has arisen in tbe International Union, con-
cerning tbe United Hebrew Trades and 
their harboring th« locals of the Amalga-
mated Clothing Workers within their or-
ganization. 
Tbe A. F. of L. has recently informed 
all the organizations affiliated with it that 
all affiliated International and local unions 
should withdraw from the United Hebrew 
Trades, as this organization bad not ox-
polled from Its ranks the locals of the 
Amalgamated.Clothing Workers that had 
seceded from the United Garment Workers 
last year. When the C. P. U. called upon 
our locals to withdraw from the U. H. T.. 
to which they haro belonged for many 
years, they turned to us, but we were not 
\ r e a d y to give them any advice and the mat-
tef~Is still In abeyance. 1 recommend this 
matter lo your careful attention. "^ 
The convention of the A. F. of L, takes 
and Local 26, and plans woro proposed 
certain changes and reforms In regard 




REPORTS BV VICK-PRESIDK1 
Bro. Met* roports that after tho 
quarterly meeting he addressed It miss 
tneotlng In Cincinnati.^ He also attended 
executive meetings of Local 50; hot his en-
forced confinement in jail since May U pre-
vented him from doing active work. 
Bro. Halpern reporta general progress 
all along tho line. 
Bro. Baron* mporta that he had been In-
structed by President Schlealnger to Inves-
tigate conditions In Newark, N. J., together 
with Bro. Dublnsky, but aa Dublnsky was 
busy with tho raincoat makers-in Now York 
he met the organizer. Mis* Craig, and a 
number of girls of the local. Conditions In 
\ewnrk are pretty bad. The girls, mostly 
•iewlHh, ask for a Yiddish-speaking woman 
Organizer. The New York shop of the 
Knoxall Waist Company having been in-
volved In a strike, brought out the fact 
that the firm had a shop In Newark. So 
the workers of the Newark shop were also 
colled out and the strike was settled In 
three weeks. 
place early next month. At our last can-
vention.ln Cleveland five delegates wore Vice-President Lefkovlts reports that as 
elected to represent our International; one 
of them, Bro. Dyche. has resigned since. 
We are now entitled to six delegates ac-
cording to our membership, and wilt have 
to consider the matter of sending this dele-
gation this year to San Francisco from 
more than one point of view. 
I also wish to Btato that our auditor, Mr. 
RBblnovitch, has visited during this term 
locals in Boston, Philadelphia and Connec-
ticut. He was also called to Chicago by. 
Prca, Schleslnger to investigate conditions 
which arose In the finances of Local Union 
No. IS. 
At tbe last quarterly meeting, President 
Scnleslnger had been given power to in-
crease or change the size and substance of' 
our official journal. The Ladles Garment 
Worker, In order to make It more Influen-
tial and useful, but nothing could be done 
In that respect slnct*. Lately, President 
Schleslnger has had a conference with 'a 
committee i 
chairman of the committee appointed to 
effect an amalgamation of Locals 3, 38 and 
65 he tried to bring them together, but In 
spite of their professed deBlre to unite, 
these three locals acted contrary to this at 
their meeting* 
After the ladles' tailors. Local 38, had 
gone on strike, which was successful from 
tho point of view of numbers, the commit-
tee had a meeting with the settlement com-
mittee of the local and tried to persuade 
them to adopt the committee's point of 
view In reference to-tbe settlement of the 
strike. Their committee, however, objected 
to go to the Mayor's Council for Arbitra-
tion on four point*—wagoa, hours, week-
work or piece-work and the question of 
discharges. When the committee came 
to their mass meeting with a proposition 
to give the O. E. B. powohs to Bet tie the 
strike In the best way possible, they re-
jected it by a vote of 1,100 to 3. 
Ha also acted la the capacity of general 
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secretary-treasurer for several daya, ln_ 
Bro. Slgman's absence. During that apace 
of time the dispute la the raincoat trad* of 
New York occurred and the employers' as-
sociation invited the International to a con-
ference. After having found that the mom-
,. bershlp of thta association was representa-
tive of the trade, a conference was arranged 
between them and Locale 10 and 20. Dur-
ing these conferences a general strike in 
the trade was doclared. On the following 
day the conferences were renewed and the 
strike was successfully settled. 
Vlce-Pretldent Dublnskv reported as fol-
lows: 
"When I left my office in New Jersey 
there were about 60 shops In operation 
there_jl went over to the raincoat makers 
to conduct their organisation for a general 
strike, and' we had a conference with' the 
manufacturers. The strike was callod on 
Monday, August 30, at 2 p. m.,'and was a 
thorough success, ft lasted one week and 
all the 2,600 men and women.Involved are 
today earning double the amount In wages. 
Since then Local 20 has paid all Its debts 
and has today'n membership of 3,000 In 
good standing. The local has a new office 
and Is preparing financially for slack times. 
When the atrlke In New York had been 
. settled I went to Boston on account of Local 
20 to deal with the raincoat situation over 
there.- We-called the workers out on strike 
for n cotiple of days and organized about 
700 of them in a local union. Boston la 
the biggest rubber clothes center In the 
country, and In Cambridge there are about 
700 people working for the American Rub-
ber Company alone." 
• 
Vice-President Cohen, of Cleveland, re-
ports that President Schleslngcr has cov-
ered well ifid Cleveland situation. He be-
lieves that It will be necessary to moke 
some single fights for the spring BCBSOII. 
The cutters of Cleveland, at a recent meet-
ing, had decided to ask the local Joint 
Board to permit them to have single strikes. 
Steps must bo taken to retain the large 
nurdber of dues-paying members In the 
local. 
Brother Peristein'organized a number of 
walstmakera, of which there are ahont 600 
In Cleveland, and Local 111, Raincoat Mak-
ers, la very active, building up a strong 
organization In the trade. 
Vice-President Kurland, of Boston, re-
ports that the conditions In tbe Boston 
locate are very good. Ho has been very 
active In connection with the reorganiza-
tion of Local 7 In Boston and Its strike. At 
present this local Is In good shape. It has 
a treasury and a good membership. Local 
1* Is keeping Itself apart from the other 
locals In many respects, and has raised Ha 
own defense fund. Local 49, wa!stma*ers. 
has engaged an organizer and Is building 
up an organization; It has already several 
hundred dollars In Its treasury. Local 73, 
Cutters, Is In very good shape. It has 100 
members In good Btandlng. 
At the request of Bro. Rosenborg he as-
sisted the Cloakmakers' Union of Worces-
ter, Local 76, to settle the strike with the 
aid of the Central Labor Union. The waist 
and white goods girls are a good union ele-
ment and they compos? tho entire executive 
board of the local. 
(Tho report* of Vice-Presidents Pierce, 
Koldofsky and Amdur will be published In 
tbe next Issue.) 
ACTION ON COMMUNICATIONS AND REQUESTS 
OF COMMITTEES 
Miss Lltwakoff and Bro. Silver, a commit-
tee from the Philadelphia Waist, Silk Suit 
and Children Dressmakers' Union, Local 
No. 16, stato that In their campaign for 
complete organization of their trades In 
Philadelphia they foel at present handi-
capped for lack of organizers among the 
English-speaking workers and the cutters, 
Bro. Sliver states that during the last six 
months he has spent In Philadelphia, he has 
succeeded in organizing 2,300 men and 
women: that he had about 20 single shop 
strikes and nil wore successfully settled, 
with material concessions. He urges the 
International to send over an English-
speaking man to attend to the English-
speaking element, and believes that In five 
or six weeks they will complete the organ-
ization of their trade In Philadelphia. 
Ph. Eisner, a committee from Local No. 
65, Ladles.' Tailors of Brooklyn. N. Y., re-
quested on behalf of his local that the G. 
E. B. sanction a general atrlke In .their 
trade In Brooklyn, and also grant financial 
assistance. 
Bros. Polln and Schocn, a committee 
from the Philadelphia Joint Board, request 
tbe board to defray expenses of a big mass 
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Philadelphia. Instead ot tbe one that bad 
failed on the preceding Sunday, owing to 
tb* interference ot the police. The expanses 
of ihlB second meeting would amount to 
about $400. Request granted. 
As to request of the Boston Joint Board 
that Bros. Slgman, MeU and Scbleslnger 
address a mass meeting In Boston earl; in 
November, Brothers Slgman and MeU ac-
costed lhvlutlon. 
Agreed that the Ralucoat Makers of Chi-
cago, Local 64, ore now In a position to 
take care of themsolves. 
In a communication from Local 20. re-
porting on ImproTed conditions in their 
trade and their last successful strike, 
thanks wore expressed to Brothers Slgman 
and Dublnsky for assistance rendered. 
Local No. S8. Waist and Whltogoods But-
tonhole Makers' Union, renewed their old 
request that Locals 26, 41. SO and 62 trans-
fer their buttonhole makers to their local. 
Communication was read from New York 
State Federation of Labor declaring Itself 
against the proposed new State Constitution 
as Inimical to the Interests of organized 
labor and asking our International to help 
defeat It. 
It was decided that action on the matter 
of affiliation of our locals with the Ttelted 
Hebrew Trades on account of controversy 
with the New York Central Federated 
<^ Union, be deferred until after the conven-
~Woa of tho American Federation of Labor. 
In Regard to communication 'from Bro. 
M. J. Aabpls, secretary of Local No. 1, sug-
gesting and urging reforms for the New 
York Joint Board In order to enable the 
latter body to better manage the affalip of 
ths'cJoakmukera in Now York City, agreed 
to reply that In the opinion of the O. R, B. 
ih.-r New York Joint Board Is represented 
and composed according to constitution ot 
the International. 
<* The,action of President Scbleiinger in 
matters 
curred la. 
In regard to the situation In Chicago, the 
board was Informed Omt Bro. Blsno i. Chief 
clerk for the union there and Bro. Tinkler 
organiser. Decided to leare to the discre-
tion of the general office the matter ol ex-
peases for Chicago organisation work, , 
It was decided that the general office'bo 
lutborixed to continue tbe campaign or or-
lixfttioD In Cleveland, If necessary, •lso a 
ibllcity campaign. 
Tbe situation In Cincinnati was referred 
' to the general office for action. 
Agreed to send one delegate. President 
Scbleslnger, to represent tbo International 
Union at the San Francisco convention ol 
the American Federstlon of Labor. 
Bros. Koldofsky, Katz and Cohen were 
appointed a committee on master of Local 
38, and Bros. Metx, LefkovlU arid Halperc 
a committee on matters connected wltb 
I-ocal 26. 
A committee of three was appointed to 
Investigate the waist and dress situation In 
Philadelphia and report to Die New York 
members of tbe boord.( 
Tbo request of Vice-President Koldofsky 
to have an organizer appointed for Toronto 
was deferred for next meeting of Q. K. B. 
In the meantime the general office will lend 
the local some ssslstance. 
Agreed to refer the matter of Locals 41 
and 60 to the general office with power to 
appoint additional organizers and carry out 
other necessary projects. 
[ Agreed to send Bros. Woolf and Wein-
berg to address a mass meeting at Balti-
more on Saturday, October 22. 
Agreed that Bros. MeU, Halpern and Lef-
kovlU investigate the request of Local 68 
for an organizer for six months. ' 
The request of the Embroiderers' Union 
Local No. 6 for sanotlon of general strike 
was referred to the New York members of 
the Q. K. B. 
Agreed to donate 826 to the Hebrew 
Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society. 
Agreed that the committee appointed to 
InvestigaU Local 28 shall also Investigate 
Local No. 66. 
Agreed to send a congratulatory resolu-
toln Jo the Joint Board of New York upon 
the liberation of their members, and eon-
Bro. Baroff, for the Ai> 
reported as follows: 
Owing to the strenuous times that pre-
vailed during tho last few month*. moolluRB 
of the Appeals Committee could not be held 
regularly. We bsld only one meeting to 
consider very urgent cases, and my report 
will cover only the* ten cases that we have 
Uken up a t that meeting. 
The penalty of removal from work. Im-
posed on S. Zverling and D. Herman, mem-
bers of Local 28 employed Is the shop of 
li 
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H. B. Schwartz, who'were accused ol having 
mado two Hits of prices w]tb the employer 
for the inside and the outside workers, was 
considered too harsh, as there were so mo 
extenuating circumstances In their case. 
Fine of S I6 imposed Instead. 
In the case of L. Brook, member of Local 
11, who had appealed against objections 
against him as delegate of the Joint Board 
by some members of his union—appellant 
refused to appear before the committee on 
the ground that some of its members were 
prejudiced against him. The committee 
has therefore declined to hear this case. 
In the case of Jacob Welnsteln, member 
of Local 9. alleged to have worked on Sat-
urday afternoons and fined J z by the Ap-
peals Committee of the Joint Board—the 
committee reduced the flao to Si, as the 
other nnlBhers In the same shop had their 
fines reduced for the same offense. 
In the case of Ben. LIfshltx, member of 
Local 9, aitoged to have worked on Satur-
naT afternoons and fined 16 by the Joint 
Board—fine sustained, as the case was 
amply proved against him. 
In the appeal or Local 36 from an ordet of 
the Joint Board to pay 191 to a certain Bro. 
lukowllx as strike benefit, the local claimed 
that they have no regular strike fund ami 
that said Itzkowltx had never reported at 
the office of the union during tho strike. 
At tho hearing It was brought out that six 
weeks prior to the ending of the strike he 
had asked Bro. Woolf for strike benefit. 
Tho Appeals Committee has therefore de-
cided that Local 35 pay him the benefit for 
six weeks only. It was also decided to 
refer to the meeting of the O. E. B. the 
questions involved, in this appeal. 
In the case of Israel Balch, member of 
Local 35, alleged to have worked by piece 
and to have obtained in an unlawful man-
ner a working card for the shop of Edelaon 
£ Shapiro—Appeals Committee decided to 
sustain action of local. 
in the caae of » , areenXo, member of 
Local 35. who had been employed as Rus-
sian secretary at the office of the Joint 
Board, and claimed throe weeks' compensa-
tion from January 11, 1815, to the end ot 
the month—Appeals Committee has de-
cided to reject bis appeal for the reaaon 
that his office as Russian secretary had been 
abolished before January 11. 1916, and he 
had received due notice. 
In the case of Bessie Friedman and 
-. 
Bertha Levy, members of Local *3, the 
local Is requested to make an exception 
with these girls .and consider them as old 
members upon payment of SI.76. 
In the case of Sam Laniman, member 
ot Local 35, alleged to* have worked on 
Saturday afternoons and fined $5 by the 
Joint Board—Appeals Committee recom-
mended a temporary suspension of the flne 
pending a re-bearing of the caae, at the 
evidence was conflicting. 
In conclusion I wish to offer my thanks 
lo Bro. Lefkovlt*, who has given bla time 
on several occasions, and my sincere recog-
nition to Bros. Metz and Dubinsky (or 
their heart>- co-operation In tho work of 
the Appeals Committee. 
Fraternally yours. 
AH. BAROFF. Chairman. 
^ 
The claim of Bro. IUkovlta against 
Local 35—agreed to defer the question 
until the next meeting of the Q. E. B. 
Report of the Appeals Committee was 
dopted. 
It was decided to cancel all previous 
arrangements with the New York Joint 
Board regarding tho upkeep of tho New 
Jersey office. 
The appointment of organisers was re-
ferred to the general office as heretofore. 
' Upon request of Bro. Dubinsky—Vice-
Presidents Lofkovlts, Karon* and Pierce 
were appointed to Investigate bis financial 
accounts in connection with the Jersey 
City office. 
(At a subsequent meeting of the New 
York members of the board, held on Nov. 
8, 191&. Brother Dubinsky presented a 
copy of the following letter from Ph. 
Kaplowlu. secretary-treasurer of the 
Joint Board: 
"October 25th, 1915. 
This la to certify that Hsrry Dubinsky, 
former Manager of the Jersey Office, bas 
settled up in foil wito the Joint Board 
for all stamps, assessments and all ottaer 
monies, and never before refused to make 
settlement. I did.' however, call Mm h 
few times and he was In Boston busy with 
the Raincoat Makers' Union and waa In 
no position to settle at that time. 
Fraternally yours, (Signed) PH. KAPLOWITZ, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 
Kvidence waa presented by Brother 
Sfgman, the general secretary-treasurer, 
to the effect, that all bills had been O.K.M 
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a letter by Brother M. Kovensky; Dnbin-
| sky's successor In the Jersey office to 
Vlco-Presldont Lefkovlta, Chairman of the 
Investigating Committee, stated that Bro. 
Dnblnsky hiid handed over all moneys and 
stamps and there was DO complaint against 
him. Tho committee therefore reported 
as follows: 
We, the Committee, find upon all this 
evidence and information that Brother 
Dublnsky, during hlB management ot the 
Jersey Office, has acted nn a loyal member 
of our International Union, and we also 
find that all his accounts were settled to 
the satisfaction of all parties concerned. (Signed} 8. LKPKOV1T3, Chairman, 
ABRAHAM BAROFF, 
JACOB HALPERN, 
Members of Committee.) 
Vice-Presidents Baroff, Amdur, Leflco-
vlts. Melt and Halpern wero appointed--. 
to investigate the situation In Philadelphia 
waist trade, and Bros. Lefkovlts, Motz and 
Halpern the affair* of Local No. 65. 
It was decided that $100 be donated to 
the defeat* fund of Schmidt fend Kaplan 
in Los Angeles. Cal. 
In regard to the resignation ot Bro. 
Slgman as general secretary-treasurer 
(letter of resignation was published In The 
Ladles' Garment Worker for November), 
the commlttoe appointed to consider the 
matto.r_reported as follows: 
"As to the resignation of our General 
Secretary-Treasurer, wo have come to the 
conclusion that It would bo a physical |m-' 
possibility for Bro. Slgman to remain In 
office. His long confinement in the Tombs 
and the- r.U;iiN of the recent trial have 
undermined his health. Wer therefore, 
recommend that his resignation be ac-
cepted.—M. Amdur. Ab. Baroff, J. Hat-
pern." 
Upon lengthy discussion, agreed to ac-
cept report and recommendation and em-
power the New York members of tho board 
ta 'nominate suitable candidates for the 
office and that their names shall be sub-
mitted to a vote of all the membors ot the 
board. 
Bro*. Pierce, Baroff and Lerkovita were 
appointed a committee to take over the 
books of the General Secretary-Treasurer. 
It was decided that after the General Sec-
retary-Treasurer will be through with his 
work of preparing hlB report, one month's 
vacation with pay be extended to him. 
Agreed that tho vacancies on tne O. $J, B. 
* " " nominations made 
and sent out by the New York members 
of the board at Its next meeting. Tl 
following were nominated: 
P. Flakier, M.PerlstelD, 8. NInfo, L. 
Oassala, 8. Polakoff, G. WlsbnaK, leldo: 
Epstein and Elmer Rosenborg. 
Agreed that the next meeting of the G. 
R. B. shall bo held in St. Louis in the early 
part of January, 1016. 
Respectfully submitted. 
MORRIS 8IGMAN, v 
General Secretary-Treasurer. 
BANQUET IN HONOR OF ACQUITTED 
BROTHERS 
A large, representative gathering ot men 
and women met at Beethoven Hall on Tues-
day, November 8, to celebrate a great vic-
tory and pay honor-to whom honor Is due. 
It was a banquet arranged by the Joint 
Hoard of the Cloak and Sklrtmakers' Union 
of New York in honor of tho seven officers 
and members whom a Jury had pronounced 
not guilty in tho Criminal Branch of tho 
Supreme Court. A notable coincidence was 
the fact that while this labor and union 
celebration was proceeding, the defeat at 
the ballot boxen of the District Attorney, 
whose desire to deal a'blow at our unions 
had got the bolter of his judgment, was also 
proceeding slowly but surely. 
Among the guests and friends who camo 
to participate In the rejoining and celebra-
tion wore Mr. and Mrs. Morris HUlqult. 
Abraham Levy, Judge Unger, Jacob Hill-
Mint. Mr. and Mrs. Max Levin, Abraham 
Cohan, editor of Forward, and Mrs. Cahan; 
SL Yonofsky, editor of the Free Labor 
Voice; Congressman and Mrs. Meyer Lon-
don, Dr. and Mrs. Henry Moskowttz, Ben-
jamin Schleslnger, president of tho Inter-
national Ladles' Garment Workers' Union, 
and Mrs. Schleaingor; Dr. and Mrs. Panl 
Abelson, Dr. George M. Prlco, director of 
the Joint Board dt Sanitary Control; Jo-
seph Scblossborg, secretary of the Amalga-
mated Clothing Workers: Joseph M. Mar-
cus, president of the United States Bank, 
and many other guests too numerous to 
mention, Most of tho guests consisted of 
representatives of all the local unions of 
Mew York and places around. .Of these 
Ah. Rosonberg represented the Joint Board 
of Boston, and M. Amdur tho Joint Board 
of Philadelphia. Other guests represented 
the United Hebrew Trades, the Interna-
tional Furriers' Union, the Workmen's 
• • 
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Circle and tho Jewish Socialist Federation. 
Letters and telegrams of apology tor ab-
sence came from Mr. Louis D. Brand'els, 
Attorney Williams, K. Olcott, M. Oruber 
and the Cloak makers' Union of Chicago. 
One felt inspired to see so many man 
and ronton, at least GOO In number, re-
joicing, their hearts beating in unison to 
thi' tones of dollghtful music—rejoicing at 
the vindication of tho uulon and Its seven 
officers and membors through whom a blow 
was aimed at the organisation. One could 
later therefrom the spirit of brotherhood 
and solidarity prevailing in the organised 
ranks. The Joint Board of New York had 
the satisfaction of seeing Its great efforts 
to vindicate tho accused brothers crowned 
with success. 
Brother George Wishnak, the manager 
o ( J^« Joint Board, was the toastmastor, 
and the speeches of Morris HUlqult, Dr. 
Henry Moskowitz, Congressman Meyer 
London, Jos. Schlossborg, Abraham Levy, 
Ab. Caban, Judge Ungar, Mrs, Moskowitz, 
Max Levin, tho brother*—Slgman, Met*. 
Woolf, Stupniker, Ashpls, Weldinger, 
Singer and Holier were both delightful and 
Impressive. A surprising fact brought out 
In the course of the evening was the appre-
ciation showered on Philip Kaplowltz, the 
secretary-treasurer of the Joint Board, both 
by Attorney Ab. Levy and particularly by 
Morris HlllQuit for the Invaluable aasist-
ance he rendered to the defense. Mr. HUl-
qult went so far as to call Brother Kaplow-
ltz bis collaborator In the case and handed 
him a gold watch suitably engraved—his 
personal gift—in recognition of his tiroi«s 
devotion. 
As It was election night the great gather-
ing was interested In certain election re-
sults. Rumor had ft that A. I, Shlptacoff, 
the secretary of the United Hebrew Trades, 
had been elected Asaemblyman for the 
Brownsville District, and that Mr. Swaun 
waa far In advance of Perkins for district 
attorney of Now York. Both these rumors 
were confirmed later on. Shlplaooff Mm-
Bolf suddenly appeared and reported, amid 
an outburst of enthusiasm, that after a 
hard campalga he succeeded In wiping out 
the Republicans and sweeping away the 
Democrats and placing Brownsville on the 
election map for Socialism and labor. 
Ab. Baroff, the New General Sec.-Treasurer 
By A, R, 
'A poetic soul, with a gift for Journalism; 
an enthusiast, an Idealist and a leader of 
women workers—such' are somo of the 
characteristic* of Ab. Baroff, the new gen-
eral secretary-treasurer of the interna-
tional Ladles' Garment Workers Union. 
Bro. Baroff has Just been unanimously 
elected by the members of tho General 
Executive Board to fill this poiIUon 
vacated by Morris Slgman owing to a 
breakdown in health. 
Baroff's sphere of activity 'In the labor 
movement has been confined almost ex-
clusively to the waist and dress Industry, 
but hq Is also an ardent Socialist and has 
been active'with vole* and pen spreading 
the Idea of "Socialism, tho ^lope of the 
Workers," among tho Immigrant workera 
of the Bast Side of New York. 
He was himself ono of the numerous In-
telligent Immigrants swept Into this conn-
try by tho great tide of emigration ^that 
had started in Russia after the pogroms of 
1881. Baroff had been Imbued with So-
cialist and democratic Ideals before he 
landed on these shores in 1890. No in-
telligent youth in Russia—tho land or 
tyranny and oppression—could then escape 
or avoid these ideas. .The form of protest 
adopted by the Nihilists against social and 
political wroncf and Injustice Invariably at-
tracted the Intelligent and sympathetic 
classes and fired the enthusiasm of men 
nnd women of Baroff's stamp. Csarlsm 
turned the intelligent youths into Nihilists 
or olse drove them from tho country. 
Baroff felt attracted by the Nihilist move-
ment. It waa made np of elements that 
strongly appealed to him. It aimed at 
popular education and social freedom. It 
represented courage, bravery and high 
Idealism. IW motto was emancipation 
from social, political and economic thral-
dom. However, various circumstance* 
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WHY SUCH MCN IKCOMC LABOR LEADEU 
Ilaroff la one of the comparatively few 
who have devoted their lire* to the service 
of the labor movement. Ha was originally 
» >hlrt malier, hat he could Dot endure the 
conditions In that trade, and wondered how 
the other workors could endure them. The 
perpetual dtn of the machines, the dust 
and dirt of the ahopa; the bullying of the 
workers by the employer* and their hired 
supervisors wan sheer slavery to refined 
souls. Baroff happened to bare the power 
AB B\aOFF 
of ponotration. Perhaps it wan this that 
caused him pain, while others not posse— 
lag this power were insensible and indif-
ferent to their harraaslog surroundings. 
A penotratlng sonl such as Baroff pos-
sessd, and the mill of experience he went 
through In the shirt shops, supply the key 
to his career. Why do aach men become 
labor leadera? I think tfao answer is right 
on the surface—they are gifted with a 
deeper InBlght than the mass of the people. 
They quickly see and feel what others are 
alow to perceive. They feel deeply hurt 
when they see oppression. Insult, cruelty. 
Their highly developed souls tell them that 
such things are utterly wrong and ought to 
be righted, Baroff saw these ovila In. the 
factories, and, enthusiast as be was. 
• • « 
be could not conceal bis feeling*. He wanted 
others to see them with his eyes and he 
called attention to> them. He continually 
urged his fellow workers to get together 
and develop Joint action for their own pro-
tection. He wsnted them to join the union. 
Hft was a live wirepin the shops and In the 
Shirt makers' Union, and generally man-
aged to stir things up. 
Together with a few active spirits In the 
union, Baroff mado strong efforts to organ-
ize the workers in tho trade. But be met 
with feeble response, and this gave the em-
ployers the upper hand. "Agltstore" In 
the shop are the specter of the employers 
and are ruthlessly prevented from secur-
ing employment. By his restless aoUvlty 
BaroD* became woll known and Incurred 
the dlspleaaure of the bosses. Ho could 
And no employment in the shirt trade. The 
union was not strong enough to afford him 
protection, and so Baroff forsook sbtrt 
making and went Into the trade of ladles' 
shirt waists. 
In this trade Baroff found a greator pro-
portion of kindred souls. The workers in 
these shops were permeated with the labor 
and Socialist Ideals on which his hope» and 
outlook on life wore centered. Even the 
girls, constituting by far the most numer-
ous proportion of the workers In the shirt 
waist Industry, are much above the average 
In idealism and Intelligence. Hero Baroff 
was In his element and ho contributed a 
good deal to the progress or organisation 
and economic improvement achieved in the 
waist and dress industry. 
ONE OF THE LEADERS IN THE STRIKE OF US) 
For many y e a n Bsroff and his col' 
leagues in the movement stirred up the 
shirtwaist workers. They plantcd-the seed 
of unionism with tears, so to say. Tbelra 
were voices that seemed to bo crying In 
the wilderness. Their agitation apparently 
tell on deaf ears. But In reality It was not 
so. Just as In physics! nature nothing Is 
ever lost, so In Ideas and thought ah im-
pression Is loft somewhere. In due courso 
of time the Idess propagated take root and 
result In action. 
Early In 1909 rtho local leaders of the 
Walstmakers' Union were almost In despair 
at the turn of evens. Working conditions 
reached a very low obb, yet the union was 
In poor shape. How easily conditions 
could have been Improved If only tho 
masses had Joined the'movement for or-
L 
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ganlsatfon and Joint action. Just nix years 
ago today mattora reached such a paw 
that the union, poor as It was. decided to 
strike a blow lor changed conditions. It 
was a case of either swim or sink. A gen-
eral strike must bo called, even It the union 
should go under In the' process, Bo 
reasoned the leaders of that time. 
They would have been elated II 5,000 
workers had Joined the strike. Even this 
limited number would have operated for 
good to shop conditions and the union. 
The enthusiasm displayed at a mass meet-
ing held in Coopor Union on November 20, 
1909, when the strike was decided on. In-
spired the leaders with hope that the Bald 
number of waist makers would vacate a 
number of shops. Imagine, however, that 
four or flvo times that number responded 
to the call of the union and It will at once 
become apparent that tho Bced planted In 
former years was not altogether lost. Hero 
was a groat popular uprislug that could 
well have fired tbo Imagination of such as 
Baroff. and Baroff was In It and of u. 
This uprising was. ao unexpectedly tre-
fflpltdous as to roquire every active man 
and woman In tbo ranks to give freely of 
his or her service. It proved a prolonged 
and hitter struggle, en tailing great endur-
ance and seli-sacrifloo. It was not only a 
struggle with stubborn employers, but, with 
hired thuggery and polled brutality. Pick-
eting In blttor cold and Inclement weather. 
starvation and suffering, arrests and Im-
prisonment did not lircaR tbo spirit of the 
girl strikers. The strike lasled for twelve 
weeks, and Baroff was right in the front 
of the battle—one of the leader*. 
HE BECOMES ONE OF THE MANAGERS 
That strike did not result In permanent 
Improvements, such ns the cloakmukers' 
strike of 1910, bat it paved the way for 
tho lattor strike and for the present strong 
union In the' waist and dress Industry. H 
created a much btggor union than tho lead-
er* ever dreamed Of. 
Early In 1910 tho Waist and Dressmak-
ers' Union had a membership of 8,000 
strong. It waa then the biggest local of 
• 
the International and the biggest of any 
union ln New York. Baroff continued to 
be oau of tho officers. 
Even two years later, when tho employ-
er* succeeded In taking back tho conces-
sions granted in 1909-10, and the mem-
borshtp of Local *2& dwindled, Baroff and 
hla colleagues held on to the union, direct-
ing Ita affair* and planning, for » a better 
future. In 1911-1912 he was the leading 
spirit of Ihe agitation for a general strike 
which culminated In January, 1912, In the 
collective agreement known a* the protocol 
In the waist and dress Industry, Baroff 
waa appointed manager of the department 
for the supervision ot some 200 non-aaso-
clalloti shops, and he has continued to 
hold this office until the present time. At 
tho Cloveland Convention In 1914 Baroff 
waa electnd a member of the General Ex-
ecutive Board of the International Union— 
tho eighth vice-president. 
HIS CIFT FOR JOURNALISM 
Baroff la a regular contributor to the 
columns of the official organ of Local No. 
25. Ills articles on tbo waist trade and 
on the Inner problems of local organisation 
!:a-.v had an educational value of a high 
order for the waist and dressmakers. Ho 
haa the knack of appealing straight to the 
heart in his written and apoken word. On 
the platform he often displays a vein of 
humor. These mental qualities have en-
deared him to the membership of hla local. 
> But Baroff has also been active In Yid-
dish literary circles, He showod a'glft of 
Journalism when still In the old country, 
and bo contributed to various publications 
in this country a number of sketches drawn 
from tho life of the oppressed workers. In 
1910 he published a volume of these 
sketches which wero regarded as a contri-
bution to current Yiddish literature. 
The Waist and Dressmakera' Union will 
for a time at least mlsa his services, but as 
a general officer Baroff will continue to de-
vote a good deal of attention to affairs In 
the waist Industry, and here his knowledge 









at the San Francisco Convention 
What I t Tell* Us of Home of tbo-American Trade i along in (he Lam Year—Their 
Hopes, St ru cult's and I'rtwrcss , s r ggle   rrogrett  
By A. KOSEBimY. * 
According to the report submitted to the 
San Francisco Contention by t h e Bxecutivo 
Council of the American Federation of 
Labor the numerical strength of the Na-
tional Organization has fallen shor t of the 
number atUlned In 1914 by about 74,000. 
What does this signify? 
Considering the terrible slackness and 
unemployment that has been prevailing 
throughout the year owing to to© European 
conflagration this loss In membership Is 
practically of a temporary na ture and little 
contributory factor. Yet this union Is as 
strong and vigorous as ever. 
Too Brotherhood of Carpenters and 
Joiners must have been directly affectptl 
by the trado crisis, but tbo slight falling 
otf In membership In Its cas£ as well as In 
the miners' case seams to be temporary— 
recoverable In belter times. 
' In the case of the Western Federa-
tion of Miners the falling off In mem-
bership is somewhat more compli-
cated. Here It may bo directly due to 
signlBcance. Upon a study of the figures '< the unsuccessful ending of the strike in 
It fs seen that the great majority of the 
International unions hare gained rather 
than loot in membership. Some of the 
locals or our own International Union have 
suffered from acute unemployment, to say 
nothing of the attacks upon thei r Tory ex-
istence. Yet we have managed to hold 
our own. 
The loss of the 74,000 members is direct-
ly traceable to some of the biggest i n t « ~ 
nationals. Judging from the voting 
strength of 1914 and 1916, respectively, 
the lossolf-weru incurred mainly by the fol-
lowing unions, approximately t h u s : 
Calumet, Mich., two years ago.- It always 
takes a year or two before a union recovers 
from the effects of an unsuccessful s tr ike. 
Judging from the experience of other or-
gaoixatlona who mot with similar rerorscs 
the tide will soon bo returning. 
The Tailing off in the ranks of tho UoHod 
Oarment Workers;of Amorlca may be en-
tirely dne to the unfortunate split of a year 
ago. There Is every reason to believe tha t 
if this split could have been avoided, the 
organized ranks In this Industry would 
have been augmented, .The U. O. W. of A., 
however, still seems to be very strong 
United Mine Workers of Amer ica . . «P00Q numerically. From the figures in the r e 
Western Federation of Miners- . .',. 10.000 ' P o r t o f °» A- p - ot u Council, Its pe> 
United Brotherhood of Carpenters 
and Joiners . 17,900 
per 
capita to the National Organization from 
September, 1914, to September, 1916, In-
United a a r m e n t Workers of America 18,000 d l cf tM ft, ^ m b o r s h l p of some 42,000. The 
* . . . action of the convention on the report of 
Other unions, on the other hand large , h B E ) l 0 C u t I v ( 1 council relating to the part 
and .mall , have aucceeded In adding to
 u k e Q , f l ^ o matter by the United Hebrew 
Trades o t New York and the sympathetic ihxlr membership. 
practically speaking, the loos couslats in 
• of gain; for, If n o t for the 
ployment, there would surely acute iinen 
have been an accretion of a t least 100,000 
members to tbo affiliated ranks. 
Unemployment is an ample explanation 
uf this slight falling off in each case. But 
bearing In mind tha t there were othor 
causes In operation, the wonder Is that 
these unions havo weathered the storms so 
well, In the enso of the United Mine Work-
• • era, the state of terror In Colorado, as 
a result of the legal prosecutions of L*w. 
must have been a 
at t i tude of the delegates to tho parties In-
volved In this controversy Is a distinctly 
hopeful sign that a successful attempt will 
speedily be made to restore peace and unity 
to-tho garment trades. 
^ _ _ 
The report of the Executive Council and 
tho resolutions Introduced, and carried In-
dicate the practical work In which the 
convention, and tho Council, subsequently 
giving effect to the work of the convention, 
are usually engaged. Some Unions stand 
In need of moral and actual support; pro-
.. • - : 
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lor the general food of the movement 
urn si be promoted and carried through; 
jurisdictional question* between one unlou 
and another are fought out on the. con-
vention floor and stops taken to adjuat 
" them; speeches by various fraternal dele-
gates and reports of the doings of the 
trade unions abroad Bhow the Intimate 
connection of the American Federation of 
Labor with the labor movement through-
oat the world. Alt this work Is of so 
Immediate a nature that If any extraneous 
matter were allowed to occupy attention 
the Interests of the afllllated organizations 
would suffer. There are some people who 
are not satisfied* with the manner In which 
the American Federation of Labor carries 
on It* business. Well. It Is so easy to 
criticize. The fact remains that criticism 
Is purely destructive. Certain It Is that 
not even tbe most glib and destructive 
•^fTtic or'sot of crlllca could do It bettor If 
they had the chance. ' 
Those on tho other hand who expected 
that radical revolutionary breezes would 
blow at this convention must have been 
disappointed. This could not happen with 
tbe antecedents being ah they ore. Evonts 
of the past year, national and Internation-
al, have not been such as to warrant such 
expectations. Unless a change were to 
take place In the mental perspectlvo of the 
delegates sent by the various unions to 
represent them, no radical changes could 
be expected; and the personnel of the dele-
gation, with foW exceptions, IB practically 
the same at every convention. 
Fresh breeze* ate sometimes wafted 
along from foreign'countries. The fra-
ternal delegates usually enthuse the con-
vention with their moBsages of larger hopes 
and a more glorious future. That Is be-
canso the socialist and trade union ele-
ments have more or less composed their 
differences and greater harmony prevails 
among them. Last year Delegate Itlggs 
from Canada attuned the convention to 
the highest chord of hope-to he found in 
Socialism as the goal whither Labor's eye 
should be directed; and the vigorous ap-
plause accorded his expression of faith In-
dicated that tho hearts of the organlzod 
wage-earners are set In the right places. 
This ronders It plainly ovident that the 
American labor movement !• progressing 
slowly but surely. At the San Francisco 
convention the fraternal delegates from 
Great Britain produced a great impression 
by their noble message of International 
labor solidarity In spite of tbe war. All 
which goea to show that the American la-
bor movement Is traveling on the road to 
Socialism, and that It Is not wise policy to 
force on the conventions Ideas with which 
the msjorlty of the delegates have not yet 
assimilated. 
Socialists are certainly justified In urg-
ing a quicker rate of progress and a more 
harmonious co-operation of tho two wings 
of the labor movement. But this can best 
be carried out by the process of "boring 
within," by the old and ever new method 
of "Agitate, Educate. Organise." 
Such a process should realty begin In 
the local unions. If tbe local unions and 
for that matter, tho international unions 
are not sufficiently progressive and class-
conscious and militant, their delegate* in 
tho convention will move along old lines 
\ and be actuated by conservative policies. 
In Russia whero the labor movement 
was secret nnd underground. It had per-
forco to be altogether lod from above—by 
Its leaders. Tho leader gave the word of 
command and the rank and fllo mostly 
obeyed. Mere, In America, the rut* of the 
, people prevails, and the people Is willing 
to bo led only with Its consent, by its own 
appointed leaders. Frequently the people 
refuses to bo led. This Is a free country 
and people have a right to Instruct their 
leaders. 
What seem* fceceSsAry Is to agitate, edu-
cate, organise, and I should add: don't" 
Indulge in bickering, but harmonize, unite, 
co-operato, as Kelr Hardle and his col-
leagues did In England. Only then shall 
wo get the desirable changes and the 
much longed-for fresh breezes. 
For the present, the* real progress of the 
trade unions is indicated by their material 
gains and economic Improvements. It Is 
this which shows thst tbefr power has not 
abated despite their strenuous conflicts 
with employers. These very conflicts and 
tho huge sums involved in their process 
arc the best evidence that old positions 
are firmly maintained and new positions 
are gained yearly. Of the 110 Interna-
tional unions, 108 sent In reports as to 
their stsndlng. A corsory review of these 
official reports reveals the fact thst forty-
four Internationals have fought and won 
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work. Forty-two Internationals hare held 
(belr own desplto fierce attacks by em-
ployers, and successfully resisted wage 
cuts. Only sixteen internatlonals suffered 
slight reverses. In view of the terrible 
trade crisis prevailing last year this Is 
equivalent to progress. .The struggle In-
volved the unions In an expenditure of 
nenrly $8,500,000. 
One of the molt Important matters re-
ferred to In the report of the Executive 
Council Is the question of strl he-break in B 
detective agencies. This Is a very sore 
point among the organised workers every-
where. The unions In the garment trade* 
feel tho effect of this tremendous evil even 
more than other trades. I t Is to bo hoped 
that the American Federation of Labor will 
continue to take drastic measures to ren-
der lllogal the mal-practlcos of these 
crooked agencies. In Industrial disputes. 
At the Philadelphia convention of the 
A.. F. of L. two resolutions were Intro-
duced calling for "the enactment of state 
and national legislation, limiting the ac-
tivities of detective agencies to the tracing 
erf^crime and criminals and preventing 
thom~Tfom furnishing Btrlke-breakerr^and 
armed guards to employers during labor 
disputes," and President Oompers was In-
structed to appoint a committee to pre-
pare and submit to the Executive Council 
a report upon the activities of these agen-
cies. Tho report enumerates thirty-two 
such agencies operating In various parts 
of the country and recites their unscrupu-
lous methods. It refers to the law en-
acted In Illinois In 19.06 prohibiting the 
hiring of armed guards and the bill Intro-
duced in the New Jersey Senate In 1913. £ 7 X * V V L . 7o"™«ea"f'the Federal 
baring a similar aim. Government to protest against tho bar-
Some of the resolutions Introduced wero „ » „ „ , treatment of the Jew. in Russia 
of particular Interest. One of these by
 a n d to u r g e e q u a l r i s hts for their Jewish 
tho Wisconsin State Federation of Labor, ^habitants on. all belligerent nations. 
called for amalgamation of kindred trades: , 
Convent Inn I'ledRlnK Support lo Ofllcrra 
the convention. For how easy a theoretic 
solution or a question may Beem, when it 
comes to bo applied to actual life and 
practice unforeseen difficulties rise to the 
surface. The miners' unions aro known 
to be very advanced in Ideas having refer-
once to closer unity In tho labor move-
ment; yet the proposed amalgamation of 
the United Mine Workers
 0f America and 
the Western Federation off Miners failed. 
Tho roport of tho former union says that 
"Any attempt to consummate an amalga-
mation at this time would be premature," 
and both unions "Jointly agree" that I 
"would be Impracticable." 
A resolution bonrlng on tho quostlon of 
high dues was introduced by the delegat 
of the Providence. R. I., Central Federated 
Union. It proposed "that whenever a sub-
ordinate union obtains an increase in 
wages, an Increase In dues amounting to 
10 per cent, of said Increase be put In 
oporatlon. Even It carried, tho resolution 
would be largely In the nature of a recom-
mendation which could not bo carried out 
except on a uniform basis for tho entire 
international union Involved. 
In the mat te r of tho United Hatters of 
America the convention adopted a resolu-
tion much to Its credit. This Is to tho 
effect that on January 27. tho birthday of 
President Oompers. .evory member affili-
ated with tho Federation shall bo assessed 
the earnlngB of tho second hour's work for 
tho benefit of tho hatters who aro liable 
to forfeit.their.dwellings in order to pay 
to Loewo * Co. the damages amounting 
with Interest to nearly $300,000. 
The delegates of our International Un-
ion, Brothers Schlesinger and PolakofT, in-
troduced a resolution which calls on 
:• nil Member* Still to be Defended the other by the delegate or the Orogon State Federation of Labor bad reference 
to Industrial Unionism. At the tlmo of .The following resolution was Introduced 
writing the fate of either of these resolu- by Benjamin Schlesinger and Solomon 
tlons has not been reported. In the pres- Polakoff. the delegates of our International 
ent state and constitution of some of the Union, and adopted unanimously: 
organizations It Is doubtful whether In- V 'Whereas, fourteen separate Indictments 
duatrfnl Unionism or even amalgamation \bavo recently been found by the Grand 
of kindred Industries can bo carried out in Jury of the Connty of New York charging 
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International Ladles' Garment Workers" 
Union with various serious crimes. Includ-
ing murder In tbo first degree, robbery, ex-
tortion and riot; and 
"Whereas, the trial of the murder 
charges. Involving eight officer* and mem-
bers of-the organization, was concludod a 
few weeks ago and has resulted In a full 
and speedy acquittal of all defendants; and 
"Whereas, t h e evidence upon the tr ial 
has clearly demonstrated that all charges 
against the union members sad officials 
wore wantonly and deliberately manufac-
tured by a notorious gang of scab herders 
aided by a group of unscrupulous employ-
ers and connived by. a prejudiced and 
bias*** public prosecutor; and 
"Whereas, the wholesale prosecution on 
trumped-up charges against our brothers 
Of the International Ladles" Garment Work-
ers ' Union Is manifestly aimed a t the union 
as such, seeking to exhaust It by extensive 
taxing and costly litigation and to brand It 
before the public as a criminal organiza-
tion;-
"Resolved, By tho Thirty-fifth Annual 
Convention of the American Federation of 
Labor that wo denouueo the prosecution of 
the officers and members of the Interna-
tional Ladles' Garment Workers ' Union as 
a revolting surrendor of the machinery c t 
Justice to the enemies of organized labor; 
and, be It further 
"Resolved, That we pledge our support 
to the International Ladles' Garment 
Workers ' Union and that we call on all 
affiliated labor organizations to respond 
generously to Its appeal for funds to de-
fray the cost of the defense of the numer-
ous cases still pending against Its members 
and oBlcen," 
• 
t • • 
Our Women Workers 
Conducted by MAX INK DENMARK 
AMONG THE WAIST AND DRESSMAKERS 
Last month the Union conducted a gen-
eneral strike of private dressmakers. The 
lot of those girls that work in two and 
three In private dwellings and stores Is 
even less envious than the condition of the 
girls thnt work in the big dress-shops up-
town. These, a t least, work In light sani-
tary shops. Their hours a re regulated and 
thetr complaints are as a rulo better heard 
and attended to. While many of them had 
been organized some two years ago and 
had a separate branch of Local No. 26, 
there was still a great number of thorn' 
outsldo the organization. Tbls general 
s t r ike of las t month has lifted -up the con-
ditions of the private dressmaking t rade 
all over the city, In almost ovory one of 
the 200 establishments on the East Side 
and -Harlem, where about 1,000 sklllod 
girls work. The strike was successful In 
every sense of the word and lasted about 
two weeks. 
PRESENTATION TO BROTHER BAROFP 
At the meeting of the Local Executive 
Board held Tuesday, November 16, 1916. 
the special committee elected to express 
recognition and appreciation of Brother 
Harort's long service to tbo Union intro-
duced the following resolution: 
Whereas, Our dear Brother and Col-
league Abraham Baron* has been honored 
by being elected General Secretary-Treas-
urer of the International Ladles' Garment 
Worekra' Union; and 
Wherean, Ho has for the last seven 
years faithfully served the Union as busi-
ness agent and manager, and has en-
deared himself to his colleagues, tho gen-
eral membership and all with whom he 
came In contact; and •
 % 
Whereas, While deeply regretting his 
parting from .our organization, w« feel, 
nevertheless, that he will In his new office 
prove j u s t as highly useful to the Inter-
national Union as he has been to us, and 
therefore wish him tho best success In bis 
new office. 
Reserved, That the Executive Board of 
the Ladles' Waist and Dressmakors' Un-
ion, Local No. 25, present our colleague 
Abraham Baroff with a loving cup and 
gold watch as a mark of rospoct. affection 
and appreciation for his splendid work, a 
present tha t tdiull serve him as a pleasant 
memory of his connection with the Union. 
S. 8E1DMAN. 
J. ZIMMERMAN, 
H. LIEBERMAN. . 
S. HAIMAN, 
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The resolution was adopted uiio ilmously, 
and Brother Jacobson made the presenta-
tion iimid enthusiastic applause. Brother 
Bsroff felt visibly touched and thanked the 
Executive Board for this depth of genuine 
appreciation and hearty sen t iment He 
urged upon all present to always appreci-
a te th* work of their colleagues in order 
to encourage them. Recognition of ser-
vJre Is expressed not only by presents but 
by constant harmony between and respect 
to each other. Ho assured them tha t ho 
bad spent tome of h is boat moments In life 
with the Union and thla has left an in-
delible impression <on his mind. 
THE NEW WAIST AND WHITE GOODS LOCAL 
IN WORCESTER, MASS. 
Local No. 76 ot Worcester has until last 
year concerned itself practically with only 
tho cloak shops of that town, in fact It 
was a cloakmakers ' local pure and simple. 
Since last winter, however, there has 
Started In Worcester an agitutlon among 
all the ladles' garment workers—waist, 
te goods and wrapper workers ot tha t 
r~ The resders of this column^stlll re-
member tho bi t ter fight which the Wor-
cester local conducted against the waist 
shop of Scdar Bros. Since then the local 
h%s enrolled a considerable number ot 
glrls^ working St these trades. 
Recently these white goods workers have 
decided tha t in order to protect their In-
terests in an adequate way It would be 
best for them to organize separately and 
the cloakmakers have agreed lo this pro-
position---" The International has 
them a char ter as Local No. 43. 
'Worcester has also some big corset fac-
tories, notably the Royal Worcester Com-
y at which about 2,000 girls are era--
Miss Rose Schnelderman is a t 
that city and has succeeded In 
having a few meotlngs with these girls and 
the outlook Is quite bright for tho forma-
tion of a big organisation among the cor-
•» of Worcester. 
Union the Kimono and Wbltegoods Work-
era of this local were separated from the 
waist and dressmakors Into a new local, 
as the former being In the majority lo 
Local No. 59, the waist makers began to 
feel tha t their problems wore to some ex-
tent put In the background. They were 
granted a separate char ter as Local No. 40. 
Tho arbitrat ion board that was to settle 
grievances for the employees of the Hersog 
shops haa rendered a decision lately in 
referenco to the question of discharges. 
It has decided upon two complaints that 
the firm had no right to discharge em-
ployees for Union activity and has ordered 
the firm to re-employ the people discharged 
wkhout cause. Fur ther meotlngs of the 
Board will bo hold shortly to take up other 
questions. 
AGITATION AMONO THE CHILDREN-DRESS 
AND WRAPPER MAKERS 
With the appointment of n special sub-
committee by the Philadelphia meeting or 
the Genoral Executive Board to Investigate 
conditions and direct the gonersl move-
ment which was started In these trades 
early this fall, things are beginning to 
imape themselves pret ty definitely and tho 
prospects of tho movement If sanctioned 
by the sub-committee, a re pretty well 
assured. 
• • CHICAGO HOUSE.DRESS AND WHITE-GOODS 
WORKERS FORM A SEPARATE LOCAL, 
1 No. -59 is growing fast lately. a i d 
with the acquisition of Boroe of tho Im-
portant shops through tho recent -strlkoa 
they ore looking forth to big things for 
the coming spring season. 
Upon the advice of the International 
Meanwhile these locals a re hard a t It on 
constructive reorganisation work. Shop 
after shop Is being drawn Into tho organi-
zation and an energetic organization com-
mit tee Is scouring every shop where a 
t e d
 foothold Is posslhle to be gained. 
The International Office has rocently 
appointed a Syrian organizer to work 
among the thousands of Syrlnns employed 
a t tho Kimono t rade In Now York. Bro. 
S. Goldstein has been appointed by the 
General Offico to take charge of the move-
ment in the Brownsville end of the agita-
tion, and Local No. 41 has In addition as 
now secretary-organ!«or, Bro. D. Bernstein, 
who has been with thla local during 1913-
|fl the capacity of a financial secretary. 
WHITE GOODS WORKERS LOCAL No. O 
The Brooklyn contractors In the white 
goods t rade havo finally seen light and 
have acceded to the demands ot the girls. 
The prospects of a fight between them and 




< while ago have been eliminated. Here i» 
the *tory in brief. 
According to a clause In tbelr agreement 
with the Union the Cotton Garment Asso-
ciation bold themselves responsible for tbe 
standards and conditions in tbe contrac-
tor*' shops. When violations of these 
standards were complained against Ibe 
Association steadfastly refused to enter-
tain them. The Union baa, therefore, de-
cided to take a determined stand and the 
Annotation has finally yielded. Alter sov-
eral conferences they agreed that while 
tbeyjfcay not be strictly accountable for 
the arts of tbo contractors, they pledge 
• themselves to withhold from sending work 
to any contractor who - violated union 
s tandards In bis shop. 
After this became known the Union 
commenced to make preparations for a 
general strike In Brooklyn, and '.he con-
tractors havo thereupon requested the lo-
cal to arrange for a conference. An agree-
ment was reached in the lat ter part of 
October, by which tbo 500 girls working 
in the 20 contracting shops of Brooklyn 
wero granted a complete Union shop, a 
balf-a-dollar raise In wages now and a 
half-dollar by January 1st. A wage com-
mittee was also appointed to Investigate 
and settle tbe minimum wage question In 
these shop*, 
Tbe Union is now completing.Its task 
In Brooklyn by organizing each and every 
shop In tha t section and thus making them 
closed union shops not only in totter but 
in spirit and substance as well. 
• 
1 
A WAIST MAKERS LOCAL IN CLEVELAND 
Local No. 67, tho International'* new 
acquisition in Cleveland, Is a waist makers 
local. Cleveland has about six or seven 
hundred girls working at this trade, and 
It aeems natural that these should follow 
ID the wake of the general union cgltatfon 
that has permeated Cleveland for the lost 
fewseawn*. ' . 
PETTICOAT WORKERS, LOCAL N». « 
Last month saw also a good beginning 
toward* the building up of an organization 
among the petticoat workers of Now York. 
An organization or about 100 nombors 
waj effected, largely owing to the efforts 
of general organiser Bro. A. Solovloff, and 
It I* now up to these organized girls to 
this big trade and make a unionized 
. 
Industry of I t And a big trade it Is,— 
about 7,000 workers and over 150 shop*, 
working from 60 to 70 hours a week un-
der deplorable condition*. 
BRIDGEPORT CORSET WORKERS. LOCAL No. » 
The flfty girls, ironers of. the Batcheller 
Company Corset plant, who went on strike 
in the early part of November, have re-
turned after being out four day*; a satis-
factory settlement of their difference* has 
been reached betwoen Vice-President John 
V. Pierce of tbo International Union and 
tho officials of the company. 
The strike, the first after the settlement 
lu AugUBt. was occasioned by the com-
pany's requiring the girl* to iron heavy 
corsets on both sides without paying an 
extra price for It a* agreed to last Summer. 
APPKAL TO ALL WOIIKKRH 
K«i>eclal!.v Swiss Embroidery Workers o ' 
Local 0. I. L. « . W. V. 
(In poetic strain) 
1 belong to tho I. L. 0 . W. U.—do you? 
You work with me. and you hurt by turn-
ing another way. -
Union* are made, you see. for working 
people llko you and me. 
1 plead with you that you nocd organiza-
tion on this occasion. 
I do not ask you to come to theater, but 
your living and trade to better. 
Ob, how theso. words are burning; my 
heart I* turning. 
Workers unite! Come to the meetings and 
j.ee the light! 
If you do not respond, then you do not 
want eight hour* a day and bettor pay. 
Come, listen to my plea—wo must be pre-
paring, for our health Is wearing; 
With your assistance there will be no re-
sistance, by the bo**e»* awoolatkm to 
plans of negotiation. 
You a r c a skilled mechanic, but there will 
bo panic when the dull season Marts and 
you will be left without a Job. 
'TIs no use complaining or go on blaming; 
nothing can be done till aHatand an one. 
Our Exocutlvo Committee and our organ-
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Come, give us an ear; we need your cheer. 
We wont you to express opinion and 
help to build up jour unlou. 
Anna I). Woldenbaum, 
Ex-Hec. 8ee'y of Local 6. 
RESOLCTIOX 
At a regular nieatlug ot the Executive 
Board of the Cloak and Suit Piece Tailors' 
and Sample Makers' Union. Local No. 3, 
International Ladles' Garment Workers' 
Union, the following resolution was unani-
mously adopted; 
Whereas, The Amalgamated Clothing 
workers* Union la n i present, e n s u e d in 
a bitter, but Just struggle with the manu-
facturers of Chicago; 
___Wfaeroaa, These brave strikers a re re-
lentlessly persecuted and attneked^by hired 
thugs while the police of Chicago openly 
side with the employers and their hire-
lings against the struggling working men; 
Resolved, That wo, Pleco Tailors and 
Sample Makers ot New York, protest 
against the brutal maltreatment of our 
brethren by the Chicago police and their 
assistants ol the underworld; 
Resolved, That we protest against the 
position taken In this struggle by tho 
leaders of (he United Garment Workers' 
Union, which wo regard nearly as bad as 
that of tho manufacturers. Wo whole-
heartedly sympathUo with these bravo 
strikers and hereby go on record declaring 
their struggle to be just—the struggle of 
the working class of America. We pledge 
.ourselves to Bupport our Chicago brethren 
both morally and financially and, there-
fore, plead with them: Brethren, don't,be 
discouraged by your present reverses. All 
tbo cloBS-conocloue worklnsmen stand by 
you In your Just "struggle, and your ulti-
mate victory Is approaching. 
Resolved, That copies of this resolution 
bo sent to the labor press of the country, 
to the United Hebrew Trados of New York, 
to the International Ladles' Garment 
Workers' Union, and to tho American 
Federation of Labor. 
By order of the Executive Board. 
B, FENSTER, Secretary. 
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Directory of Local Unions [ C o n t i n u e d ] 
LOCAL UNIOS OFFICE Aumtw 
53. Philadelphia. PH., Cloak Cu t l e r s . . . . . . MO Mifflin S i . Philadelphia, Pa 
54. Chicago Raincoat*Makcrs...... . . . . . . . . 1146 Blue Uland Ave., Chicago. HI 
66. Boston Cloakmakers 31 N\ R'ujell Si- Boston. M»»-
M. New York Waist Buttonhole Makers 106 Foris/th St., New Yt&k City 
W. Chicago Waist Makers 181S W. Division St , Chicago, 111. 
M. Chicago White G"od* anil .Kimono Workers ISITI W. 1'i vision Si . Chicago, 111. 
SL Montreal. Canada. Cloak and Skirt Preiser* 37 Pntne Arthur E-. Montreal, Canada 
> • * New York White Goods Workers. ,- 36 K. Sc.yuid St.. New York City 
M. Cincinnati Cloakmakers, 122 W. 6th Si„ Cincinnati, Ohio 
M. New York Buttouholc Makers 17 W. gist St., Nc^ York City 
16. Brooklyn Ladies'Tailors.. -• -46 Graham Ave., Brtoklyn, N. Y. 
U . New York Bbnnaz Embroiderera 26 3rd Ave. Saw York City 
t». Toledo Cloakmaktrs . . . .222 l t*^on St.. Toledo. Ohio 
t$. Philadelphia Doak I'inisliers... SS X. H':l. St.,'Philadelphia. l'.i 
70. Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers ... ..133 Sackvil!c-St. Tonmto, Canada 
7L Chicago Ladies 'Tailors. . . 1447 S, SpauMiiiK Ave, Chicago, I ft. 
IX. Boston Amalgamated Cytters. . ' . . . . — 8 Levering SC Boston, ».••• 
- I S , Worcester, Mass., Cloakmakers — ' J Beach St., Worcester, Mass. * 
70. Toledo Cloak and Suit. Cutlers MS Main Si.. T.-.i.-!o. Ohio . 
78. St*touis Cloak-Opera tors Fraternal BUIg, 11th and I'r.tiiklin Ave*. 
.80. Bridgeport Ladies'Tailor* V - " *f" , ) ! ' V e S t - Bridgeport, Com. 
SI. Chicago Cloak and Suit Cullers >- 1631 \\\ H i j i S t , Chicago, 111. 
83. Toronio, Canada, Cutter '*. . . . . , . , .101 Dundas Sr.. Toronto, Canada 
86. Cincinnati .Sltirttnak«* —;.*....-S8M W. fith St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
•0. Buffalo Garment Workers . , . . , . . . . . . . 7 3 William St., Buffalo, X V. 
93. Toronto, Canada. Cloak Reassert ; i Nassui St..-Toronto. Canada 
J8. Cincinnati Skirt Preisers *'T David St.. CmciuiHift Ohio 
» . PitUbarg Ladle*''Taik>« ; V . , . S H Amity S t , HomeHead, Pa. 
1M. Richmond Ladies' Tai lors . . . -:. .411* X. SiAhh S t , Richmond, Va. 
l o t Montreal Canada, Raincoat Makers .;«*0 S t 'V . i k Si , Montreal. Canada 
JOB. S t Louis Ladies' Tailors., in te rna l Bldg.. l i t l i and Franklin Ave*. 
1U6. Stockton. CaL Indies' Tai lurs . . . . ">07 K. Slitter Ave, Stockton. Cal. 
108. Ladies' Xeckwcar Cutlers J H Park; Ave.. Brooklyn, N\ Y. 
110. Omaha, Neb.. Ladies' Tailor* 2t>09 X ifiib St.. Omaha, Kck 
111. 'Cleveland Raincoat Maken 3011 Bunvcll Aye., Cleteland, Ohio 
US. Montreal, Canada, Indies' Waist Maker- .147 Colonial Ave* Montreal. Canada 
IIS. Newark Waist and WTiUe Gopjls Worker* .118 Masker St.. Newark, X J 
114. Raincoat Maker* of St;-Louis... . Fraternal Rldg,. St L/nnV Mn 
. . . - • • • > — — ~ 
— 
N a m e d aho«a are frequently made in Non-Union 
factor ies 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
n o mat ter w h a t i ts name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impress ion of this U N I O N S T A M P 
All shoes without the U N I O N 
S T A M P are a lways N o n - U n i o n 
D o not accept any excuse for absence of the U N I O N S T A M P 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street , Boston , Mass . 
JOHN F. TOBIN, l>r*> CHAS. L. BAINE, S a e W r n . . 
-• - v - 1 ^ -
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•ipayj pn 3**5 b>o D383 PK :»D b"a 
bTjiyJpiy otjn ppjitf VKO nsownaajfp 
-iyc yo^ncya [yaw p OBI yiyn pM p* 
S3 ;;ttf iJnnB; jyatfn »1 5»H ,mny |*WVi 
T^syo C.K DM: PK TUMW ,nnx Bib'S 
:n»pw ^toHtfiW w*w n IKBD « 
n pB -^'--^BISBOBB -iyoMi3 i n *PIK 
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nybM'nya -an ,»*«»? DynB*c"» jm ,3MK 
-3iB Din ipjKDKnyE iya»n ,iy'»^ ^wna'ip 
PK ,33»E3I* pc i»?a 5ia?a ojn pfi D3yo«T 
cijn jMWjtew* 1r.1v CK D,TK jyasn "i 
-'3K31K pf'^o ««v iv vnD basnayj D«n 
« IVMya ta^ n T»K DMW .iyb»ai« pbvj, 
. .aib or;'H :T8B P« I^ IB I«B yaanm now 
imwa PK yD:itfpy;3tj n pc »m"iBya n 
.syM ny^nsbD'n K JIK TPDMIJ N 
» * * 
onyBya PK aio or iyT r^ ytaiK ii=? 
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•n *mii»i ijfaayi-i KWCHP twFri««-Mi -oMnB PB "anJiB? b*^:bpmyM iyn iyn 
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iyp -cy>y»D jM^iaunM yoryfc ay>5 
•ys B'3 ;yp p8 iinyii iww»»mn»fi 0*3 
.c5n yooyD ^»B?8P T>^" BTWI B B W 
osyeyjy lys^rsye iyn no y5yc ytyi i*8 
1 pn jyo'Mix DIX ny3"K tic pw ,iyaip3"i8 
*s»5vy D'c ;yn*xy3 v i PC :yc .Tfwyo 
cnmas .D"p^,5^3ylC c*c ,*«>p B'c ,D"P 
•ynEix 5«i ojyc-138 --sn TK ^jjyojiK PK 
x m x yi'>3 iy>yB3»an 
-J8C D'3 ,y3'118 n8E B»r, D3yc*138 i n 
*y""Dw K DS'orys ,itfanE yamrtyaanK 
inyiity iy^3»n-.yE i"i8T "nip ytn ."vmwa 
y3"K ^y38 ."t iy;im fBMPB pK o n n ^ v 
-3"8 y3M»8 pK iya"p;HjyiiD'i3 w>v\ h pt 
-y;o'vi8 $8t ostra nyn EST PK 1»MIB3»I 
p-t ?v ">» sip P8 *tfv:v C8« imyii jy=y3 
i'» Dnn*c cy »}i ny3« i s w b nw»n^pp K 
i8B B38i3yj o-iyn p"p iny C«T ,-^OX*K 
-y5y -!y3^c;yc-njn PK TIKIP fcpnB'-wi 
cy jyp — jnnBjrK ;VX3B; PK tnsfo D33tt 
-3»H3 oij iyc8B?"r> y"iy3*r pK y ^ » r p 
•B'O BSR D»« !y38PlK H p.E y3"K .?V3 
"KD8^ B Din pB 331C8C38 *T 038n3V3 
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I wwaagwwwwwwwicww v^rv^ ^ 
jp;«ii iyb"3-ifct yoTrasa-iB '1 PB W B . H 
tanBO K IKE ey" PN imairnKflUB O""" 
"Wijnwan iv QiK iwofiwrya "t JWMM 
pa |yan* n px Miajmva w a i B n pn 
-tfBtm npT TI>I .tip^aiB y3"wa?« Din 
D*n tyciayaaB uijn iwrajnuip n DKM i r* 
aaBcsu aauinwa w a i * •uuBpnyDB *i 
pa ufewu'n 1 ."=i8t arpK -".BE ^st want 
a i H w n n jw*»n ami pews ' rwuw 
lyiaiH jouptwa w a i n nyYawa ijn pe 
iy3*i oyu IB'X^ B«n ijn ow ps»n* JJPBK 
DVK ra jya'u DB" psanya n pn 
•yoB im pa IBCWTOBP i n pa psipyaaB 
inyi w i'K /iip»5 >IB iB^njnya IKPH 
y?y*o oomyao'iB Dip. WWJWJBP n DBI 
•?» im po peaum p« lypas-iw *n po 
D-tjmitya pn »vanwa lye^a-iB w s y j 
•unw t* VW .oaB'av yayD^cyaas ywK 
-a»w nriys TO pan Tpsu ptyn pn rttfa 
yfcpD pb -uK&Enx mn pam po^rtfyx 
cm paro pB pje>mnyn TJPI'PD oaifov 
.D3Bs»a nnB'-"n pa ip ' ' n OB" Dnama 
>i pwu \m pMtiwnyu n pwn |ys 
•jyWBP njn.riMK lyaw'v^Btjn yayouyaaB 
»'c pwawa'-oniri v? pns TD -!Be 
.p33imyoya ynip Pao"K 
* * * 
I : « , 
.p-um lyo-jyac^B cn*v. -y-iya JhyaBO jyoipya TO pa*n 3*B'I^BB 
lyasioyaa^nB p=*n lyoBwJm jnvuw 
iyEj»2i« TyjBp»Tj»c*n'Dip |B*»*Btih K 
. -yop i n tyeomuifp TfMJsi'a JBT aa-.ayiiys 
pvB VIUPIMTOD rj PC »"» "Wi "imi iv? 
. -tin p« ftwyeo .mans ycHaytoiB n PB 
iw yo«rn> lyb^K p-jitf fe5)hi :&&, ny&ya ix UIK snyiB oy 
w * o fttgnftt n Tin nnv y a ^ w n e
 ] r i n n DW .pane tuft \VP 
•4m n »»n ivr»piuKi> n .yccBya pen.
 }V2nn AH>3V i y n l K ^ Q W 
--ya DB.vn .ivbuwaB a^taea^B I B ^ njn »a 0"Ps«tPT«:B«K w e n a n jyaippya 
•an «•: MT« oana'n jytyn pK DSnaOT . rn ;ya — lyoBay^yi jnpiam -iBeayi^BP 
c«n *i p« ,-utfap'pD Din;aBP nTOSP'n? -yno jyasn — *I*WHB .^BO pw iy«»w>r 
nyivDywoa i in c o p»> pn D^yoeya T » jyp'^KivcnB IIK i»M»nawnBB 0"3iByj a»o 
.oSini nvyaBa i jn pc aaiwuya nyo-aiB -;Bp ijn IBB yo*aarora W I W M nytaiK 
« ys'or 
1B'3»' 15»31K 
J W P I V ' IB « IB onnn DB» MBTB UBoa'oa'W n 
-IPIPQ'K iy*D OBH DBU 
TJiVtaa'B lyiaiB OTD ^PMoyi 
-B^ nmaiB PK 5yaBC *•** W * » • 
Din tya"i»3ivDMK »ITB *ii ,PK oaB^av y&BP 
DBH i v a ^ i " " T O njn"ae l*B ^iDao 






j i t® 
r i tvo^snya DB?I *f ^ ' P . IPDEBP 
i'Bii 3rnovM> npo"cy;?KOK n pc 
T p H Dip,PVt i3f taiB Dnjnc oy .iB»a»» 
B"2~« *i jyapv, opt>3>Tya DB^ ys^yu j o ' o 
IB^SBWC n t38H >'D31KP WOTPWPP I1C 
ypBta DB-I *t xssB^taya rritsBBO'c "myt^  
.^DaiKp Dm pc aatfiaan n jyo^nyj-ois' 
*;y<-BPm M DB'T.a"* *i»a5yt nin is nyaw 
B iBB DB»I \vw ^B! ?'Wiwi nm DBn ,onn 
jyaa^naixPniv.D»i^b»U"*fl3 t'B oy yc^n 
-o'D IT
 ]W»-.p lv PK DaysBc !»wn )*« 
]yaB^B»'3BaiB >n^!» y v ^ e w !* 'now 
.5 *IB .o .K iyn t>'» wnaianya lya-'t DB" 
pc I^TBX K PB iya3«>BBiyD-ianiBP n PB 
,oyn lysyn .yosBya IIK onyaoyo jnjww 
.yone lyswya iveamuBP -n tJB^. ,WI^ B 
I*B ya^y\i) lB'xtfBtm « ]yei3ya3B DB-T '» 
•na ]y»yn pK rs^s iyn3B IK vwt opmya 
*?BBiyB H jy3y3 0TDDyD»n& ya>yn (iyo 
-yaa* -y^ B oytaa^EBnyB ya^yn pn ]ya:*.a 
jfB5»n IY urn iyo>p « D«p3i' yayoB^e 
-^p n DBI IP>a»5p o n s - i n jyaBTD oy 
.DB3BD |yiyn linyn BBtro'ya tyJyn oyo 
•pnyocnB yoDBy^ D n iym» TJCW ;yftm »t 
.ai3jnwa-wa»an* Tyvasa nr t pB ta^poBT 
ty?o'o ya»>n3ye IBD O«P lypntya jyf'Vii »ii 
T l y p ^ l l 031JD183 D M ^ > -ijn A 
'uma v;»t tpumov T'K pa "unjrw 5BI 
h i iw ivpiwr i*<y«rj«ng n ii'38D iv 
jjnpwK ipa'3"*npa P5K TO IP^ IJT .mmo 
T Tffi anivo^un ,pK IPSTEP3 M*5*unna 
JP: pB jyrimjD '4jpj» npisi* its jn«a 
."3p»t iv 
pji o 'o «i^H2 i r m a lyrfcoiru T O 
[iP .^TE ,Q,TK JP3PP TO D"W *H JJlftlPlTO 
« |P»rW3»K TI Bptt "P Dip ,TP3'i TO 
•inojy iV3^3npr.pa p»i D'o 0 "3" IB P"3 p*t 
,0*018'I 
• 
i o ^ p o r p m p o»3 "pip? PTPI3IK iv *nB"s 
KTt ">V B*n THp *!3'B PDVPJ H PR ,|jn 
' | E £ B .;^31> 1P3B2P1B^P 1P1 O'O IP3P3P;=t( 
pa ipc*np3p-3 b?« ,D3ps'n"K Dfflpa 
pK PTtf & WTO B$PB0'DB. D& ,"BD8B P"3 
jj|TP3»opi»f»p njn pa w n p s p o D?B ,191& 
j-tffe «1 ImTB pK P W » WCB pK W'31» 
•— "I'ODH 1V0PP0R-15W im fi^D |PJ31?n38* 
D»n peep P5B *T JIB npBynonya D5K 
;|-0;BPP2 313P3 PK MnnMTOT '313P3 IP31PP3 
jpOT jie ijro»r P3jnp'cipa n o 'c OEBC 
^ps-n.pK >p'c B T K oe^pn tpattm .uuprpa 
*B3*VU» M 1>K PK*3t?m WWC .IPBJ^BE 
-1NB3 i»DiPPTPP ?«np3pi?n -an IBC 
P'l IKE DS1K11P2 PK KBKDKP "Wim 
^TPSBO'K n \#Zn\\Y D"-nB-D3B,VBf:B31lf 
W f l »Y] :3»? ".IK BPB3 IPDB^PIB'P P"'3 
D3*BPtn i)n I K E 0**318 , ip .PB*3P*** 
K pic ((pw iy3BSP'8>P u n pc• TiMBa 
DPI RB 1PC11P3PO: D?B B'.*y P33B*, 
npocnp ip i I*K IP .D'EEK PKO-BK 
IPiBiips t}5np*np m p w .ia PK is?;*! 
•"» o'*s -.paivnpi iv jTsopnpPC Jfcwwyr) 
ofcamiy KDK. 8p pK P B W V , ipTia;«i ;;•; 
-3'K -an pa ipD3pTip-,a-a"« O?B |rupiP3 
.^ P3BCP31PD 
TP013 iPtpH pK OPBtT'B PC"?33P '1 «1'1K 
D^B^a'npTIS PE lPO»-l5BV3»K TO iP3'3 
PIWT -3313PHP3 "WD*ra'w i jn p« p-iy-np 
pK DD'>n i jn D*C pn;i--<pa t*K p-!p*'*p 
1V3P*T t)'0 £ 5 taw ,ir3V onpp"scpT^ 
*1 IV3"VE«,K tPJ3K£P:it$ IP B«n P'llV I^B^ 
B"p3n3vilB'13 H T'na Ip l pE 1PB"=-.K 
|p«p; £5 ;BPB> TKIKI .llpwy*3-nj ps 
?BP»> "an BBH !BT 0"t .^K-.p-3'n H pK 
".PKOn I 8 TB'B IPB3P:*CS-E K JPJ^ KVp; 
% 3 » B P 3 ; B -jpi pK 1PCB3 K (W i1p:«i;,P3iiU 
.;3MP«y3 -J1-B"3-IS 
TPT PC PDCBP3 H PR tfBDS;* JTlflHW 
Din IPft?»nP3 ^P'B UJ3K-1 >P3B^P31PB3'K 
-'3K3~i8 nt T*TtftW"U '1 25 S«P*? 
•EB^iBrp: PC-'TK pD3';"Knps ' i .Jpri 
K ii'ci3.; ip3i*n •eB-Jnr.8aN "an px ivu 
,VE3t:iP P3"T y5« t*« DinpU3<K [pern: 
IPCIPP; D.TK ;p;"i p« .pb^na P« P : " ? P 
PK HB1K3 .Jpjpll FJripTTpE PK PE?V. W 
(0"X PV3B3 n IP3BCCP: 9tfPlf>' C ^ C'^ 
D^n PK iv»"v poajf^ W "K BBt3 t'3"l i'K 
-B3P PK DPWYI p ' l PK Pin |PD'T13 K DB^p; 
J317pm 
^ 5 5BPSJ^ :S npna-r^'vsiJMpn p-? pB 
-3^ES P"3 P3»T IPJjm «HT)K3 TJW13 Blpn 
?P'EB P'T PK ,JPB,'P3'50-VB«B3KTpB pK JPO 
Tin 'IIS DTK 1P3B<1 P3?yrt ,0TP3OP'B n IV 
I'K 1PV1B.T p*r pK".*B»*0 ' » BT"V. .DVPCTP3 
D8" 08' .33UPMP3 nPD'*3lB »T IPP83P33"K 
?8->PJPE-n iVTi pa npaopo T P F ^ P ^ B B ' K 
pr'3P^BB'K . JHPI31K .T1K83 1VB1PPIPP Jjm B=8 DP"3 p*C PK t»p ,18?1 TK-
,IPp-\BBff K JP38H C,TK pK lP^Pll npTT3 
np3'i iP28 BU" "*V /UfijiDBnBD jp-nopa 
PB |PCptPB3'K P3»'2y3?8 n T83 (yB^aiB 
]yB'lJp3 ^>o .t8'3*.' 5p38W3tPB3'K npT 
.KBKCKP PK PB*3IT» TUTTO *T VMfW 
pa 33i;piu'3 pD*n3 n jp-pn iy3pp V K 
IV <)V1 ^ »K -18'3V ?P3BB'P3"ipB3*K iyi3!K 
»nO ji»3»j5a IV ,^ P03VHC pK 1PTT3 .T '8 
-BPO H unycp"i3ipE iv DW> ! !8'3v T ; 
.D15E3"K 1PI31K IPB"TSnPE *.V pB B'EnP3 
' 
:-. :v.. : .,,,. .-?r,:-
I 
!*B *)BPB5B*i? .p'OW?* I'K nV0»31« PDTT 
Hi PB»VK jrD3»J"K*um ri tic TBOjnppo I I H 
" W n » pc n r p B l'K IV ,lPt3EBB*PTPV, 
BiTB 1'1B jKj'jmjnys i w t o*n- PB P ? S > 
1p tS .IPIB^IPE a'TJPDB^BC v ' i»o IBP 
•jm / IPO"3- IB n w D3'5DB i«» IBHD tarn 
•«3B-i) T D .b*** my* w ,iP*no P B TPJ 
IB .IPWii v e pK » M |«» D*B on'« I P T ? 
"itfe»3i8 «i |im t»oip'TB>wc 5«r D»X n 
"*i"m»D w *:w JUPJ ipanp ojm uwjni*? 
P5P»D ^«3 jpfcipivip JIB \votw VTTPK iva 
I * B » MI j r w n i 3 " i c V J P S P J W B P ' P S N 
.WB*i»B' .' .K PB IB-OB? 
1915 .TJJ3DVXJJT 
tin WCD^K^KD nytae^ ny "ijn 
1**1 iv viny H Dipt fpugMU ,5'iii3BTa 
-'OD t^rvuD s o?npinp o«n OBI*, PDKHP n 
"fi"^ .» .B ,t«D»530J»D8 *1PD"31B |1M JVC 
tiB ODICPPPS oyn CBP ^BD m PK HBPB* 
.D1DP?B*X80 I'IBQ TP31BM3 
1WO«5D»»,n»5 D"DD DPT PB ^BPBSB'B' 
PB 1B"*3B* TBO *11 >H8 P1B"l> ,'3835* PK 
P172 0 0 Dpl\ ,I8D33'CB11 PB DP1338P DP"I 
10 ,!P?8BTK PB"DD^B*V8D 1VT»3PTP-I3y*l 
•»3BT18 PD IPDPnPBS'B H JPOT. T « W l 
' 
ftp* TOPOT 5KTPPTIW WD W 
(i?am:Bmpt p* ciwrT ojn p i p i ' i c i* ) 
• 
• -
opt . s i ^ i i E K t s a p n o»a ;p;:;ri:«n 
t z jpim c«!i 7=~ur= jin Bipsopo s a ^ n PB 
Bpi . T U P ' T T U Jpwip I'K lP"pi wtiw 
a n ipm* ip«pe Hsn'ipc j»B «*s'e t p c r u 
nrnpff il can ;«?B-ntt e n pB pn*n ]?sl2 
-BO n is arsop; ijcnn ]»»JI- npt:iH p t ipn 
K ~.BB p'ricrs n * ipii^inijs EVTBTPPBI: 
e n ip=-'iK i?:B*npi p*fB"B-«B»B pc ps'ew? 
IB t n B ,pie» i«: PB ifl-pa Djn jtt 'rBO^B 
-l«npi iP3"K"ri«e::K pK lps;p:»CKT2 i">jniB 
»WB »n TpB»irtjT»»B r^f c«o rtnpnm =i«n ip 
pp ii ceictrps:"i* IP=BH o^p l^P=?pE :^^ »a n 
i :«n ,HJB-"II»VC:KP \vg V'CJIKF opi IBB ipwi* 
» pit Tj»i3 n-'pn . ID *»pT«n3 .T c m ^ 
•4TP3 rt^BW ,ip^Itf Cp«^ pB .TI pK JB'31' tPI 
•^ pE c^ u ly* : .o ips^Hii c-HHE-n PH iponn 
^'o;\itp iptp'T .lsyiciwjerB -»ri !••• •<pepTa 
.^wn '='0 PB i:p:fr:?3 ^ra jnpi O"3-HJP- WJ" 
lpap;p.jc<nit sen P B » « " ' * 23 ennp-' asn 
-"T^rsBppn^ H D^B =:*-;•: MM c«n D^vpa K 
ipo;; wiSMB cri a"?> — ."V'PSiBp pc =:?=• 
.("ippTBll S.'pOIBJ 0*1*t*k pB 
IPJ3Ti»CMi p;»-xpii=r H ;p;p!: atignp*' \ 
-Ipn lp«' t j*r BSpi'tpv H(jn c"» ip:p' p i -
•Vt Hi ^ : » M»B c r . B W i I '- i l 'K B^npi 
[••-.B ^:V»p3 ivi lirtpijBOMTB sen Viamp 
•m'B T > " lB'a" ' t C«B ,»*v ipc23 spn 
.o^np^pip ,s"iip^«n ,:pj /lpnpsa1 
iffsprBi:»o »t .te Di^ya ori 
o'=»3"K -i?'it ipjn»yj=e 
• 
pa aj 's 's -i?=»Vin;»^;s^'B ipcea'E fpi 
T i ipsVKnpjr* I«K TUIB2 U»BipP»PP ^Bipaprn 
"J8D PB .B'BH'IB^'B .^ PBBn ]KE^ B« P« IP^B" 
o n »BBn-;BT i «= I? :B=P* i?=18 oyr ;n= 
.1915 ip=B=FB 1PS21 
Tjn*ja»n(iB ipup; P B ipianJftB' n.*ri<ipiB 
.TSSIJUDB ipnp^js*a p^« p« 
1M =«o J ; ' = ' D tsn r;?cp sryn^P"* *»Pi 
-epo p iww B$i or: 3p*i» D«T jjnnp^pip 
'T c o ipampB ipupj !?;»( TIHIP I « P^P= 
c^-p; cpn SQV, , ; : '=«O ipiyn sen ,rtp»i= 
-lp.-vir =:rppa h)3 ,ip=cp=2;5 |»B jpi3»»»B8» 
.iiriprt ips^npaB 
\PB 'I 
.D182V1 D ' W t p W 03J7THPIB" 
. -:-!-!i'i«= .ip? jm PB ipipttwp p;"c n 
IViB^ .WJP_t» PK ;;«=•= ipsijrt opi »= 
-
/cipiir=ppBi:Bo '^ c ^ ,jnpjp:D'iniBB T O 
OPT ipoip;«3 s«: spii IB»"K'CBCB n 'appwv 
ix EBB"?- l?=Kn ">'= =«i" BrtiBJO ipi-cc;*; 
'iBB-'is'anB IB IIKB:,, ipi JIB ip:np 
ip:«n v a pit ,pn«i *.»: pn Tins piB>= 
•:B? *PrpB= K lptl1IQa"B ]IB pa»-» >i =Ts-.p 
-BOOB n VBC I 'H toWWWW'B ipi pc iflB-spiv 
ip«w .^ BPKEKni cpn l?=pn:tB «=P« «*"*'= 
,figo jpal7 cri : IP*"?* Bnpo PB miWW 
-p: e*n TIKB3 n v t w a i v H -ipi»K jpo ppp? 
-<OBCCB V,«=?P=B-B ' I CB" .,1P01PI*M1B 0*K.» 
•;iK B'O IpiinPStpf JWB ]?=>31TJ3K JB»"K 
.cnj'ii' pipi 
H ipapns-ps IB": BBO ipj)')p5f wprtpna) 
-=e " K ?B?K=B-a i n MI e n IBJ I»3JITCB» 
•ipe I^K rHnwBcnep »i : mB»pa IP=BI=P-
• . - • 
• _ _ _ ^ _ - _ : . . : . - • • : • 
.' 
lypnHjn B:JJDIB3 DTP-^ iyt 
r 
• "IRE lM«nj»HW.B*B Vi'TRlBUte »11V 
K |'K .B"X TyaJyran PK Dyt>3 IPOIPJI; 
| « " ! P5WT3 pK ny"E *i»ewfi iP3^Pjntr 
•ya DitfbaijyjDMK D3yay5 MnMww 5n$x K 
ya'Djfaw H .i5ya pn Dip civ ijnRii 
"Vi Din pfi BBlKliya IV2(jr< yD2BP2-D"l«Bir 
Ijreow a^ a pent* p*p |p38n «i ny-» ,"1WB 
^ -IJJT'OIPD IV BiVK 
-BB DB?I r i p iim D"vi»D^yr in CITB. 
nyta'apo 1*8 TIRR3 aa'scrn n DRn ,BVD 
OB"!! ,&V1pD .BID ,P18$P "IPH PR 5ipB3RP 
-D3'D i.t*K B3»»Tnm ivnaDVWR o r n PK 
-yn K taproya38 DR-I pR aijaeB-iiaya ipo 
DVTWTB |yo'Vu cjn ea"V lya^pn ,DIBB 
-ya im r ismy-c .iyut63n3"K-DT3iiya pn 
j)iD'myD"in*E 
-
UrVDV3DMK *T D3813P3B'B Blp DR11 
-3'K jnyoiK pn ly-itpapo-Daanpsmps pn 
pn y»ip:mo P3'Vipvit? n PM jynBDn 
yaJMR'tKnnB* V D TnBBpyB nayp nyn 
H pa B3»rtfya T O T W -nyote'K Dyny;«io 
SRO'BBP pB b"pa»D^»»5a *i PR yaoKPa 
oy .iyD"3i» pE nayayj H is poyrtK pK 
•am PK ,y3»niK inycy»D K ip I K * i'R 
-i« PM B3ip3v T O lyasn iyntiDna'K jnpi 
18t n T O |yayp iwDnyT PK WXRPJRJ 
-»ayD HR TiHi*a tu'iftni H .ijrv5R-.B3BP 
pniDMH nyanyay? "un.pk 5R"ID38P nya 
nyo ny>'E pn aatpBBBMR .I8>VBP;83-:8 PB 
DV*Tb y"iyr:M >i pa y5y*B pK -aan"o 
-?8fiiV3H eiu*awii( a^a w a n * n iP3"i 
iv PK oyD«3 n pB B"3yB83-i5ya, n jya 
iy>«' n) pBcBPa-oiBat? *i 1'iR pipvi't 
Dtp PK OBD^iin npr .D3^EB ai"* tvnta 
- IP«D y'ns-K tpa^n DMROPPE nrunrno 
-»n jyan pK w a i u *1 IP^Ri .DVPDDBB 
*j lie |y»iBjn T'• iimo P ^ K «t CKT yra* 
-a'K ny^i PK mi*. «l JP^aan DB« jyfcPK 
,1»PD D» jyno I»»5K »! ,ni3J^ [y^ynaon 
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n*o ii« -rt?J *;D H BCBpya ^yjBpyiiyca'B ijjtaw 
T O .iap*VTp p» p'"«i lyoippa iPP't 1*B =:M 
-(j? ptyn ^»B &TVtfiTpjgp p3«fc:y cwnya jyaijn 
>u iyaK .PE-IBO .o .ia v i « >u lprtii* ,c**p 
pipm PH lyniyoroin n iya"i ,05"tr cy 
i»p CBTI iyo CKT jraayto ?=^P:B nraja ei»»i3 
oi-nn a*n nw .iya.Ko cappya »'3 w i w i i 
lytfyrotiiB **i iBcipt":* ccn car .so'swya 
pa»'opa^} in tye"iyaiBt u ciycaBaiB TV*** 
-<D ipaocya CPTIBB cvna w » im iiwmwa 
, ^ ' i i a p» pnw i p m p v p a n«« uni .w 
-ya im mciyT»:a- DCD OBI tpaitya TK =»n 
*t pH ,.ewe.t*»*y*««»TiD TBS ipiB«PJ s-p'p jM'B'Mp »** "2 a»2iB yaia njnayaB'iB CKH 
tpanipa t"B^»nyj "T awn ii ,iya"2iB opai*? 
aiyiain ya'fep BTIIJBJIB ceri 4W P»~.BS M 
.55 .013 ,f>W$ ipaoyfi K P K cpiyB»'aiB 
panipa H T O IPIKB ,.oc«o ,->PECIK*.I r e 
•yyo-m n , opn .OBiapVpB M ipapippa ?'""* o"» 
•>nw u i'ffnn VH \w V>»pS*aUO PK 
- p r n JIB aam«eB>i*, H V « BI»H n iia ,|yp 
lyi ip^Ha^PKiyyiy^eaini i ra .O»B« S»jnyj 
-cii rt«viyrt'3 :»n i«»^ TW pn pne* l « UK 
-airun .13 o p ^ i n v T H 2MH .p«'i=o K jpttnn 
^y^ "I'm ttQjftwitt ^BI iy ,:«=c»3 i«n nys 
1?t e»n pintia ijn /lyaoimi r « tv«svp>o 
bJ'-Uyju -.u e«n tin Mfpfii 2 iy3'« -HM'rtja 
n-33i* P»TCC ipiyi ip=nn VD .-^Ktip B»O 
. I ^ H T 260 D-o eatca-
tie *iya"2i« n u st'mi pK CCMI n 
-pidVp n o'o lyoBm cajH^ya iy=(jn lyeciKii 
i»ia jyzen M«V s'3 (p .75 ^«?^ o n lyaeo 
-43 ^»P*^ D^ « iy=n»»a tjnyuitya H ]y=y;p3 " t 
,^pf^ ipc'TH irJ-c«n B»X -vyany* ijn •*• 
PH iy3»o oiKps'yn p t ,111 IftlJ 
jairty;Biiii ljriMi 
i^3 n lyji'i eaiann i?osy5 
nco p« oniK piH' ns i'H oir»» 
P-1-BO v » t.i. ;;VI<B I J B » B BBftyl iy3«n » i ifi 
y=:r»y; » "x a n p w " ? ' " CBT £6 *e?^ .IB 
-nt-ra oy»; H iy3yj?J5'«8 m iy2»n V D pn 
.24 ?BP^ trt(j -»?3 
CHll ,pT«' 1'3-PH 0T«7»'O nytftiiira^M n 
Pa ttJ»i
 4OIHBO BJyooi«Byi p« ijre»«aT« 
-?? ipiyn .9 t^pw^ 1)1 *i»ra « iy\ipa ea'n 
-yenyc o'D jyoisiyB nnj ipnya im* I»K ^tp 
-ya:? =Jyp?3 c'3 T*I cwn i? cfi .lyjtfiB y«n 
- :H;-(< «»T im iy:»n C^^ H H «
 (»'i B'B iys 
^ 0 ipoi3 ,^ fF(j^  lyTiiiya w o^ e BIM 
•««» lyayainmya |«'o pB B»!I ir> p " 
C*MJ^ »B C T ' V n iys*n ,coia n pit "lUT'y1 
" iyn .iya-*BX K ciss^iyE ,yTy:yp .syi'S'ii pB 
-EMH luya-Tf =«" S»« n»iK/B'in«. j a TH 
p» p« t | i m "«J3»»3 ^ B-wayo iy>! pB Bl-lIFtyJ 
•rtyB H «i a i r i r»B oy an* ry j^fnp BWW 
-Utt wm P'i tfr&yi 5"n n»n .^<P(^ M -»«B 
lyayp ofii ciyanee« lyayjomK ipayn 3>oa'i 
n .cs'iKpB^ PH pi'isa PH lynyasK^BiyB ««« 
WW* IJ?3»T iysKipy3 =«n TK c$n yata'pciii 
'K ipsyaya " t tra*n n»o pK yj'aoau nnyi 
* .32 ^ Hp^ D J^J nyatKra 
P't i'H ainnya .afn lyaiMjrtr osy-my-a 
• t 'n« t7Byoi?p n »o usi&nya n B-nie-n 
Bun iK3'"^ r,v lKa-nyiye lyp'SysK IT ,tyo 
-iB tt.ipwnw p'Boyp ly:'33'a: B awcys:* 
•Mt^iij Pa »T PM JTBDnam iy*y»i pB iya"3 
PH iyEn«oiiTB wurtja' t'B *»T tut CB^SC 
-pyE yacyia n nVjfl^M PE lya^aiB «i p»'iBO 
.BiBSffiTia P B ,".DMI- ly^Bii,, n ,o'"i»o 
4 V* 3 H»nw B3'=Byrys fifl"! E- iHll ,JSW 
pijfT"3BanB H ,'^Bpo .cno .ya"^ ijyi'ia 
cyaa'iya opi lyayi: CBn ,iya"3iB piyiT PB 
.7 »IB .E .B njn PB lynyBB n^jB iyr ,»3'yic .v i» 
Jjmja ymo e«n ta'ynB .na pB pis« Pa pn 
r ayv t r s »» »ITB iyaB .iyj:Myi?B' eajiitfii 
3Bn ,pi«< i'3 lyiB'JiyB ofmiya BHn iyaaMyVa-
;B»XBIB'C iptyn B'O ETcpnyra'Biy» i»t 1'B 
-nBj3in JB.PB lyc^aay JB ap'trya 1*1 a»n p« 
•BT lyo^y IIB pE-iBo .0 iynna , iyn; i ty» 
.B .« H pB oiyT"3BriB n in MM J^yasy* 
yaaija ny»T jyayaiB osyapa BU tyaBn ,i W 
-pa i»c tpiBfi /lpS'^IK epsiBp »i "«JB B"t 
PK l iy 'wV pB oip'B aapT'yiB-D'Mi ipmi 
•Eiri I ' m ? UK oip'BPPMp T*S Bp«rpa on»K 
.BTB'Wjn ,33^??^ JJBWW .B:"npai«: 
EBn .aiBifn-na pB BinatjaiB E*n «^Bpc 
EpaiKp 39 P B 34 CABPBV tntn3»riB T I B ip 
•V? tiK |pii"iri 'a pB aiBBB>n»"»3 V* cipsKp 
n .ty«»jrP3 PK ipaKO ipepn«p p i 40 **P 
E^ pEvyaaK a^n T K \irnjiipa BVyayepa t^ajr. ff33BBpl3« VT EBH" ipn'm va PK iB'iKo»aB 
" i ipt'rm rt IP=B« pa«V=p ^HE •truK^fo .^3 ipam tt>*^ R>>'QM) iyBiB*»n*ia n ir, cpiaBj 
I'BIKB ?pn ,iycyir ,P»TEO PE B»* i n yw vs\n pB pa'eBp B .p»'-\so ip»T trsiKiipa 
PK 41 c**ptf> PE ijwtipapa tfvVlQIMyi OK" -eri ' ia IBJ lyoippa JBT warn nr»n« ip'3pn»n 
p u VIK r-K'WSie .13 aVyaoya i^ ^K asn 50 ijrvt»3*a-* iptVKnya »i E«n o-iy«B .ia P B CIBB 
iycKiiXE-iB K>imi .12 -tyaS'BBK 2»n pK EIK >$mb. " " * rw»» 




J;BB;B i>n .I :(ICT'.I IP»:BJ o:ntty3inp=3iB i* 
ipaenB P^e ctp CWBVIPB iBS"B'DBE(f »i e«ri 
.lBW"K^«o;<tp I I K ^ ' C J I B ? DI* inpaips'B ip^Bt 
. to ip3»nn?3 'B iy;3i*pa t i n PK -p^up 
• u v i e ' j n R pB piBTB <t CBI -rtpoirsjpEB 
B3BI3P3-HJE n o pB B:ppnpJ8 jjnyn T ^ a nnr* 
lyjffn onppt'icD >i ,i«a"»nso"*« "Mf» l?ijni 
n ]KB"'TB'3IB *ieu I/3P^IBB EVKUPS n s ip i* 
]»« lyivnyi B^psirpj i?3"» WJH ipiiWHW p>o 
* vwH3 .tpp , : ;wn p t p ' e w «T .P»TBO jpipn 
p i J W I B in (in ajiB'O-ccwo np"t BBH?3 BBH 
c*o ipiBiipj BCE*pri;rP3 P B I B T " I = ' 3 I B 
Ipnpj i'K Bvrtnjn 171 .3 1?3?3 iPO'=» 1100 
I « ipipa* IB?"K»CBEB M |»« P"T0P ijn CBI 
ipatmipa B O pit P*E-BB ipapB" pipcpij n 
-aivi ipijpi OIK s r ' - n p r / P V I ' E B S .iriBiipa 
» t apii T^KB npipn E»"I ,ip38 u t p n T O ,^BB 
C|fl pB BtllplX t in I'K IBCCjrt K 1 « JpSp'1 
P i V» U n n ' n p i jyitf I X D O iponi iirtyii m 
T i n w ©ri im ,T»EB«IB p» ipB3pop*p piopis 
IinyBjrstst " i israpp 5"p3pEVBnpj3<tB li* = W = 
ff*« .BMlpl* i y i I'K p3B* TJ>»I 
,WMBW3IE:K 
. E 3 j n ' » - n . - i y ; 3 v ; ^ -3 
, .|8tsaM - i p w n n n - . p p D J I B B i $ B j n . 
":vw»/3 lpcipptpy •Ewyavri ivt cnyBcpo *l « 
D?03 Ept)3'-lp3 BBfl i p i J ' t - t e BJjnUpH : 
1KTCP3BI1H PB D«M BP31B ipXS83 Ipl lP3pll 
• i ljHjm isrt"frae<c "w Vfc v * .1P"IBH?J 
w t im«npj B9*uvtf]U ipj"t B^n eVsptj* p*o 
. W P ' P T'B 33'B'D I7BI" 
"J"*!* DSpEtp1? -nn ip3Kn , E B » » in'K MI 
I'K 1JB'>2iR ElKp3'0 i » **P*Vl* 1?013?3 
"P3 E*n C$11 PP*C 1p"p3'= 15Tt 35'%)* .iBBBB3 
.Ip2-l*S*pJ3B ^K?K^ 1JH PB £«*» I'K OBTipn 
-I'3-MJ BiKps'jn n p * u ' a ^ n y t ip3B P B BS*H 
jfjitOMI =teBrF?3D»)K ijr3Kn IKEOKS 1'B i r s 
n i p BsyiHjra'P'ni , T ' 1 B I«H ip33iiscjnijiB 
PB13 IKTBJSB'IK BIKl Jp3KH ' p H U n |1K " 0 ^ 
WKB'^IKp WiV Tjn«l! " I IP3?n EX'H .C"31(| 
it i'K T T B3»t?3 7 ^ipnV IIH irtytr y t ? " t I*K 
.7:«Sffl* IFB13 T3K3 
(JpD'aJBlB-lPD V* EJtnjU !:KBK IP3KH "I'D 
.ipiBopi^p ]IB iyjr?zvyi ,8 ^pcii ,}«P** <" 
0)?13Ji5lJ'H IK DI'EO'Ipl' VW 'ffVfi WW B! 
TH^'K WJH.1 Can Et'K .IBOlt C ^ » H 0»1»»^ 
"DIT3 H 11PP313«)K E'D l?BK"tl* ,!*/'::• E3ri376 
it U«i3j»tnM > u ? ^ W&* "VMW !>• 0^ 313 
*«n 110 UK ^ 3(tI?p3-pB3'K 1JI1MI (It 1F=N!?= 
^.iy013 K^pK> * i n » l l B^Kl I?3 
IPOBUS TJ3«OTn'lf* 'T lp3|jn IUBCB3 1'B 
H BJ3K J^-3 CiyS'3't *T 11K 1 ? ^ p i ^ p ^ E'B 
1733KBJ33K "1 173KT1 i'.fb BO «V .^ K?«ft l'«l» 
"1 .1U'S*10K31I( 1p3UP3 K 1KB 3313jril?3 K 
c->y»jro yji.-Q-K ••: I»i»»ir^^ 'K l^U^H " « 
•yj PUT lip ;53Kn sjaip »T .3nr»iff=?7r',»i!: 
.1K»,,1B'3'HJ 1» D'31B3C p^u iTipa^rs'ii tfteii 
M1K B»oi«i i n O'O -;::<•:;::* 1p3B ]5J'«T " I 
"nj3DMiB fcrnvgn s»n i « o i ^ » i s i r . a y u j ^ 
=0" ,P»'isc ^B i j s jm K ;>K i7B»3nB n i;e 
lyniM t«K t i* ^ B 2 BiyMtys i r«83 \m vgn 
t»B Cn3np'B*l307 tK3K3 >1 ]1B p^IBB "^ 51 
. v n ^ i n p raw IF^VJ t»W 
-3l^J3 ^p3UST3-»rC3'B T l I'K 13J^11'^ P 1m 
/17B"3-i$ 'rnBl pOMTJ M I7TIOU31B !> ]P3 
myiawi B'o irncen-3 •)•? ipsBn n»o »n 6713*3 
cjjii ,cn-3ara 73'Bpno n B 'O IIK npi 'OBJi? 
-ii»^p IIK IBO!BIB'D njrr O»D E:BPT3 on ij3»'t 
3»»*rt DBT oiVr m t uaaipyj i ' o jyi'1! ,137? 
B O I ? P O Dpi i ' o 17^ *< !?3«niK y:pT?»snpB 
/wjrtnop I«K p-'iBB I't? c r t n 
=«n ,]pjKi i»tK -,«B u p
 PIBJO«D3'O i-i jn 
1IHB "»373»^P 031IP3 3*n v * l?1* '*= 1"?' 
.'BB3«C«ID I'B IJTHJfi T1K 1 « |*3 ,B3«J'r 
T?3 ,'t«3'03'C I'B PEOJTU 'T .BCT W ' 3 I J I 
40 B3.BO JIB ZZ&9 inpt 1JB"3-4« *%&&&& 
B*lifeil»Epp613KO-3BD " 3 B"3*1B »1 p t E37IB-J 
i O ^ r s iMi t p ' p 3KJ1 T B .•B«3'C3'D IJfB'lB 
,B"3-«| inpO I?llp3 E^BH 'EB3'C3*C I'B IpV. CIT 
^ r e a y > n B ipsniys *?sr ESjrpya ire B^BII 
spB'n-3'nte p*r OIIBI I J B I B I T O ,P»TBB 
<BB/3'=J'D .PB p»1BO 'Wyrrwrt K IpB 11113'11B 
.fi'msyap^pa ijrs*BD30 K •*: 
"BIBB IpB '^npi ip i^ ' lK E3«B?3 1P3BH TB 
.13B>aip IO PB 1pB"3l8 BpDIBp H E'D B ' l r 
1P=BH 6 prr r t n *WB tin np 'B w n r t " " 
-• ipsa n .B«3ie w y i o to jpoins t ipnp; 
inpt iBrapiB'iK a(in iB3»^ I B jB»'npye IPP 
PB 1>nABnp B'OIB IpTSIB 1P3BO 1» ^7«« 
.BlTEtP pi'OlIB 'T I'.K BieilMTIS 
- is? tnjnsm PS'VB? 'wvxtw I W B ^ ' D 
I1B1 DC'B .CCBO ,*rtp«B33'1BC |W Ir='-:i8-=p3 
B»'B .Bi«3fB PJ'IBI "I IBHEpJ BBO IBB*lJ/|H3» 
-C3B'»810K31B EU1B pB ipEDlBll I'B 'T I'B 
B»n» PB EpfflB? ?3'B1(ri II P W ' B W S T I 
.ipB'O-iB ffl« 
IpplBl IO «1 PB IPJS'B'D H *1B 0p3"K t'3 
•p»=np I ' B 11BB3 li'Eipprpp .apyin p t cn-iap= 
^ 8 ^p»> ,on«*!'a omi»4 n p e PB 'CIS B tp; 
1P"I IPCI'RBO IP^BI 1«B C(n E33K*iipB BBI1 pB 
B3't s«n ^p:Brpi-ipE3'B fl .pii-wc ^ripsprn 
pstBnsjrt K nrpt Bin'BpsiB »^ i»n i r t2 cpt 
PB C>B^'S 0»W* *1 TpTP^riB IX l*'»BC'aj 
I'B pt'TBO ^P1 !?11 .PJBS IP'U IplpD7=">?E 
IP3PJS3 *M V D ip3«n ttVtyja -PBIWD'IIB 
pA?XJ"B E'D IP^ BPO 11 O'tB W«P t'B TT^ B 
T'TB tTlp'T PB lBff"B'CBOB «T .D'AB '^T3 
in«B tt« -rtp'tsEspEO j i n « » " EVPBT-^B B?n 
lpVisiimpfw WMWWMI I?:** i -o r « i p ' r 
?B->pipffl*i H .E.'PB'-I3(r IPlPDprSp B 1P3P1V 
JBlb#J> * Btaplllp IB1 CBn T1B?3 ll»=!pptpp 
tf ••BjBjjBBlBflDBfJBIiajBSlBBBjBjBBjBjBjBBBjBjBH 
X3 1915 .nysojntjn 
•. 
.Hfjsnjnw jnjmta 17J1BI*JJ lyaan vo tin lan 
nyt it eric?: * s ;y-y J'a T» =an i'K 
iruTcrom »t *»H .cp'nsa yai^nyByj UWo 
y*r» rvia* .=-j-?cyj c<r ip»n 717:?? pa 
sJ*>W .csyaany iyeip?30*nB iyjm Q'i-iMD 
t»TR iy3"? »'t E3'l ,CiyaC7B •n;i; 'H CB» Dpi 
ata'B-iyi lyran p a IB '*BI '3RJTB i p t»a p»aw 
n y c ;r ; :pt- i3« «l ;y=an a"?3 '3"a y.B E:BO n 
-«MW p a ^ j ^ n B j J p - o w s n a , yiycya iyu«t 
= f « n p B 'S T T lyaan cyaaa W w ^»*» paga 
•wiys m y 17^73 w p t i j p ) 17=*" n « n»Ma 
j a a V i y m IPTyoyaifl ••* lyanst*; n pB 
.iy;iy *VOU*, lyiar.ys T'R -lyaeyesyc SSBBSB 
pyiia. firt**l iy=BCpia>,-> (flJWl* H JIB ifo'D 
-73 I<R c? * * M , ; r = * s " 7-;*i , , if ,7* *i W 
-u- .BBJnjs HVD lyaan ffffua IIH ,pyfcs iy»an 
. c « 7 ' " " , 7 = ^ , o 73733iaivr33 Hnit*Ut)|i =711170 
2*11 TH 1711 - W a t t I72Un c6apB? 7TPH1K 
IIH ,=i7»n"H ty»*a c5a aoy p«o l n M W W 
isaaro 'B *,pu?3 a-:. Ma r u t * : eriffrtf i n 
n T"« ,r** i"o 1*w innsa i"» IT^7«*I«K 
mam »1 17P71 --a,o* Fpv.B »'H Efi3ip3"B JEHBJ 
:7E?-.=73 =*n =au ^ * # a j H W i a r t t » 
--H-HT 3500 
8HV p a ="2-*7i VK 2*n !7C"S yttr-V »1 
-R31* -iyn c«o 172732$ =W7J B 'S y t -aan IIK 
jm =»2ii* n .i7n'">e ' " .3"2TW-C3B'XBP3 
W-HfiuU Ba'cy^anyB Vycc* * n m j n n a E'ER 
pivH'ianjKay** a . " i ' ^ ' t a j ,B=BO CUT JIB 
RESB-'BB, p a iy="2i« y iyu ia l i t 7:7*6 
K pB S ' ^ ' C B ' ^ «1 Ji£3'-< V3 1(13 ;yB"T372 
;IH iy?p»i "lyoO'B " i « n n 17Q H« ;H'3it-i"->= 
- < 2 " B Tfi .pa i:u=ri3i •rjnjpji .iy">7=:-,efi>ia 
v o i r » iTTjnBUn ls^pi rpva ' i ' a ia M » V P iy j 
-B^-B ,m—f; &>*> »'i ,Wtp»lr pN ' » cyooa 
;7=r,731«i:it i?l 1733M1S HOIK .11 .t .« l««B^n 
7^»-i lysis?: w t n ">'o 17^711 ir-t. um 
-31K,. -ljni*1173 CX1373 =1|iT!73»I C?U tfmpH 
iTBijn ^H7-I=3H»''V.K «=3*nK= ;.K rteeirt y y 
B7« T»e= iv=:p7'p7 frrwjftri H cr» ?a>a 
i?3'r.7; * i i « » , w a w » i n i1* i"«^ 7-i "» 
."lyajiUHrs-cs":-.* 717^7-
- - ^ n . * p n . jynfp = ; 7 i n 7 i r = n , . 
• : : ; ; r e 1 3 ^ ^ ? I'H J * ^ H =f i Bin??? 
-••«i '«"pw B s y p t p i I'M \nww B i p i y » n « 
- 1 P t » v > V # i t»K c r n ) t > j -•? ' . a w * 
ir»7» !7B^7^ 17»l= 17^71) rtl»D-3If»= ijhi 
i?1j)rtMlVp 17*1 .8P"1B0 »f«*ji**DJ».'3*i* 
i7 t i -»»H-w |»a»0ijj " i ^ ( t -c CHT 3 B j a 
;7Bn7H(J «»)D B71V 170. • .ft?.nao V*9*»** 
-ipaoyo r=".-!i - . :7=t-cn:»:h •-,?* -n iJTs'O -
^- |»n . e ^ p r 'VM?Vii'*p ' V ) i t I ' f 
::: " »mf!m» BOO «i« V BS'Byj 
"gi B|jn ,BBi;'lK I7C30 OH ,3*E3BO 171*«73 
BM*U a ' o Bji-uypj v * c*n jm ",BU*H cv jnn 
l'K T l 172«n C B » iy3"JM* 2500 '"> ^ " 1 1 7 
»il( *J«O "iiji w*»n ipajrmyB ,E j^" ray3 on** 
BIPK B«n ^tjpo? njn .P"TCD oyi iiffl »« by»» 
7?H B'rnutyiotiK B«n ny .cnyicyo i s y m s 3 
•vtt B»n3j3rt itit J IB Bis* By"! M EBH ,main 
; • : P-nco ^p-Vf* 1-3 oyi -,«3 .=«3rpy^c iy j 
*?(•?»> JIB n w n ny. «J«IM IHBOM -.KS pyn» v » 
T O .iy=«o ftujpa'jn ny3«tc«3 n lye^yn « 20 
B^yEyoyj im p«nso i 'n tvsiiyWM^v " T iy=un 
HI H)«3i» « i n jyawn BI*H .3ys ys'hsy i»n 
iyo3y» iyo'1-u M P H 1K=C»S .cnyioyo 700 
'3«to«p nyayi lypnycu »i .lyVastjo lysBi HB 
D'.I* B3'EByrya ,HJBCB3 ^yairt , m » W J y p 1'K 
."lyriyo 7000 
; Eyaonya ipenfiSip ESjn'iyiB-C'M*. 
-7'py ^ l y i y e r t i « 3 3 ' B ' O lysty^ o n "a,, 
oyBiKBy-i T H a t " ,BS»P,o' t ' " Timja 11'cip 
7Ei3 H jm B»aT»-c3*'>«n3*r:B ijrt lyiyii 
- n nyaeopi^p yp-HjEr ,y»3 R IHB iyB3-to>iH 
p n u lyoipya p a y n jyii .BBSKIBB I » « HJ*S 
.lyayjystMH E'i.Bi'.S'W .« T « 2*n BJBP'B- IIK 
Dyai>2 D*JB iriBHpa' cAycvyiso IBI p a v * 
s-a iH iyt ; i« .nitKa o w r t t l'i«B wy»n»»ii 
.sa'?3'n i r t y p a v u ^ B i y tnyi I7"ya »*a 
a«nyi n i c ijaen cnyaoro ynyiiin y*yr 
oyn 337a 2 5 i n n c m p t J3ny=yn n c« 
.HpXBMjBrHj 1713m pB lycyiyos'it «i i i - i j? 
"iyB .aynji-uya jynyj afj iya« t»» a*iw.rt 
Tail jnyt lyaipyji* iy>»t cnyaoya y»:-,a>yp 
-p«"y- »3"l IB'31* IIH |1C yEB3'p3"K HI |lie 
lyasn T O CBII ,13?B atEysya-p-o l y i .\yp 
nyaoyasyc t-a a«n , ' «e jyany^ BI / I 'B733"K 
C?T ; t » n B nnS"1: 50 lie yoRB33"B IB B B ^ ; 
TSJJO jjnjynjrBrins 500 ejnps |y=»n v o ,oonn 
EIX EiJB'jya B«3 iya»n c#n »i lya ' iB x^ya 
•ya-i'3 pB 3'Eyna 171173 p a UP>fi V i .">3BE 
iyuy3 a>3 t»-B n a lysm 'aaii iy iy» . E ; - -
EV3 ,iy»yrnBO>> ijn»«;3 iy3"t , tnn»waia 
iyi37BTOiB yaay^s- ysuor^a n H ' « a'i3yt;(» 
lyisiB .^ynyBO T ' i a iy i«a l'B JIB jnysyp p a 
•yean s e n j EBR73 p a lycpaiiys I»B ia-3i ' 
. sn ip)* i n •»«» iy«i3 
iyEp^B3Bp yccjiy ^;'E Banys jyaan v a 
O'siDM ya^snynya nysna ,o»m »Vy3 »1 B*a 
. JIB;;.!! .1 .B ."CTffnieBBO^, ,17»"1> 17^7" 
.i7»"3*H» ' i 17B53*.; i» =^707=73 T^J » I njain 
17-: " a jyiiyi iy3««i Dp'nae ya03iBa»ii »nw n 
. - B ^ n a a t . y o T t n tm ".a? pisVp r iysyp. 
a'TBiiys cyc^p n jyaan *.a? ytysyp, i j r i n a 
E ^ 8 « Dan ana^a tie ayBO'B y»«a a »ywta«t« 
i y ; i ya" i iB p ; i* lyDyiyai'R n Bynaffy; 
aj-W^yt ">7a"aia ' " 17:an aur iys» i t i d n 
yT'a p « . iyi»i3 ir^ryoiys'* " i ^BT iyo 
M m inyn s i y n y ; a'3 y n a o i n E»n irt-e 
H • • • : ffiSE weaSBBBMaltHtfBMEK^*^ L 
iMPRMi • • • • -
lypvsn bjyB*Hja bh*$ njrt 12 
i v 
Dpi 1*3 l«!te c*i .cysa'iTa pryo ip*ni3 
it EVoyn« sjf E«n ,(t^jp»p pB SS-E'S Ifttqrt 
•*3 lpups i'H ip . 'B»i'wo p * anlejrngi 
ts ' t .50 78P&7 P» DJJMS'D ii'aipptpp ps«3»B 
17S'»T«Cipi"7 "wan i? i'K <BO ipsll oyi 
.CDTHJ 1 " ' 3pi7/lX B»3Y» l? lPBp* |1B IP1B1173 
B'D 1*0*1VI ,1? C*l .SpEa'IpS »,*1B2 .1= 
*JIH ipiBtips E3'E3yo78B7= i ? : " ' , 'pE3'3n ,TS. 
, . vn i»s ,p i*u i*« pijpBVW »T lysiiisnpE 
a m lpoisipc ipnpa MM ipos-an ' « <«n« iy3B 
I"7* i p t-H
 fpiB« 113 I'M ip=80 aiBps'pi »i 
B'D injMJU 1«t B80 pH C1813 IBS IpWMBpS 
p * ,7*p*> epi P B piyp'Sflsi? iT^Mlp c e o 
ys*7 '1 .TBTT'B pipa'Epns *i p t ps»3"B e»o 
•t .•uj^yowyiy'iEix inyt 8'3 t'B - -HIS PM 
-gH'H B IPSSMViyE ^ff 'I 'H E37EB"0 /JBTT'O 
==^lf^Kiicjnjs l y i »3 .pipmsMji* JHJJPJPBW 
TSO'IH 3JM7 BO KT CHn D1B1 113 JIB 'SKIBWp 
ip .Bommpi Tt T O irsBn .pmcc * l£s|tt 
TI 'U BT*I i73Bn T O ,pi*is I'K BB> K B»n *| 
s^ yEpepa e*n j o v e n pB E"3i* >I EIBECPS 
.B'»S 1*3811 " ^ V* P"^W B?l 
own .spas'ipa rouiBPBp^ ttp-utpn-cmi 
cyaj'BBM MM DBII jm*o«p 17*1 lit isoiyrE DT* 
66 PB 38 ,3 078P87 lp3<3"Miy» *.t ipi*iip; 
l?33»i3ns?oKPX y3'73po cpT* iBnsp-a iy EBH 
Ipipi 07*5*7 w r n T^MIIS* ip3« ,c78p87 y ipn 
n p i s * rs*3 ' " 1?^>Pi jsiso'-Bipfi ipjpi 
.017073 M 13! EOlp 8p Ipll 
cpii»»? n MB pnico 7Bip:prn ip i i«m 
-yspo'DBp n 8*n .ipawiapscw BM« CIMT^'E 
78PS7 l i t ?Bl08p BJpofepfl '1 IPSpiip- ix B31I 
.iprapo 11 ptneo BPI 1H?B W K 'itenvsixsB 
1P3B T t B»H SS'TSP^ 1« pB'OBp B3pO =^pO H 
-•DSHp 11? 7»BSlHp D'lB'pO D1T inpJ 1» BSBTO^ 
.trtaiw-CB'ian* i-spn jp«riB >T e m t e v w * 
Ipii . " B n - ^ w o n . i « B» 'a i rp '=» i r : ? T«n 
B'D 33'Bm i p » ! ix ipoipps I 'K r=»e«p ipj jm 
li'Bippipp 7»np3ppn ipT i?ap; i» an7V^He K 
" I 1P3BH ,p»nBC Dpi Ip7BpO IX B3KB H T1K"3 
.3 lpspa HOO a m t p r w n w s«7in(jB Dpi 
E«n tp c r t
 tyn oyBa-iya ra'UffBp? .13 
•MJB ip i i r tpunyBpippo JIB BOK o n |por*rtpt 
ipiipa »«n u p a ' i i j n n a ipn , B » » apo J : ' 7 E ? 
Bl'SO'T 171 BVDMB 181 1813 C«n 3? .lSptpV.38 
ISptpilSK IPllpJ I»8 IP H« 1»1B E18p3*pi t*H 
.DipiBTSpptlspO H E'O IPX3?lp»:«p H " 3 
: cpisp378» cpBO'ipa 'pBSian ipnna 
1»8 BOM 1"B |p3P3?SB'1M 380 VB Ip l^ 
3Mn TB .V*?» 60 lPii?3 oiMi T?3»t / n ' l t r n 
B"31M-C331B»ipziBt '1 B»0 lpBin?D 1|T| *1'l 
.l?3MO BlBpli^T il JIB p""*B= 7Bip37»n DJ1 p.t 
n B'D ipWpiytsBp yatTB? EMnps ipssn v o 
IpBnpso'im.TiB p ' n s o i y i .oipiiouppBUMO 
i8B }pr»ip3!Bt ;rj:8tr;;8 JMI i ' i j-;8r. ofii 
,P"it3 78-.?sps*n B 
;rr»p? CBH rs-pr:!^*:?1; ;-B TB??? ipt;:8 
-1-6 iyt3:M HHM I'.B F'HBB M S3MCpJ31rt t?01I 
*ps 183"? r,M i 8 r " i ? i ? B i p p ' i p e ? i t E*a ssjr 
I t Cp7prilyj-E?7 pB i p i " « 3 f | J TIVB B7?ST 
«J«B lp3'lXlpB V» S8n p«HBO I p l .BB3p'l 
E»B 1P1811P3 E7pE?C?3 T?TSP »•• PB 1?=811 
.1B7M1 & ) 0 Ep'BpSIX «T IpZBfl I ' D J7?Biy 
1PEM380 SStT-p y-x-7 n p | HP7lp» pB 
' i w n j s w a p 7; :8y?: ip=3 'B T J B I W p R I«M 
-'K pE3'3"81pt I I P t -,133C 0^1 Ipip-.- yUg^t 
ipB»lplpB 7M1ESPC i p i B ' O I p E t S r p i y n ^ p » " l 
-p lp«?3 ' 1 C811 Dpi 3p'7t» ,p l8i 1'3 pB I«<3V 
P t 07MpM7 H JpSM7»p:BMB E'S ip28n IPSBMC 
-«lpOB ' 1 .Dl?pl 'Bll 33H87p TpB"D?S7BCB H 
SVltt 33U? S'3 E?n 183"7 i)9 T8Ti'-,piy« ]?? 
yiplSB ' I pM C^pJBryilJES'B 778 Ea81B»ilBp3 
,I>t3i3i?B in«M B ' B t p s m cBii i r J t x ' B u s s r ? 
UJ t ip i lPtt8rpi]Tlip3 >! pB B'Ulf i ;7?t » t 
IP3MH CM11 C78P87 i p i " W n IPSpplpS? " I 9*11 
"l 'Mll D3PQHJ3 TpB"3P «1 PB IffE^BffpaS? V 
T8'31« 1831'? T*1B3J0 ' 1 I P " .!««» IpEty? BlJTp 
IplMT »'» 18 ,D7BF>^ P^P'SIB pB El3*71Jt E«n 
P3ipii n , ipEi*r?!pi i?a ' 1 pB lPtntp»M» T l 
V * !?=«" ( I P V i S ^ P ' t '118 E3i»Vp- 1--B71 » i 
.HXp IB 1 « 1J1B 11 Epi;pi1?3 B78p8? pipiSIB 
VH 1PC87BB37 IJ?H?3 E'S 1«1 iy=» l p : » I TO 
I p l P B 1*8 18S ESS'Tl KJl ' 1 PH pSglB I p l 
~8B EJ'B lp?8( VB IB ^ ' B ' l S I'B Cp .IPBBI? 
.617873 M 1?D 
-ailBBB* EJ11 .7 t * ,B .8 PB |M9-3pi»8p • ! 
1P1S771P7? ipUlB ,E*yjO IJErppJ 338638 1?1 
.!rB8377pi W ' l 1P3'7PPSC'1B EBH IBWplUMp 
CM7 .Ol'SJMpl E?n ,B"H .13 , » t (IB 1 7 3 " * 
6 I J E3«B3pip3 T O 173"! B'tTlplBTO IptSIB 
lpB7l7rp3 17B181 Ml Bjni m ' B p * lpE*37771 
.18'X83?7pl I T J J ' I 173711 
- » 8M71 ,»CM1*3«381 .10 ' ,1*B'T1« i p i r . B 
8»e7pl*7»e ,18EB*3 | ' B B783M7 TipiS'.B E3'-l 
"77E1 BSjrillpV ' .B"X 7Etp7 • ! ElplEppSBp P B 
183 lPfiH7S9'118 '-1^ C 3 BY Cfl'B C8T1 lp33»I 
VH 7F3B16 JPB'1173 H IpSHiPESlB 1» 8 3 ? ? ' * 
^ 1 lpB13 7BP*7 
ss'B'D ipa'Tinj'-TpEi?'* ipe»p^ Dpi na 
E380 '1 T&»»»p7» SS7T171B I?3p3p3 in'B OgT. 
?73'7=*s8o ipisiB ^ ipssiiTisp ipr to 11 
is na / l p p i n j n B3poiBs B*mm >r> .T^JII*1* 
inira on»B I - : B O P B DI7B3'»B p - r i p i p a p s i - t 
33*7 B*3 81 '••.1PCC8B plJTSIB IpffPW. Ip71l8t 
E ' D psri7ts8P B rs rps ipss-ipTtr ssprryiB B?n 
TS V 1^883 ES'fyil pB CTE'DB? CCr« 1T 
i7s»i ipspTB ps'iira PM 2 5 7B?e? p * pi?-
l - B f - « » X 778 IPSP" IP"*1173 R»'31*p30V«l 
JS78P8^ 7l?'31B p,B |pip3730Ml* &&% Efll 
. iprnyiE-.pyD ^ i p a j w n 
• 
" • • „ „ „ ,.. _ _ 
- - • • • • • 
16 1915 nyaoyxjn 
k 
ijn p i •><?y;v:tfT i n ix .ipiS'in*" DJJTT 
-:n-!C'ipo vn; i*3»* «* iRr*nnpe JppnjD*: 
.BpC'X 
TB 1P3"» HW» P« fWfP ,*PDllK1?Rp ."» 
in* .38 *BPB> I*B pa'BBP tf* inBiw M'to-
PB'CK? C^R pipa^B" im rtniBptn ,rspa £3 
, .25 ^ewV lit IP»«IUJN#J«» n i*e 
;»rm K IKB 'pDv.rrtHp .12 p t i3»V>pi ijn 
|pBBp?3 t'2 B3pVp32B Wim lf=W"W» "WB 1JR»U 
-^•n on* ^ a j i n i n apii * » i n n JS-B'O 
.VVPO o'Hi m ipi 
*'« sijni 50 ;m 41 **?** l?3?n ?3RIB }i 
=2RO*BB a>e C«BB ^tjipsypn mx jpspapjipa 
;pin'i-ain pR Dipi"3«3iR *»J J?VPBBIIX38 
* .i?3p*i c/iwia 
np33»ll PR •I'JIHH .13 ]??!» 1* lpC8*»p2 
..12? ""RO'B-'Hja I'll 1'B'CTWBO H in.'??TMS U 
/qntapt ips3 e n 
* # im np i^n .rare .-12 CRI i?CB*rp2 
.?*> 1» iitfip* DTI onrgniNi IP*BT rem?? 
.ipat»3pq 6 ipc ipp'SjpiB IK IBC 58 
,!*•«»-BV)ri»riM» i n 1'.8 2.*M>lJJfi .IF! . 
-•* ffipH JMHM V» .T*n * 1?3?11 ,6 *=** 
.TIRB3 p i aipaepa ippi*' 1** H 1X IWJMJWlja 
ram •jpfcii T p h 25 wajH 1* ,uKVtaB 
.'Bj"C(io lip CJR.IPO'R PR asnpE^pp 
atopmp VK CRII pa'BR? n CBI ,1*MjStta 
-am Tin *RI 88 *ptf ipampasi* w UWn» 
.65-t«P«t B»«ijra 
-Kin ca»iw?wr« K w t r w .IPOKWJT: 
nttjll Pi»! i** nc TWR2 E3>B»n BIS nj'ti? 
;pompi IIK oiyaepc jnyiaw i n MIK»IJW n 
.wpipi »JV)S» epnaan HB U&OBK »1 
•72 ,ro-0Kp *? ' IR m i*i ^ t n " -urnis 
prtpujapcMp ft'iR pspip'onpfi jpjpn Bpean 
,ay^a^s73 p i aainpwii* ERA pa'CRp n 
aaspopB'naRiR n ipxpnxaiBt 3>J130^672 *^  
ttltBTil cyi B»a lp*mn?- capopi ipsm 0*11 
.O'BK n ipsn i»9 o n lPWii pi*' 1»3 JIB HRK3 
-i* IIB yaj-ii * i i r ^ i n p a t * .ipc^s-pa 
»*a in
 (CIB«;*r?ip»n ,ow an?i"«j3i« i?Vp=r 
i n wj r t ,m-c" i i n* ::HrtjB ari »IMM. 
, w .12 ni y='DKp K wqnrv wpn ,pw»a 
- :K ; . I u:"t tyainnjmsw aip'B im o-aniKpcr? 
.CB« Min»n 10 ari in jpasispapT rw»* 
*>?P*W '^3 **i 1J? 33'B'O i?'*7ayi»'(K "3 
"?3 i7a^KnpJ2^'i'H cen .*n*83 I*B oiyzopo 
- n .Ta tyjn ,1915 npaa-"B3 1?=8 o?i 'm?ii 
HU'Ta 1in:?3^ BB til y»2?p K caiKVipi «pa3«a 
iSiiffTSTB-iysffiaya ipi .iraMiK a^Kp i ^ t i | t t 
.1915 .1*026 IP:K«:KW 
.ipoa'an »v»»n TB .wsrarya =^P« B'Bipm • 
>n«»n can IIB ^se-najTa ijjyijnipa- ipi 
w»i#n I 'BW BSjwoy* ansyatrtKB apn ,o«B¥ 
1? .^ "Pf^  ipis*n I>K i y n i IIH laapo 2200 
1V3»I "I 11K Bp"1BB EMIT ^p«iD 30 EKHJtf EH71 
aa»yiji ijr .ijn«tiaj ciyapcpa T»»TAfrij j^o 
Ti^ijy IK urtpae-jK ^«i ^^rrpripEJ'K n CK-: 
P# OfT lOVftJ np JIK Tyn>:KJi« ipijy^tnar 
im oi»i3 P P H tr>aii a"» tv:Kn appi-vi 
.ETT'3Kiip ai-IJJwrtet 
sflpvo ,65 ^?K? i » ye-OKp R ,ip3i"n .i 
jpwti n nji euvViBi ,a-.B^"B Dp«n^ ipa 
irv3pw» K iaO"nau !?BI V1KK3 i(»cipaipp 
.^ piaiK3«B in lpe^pn IIK T ' I B ip"t pw p"iae 
-*>e jit P='3ip K ,1'^KI im \TWV ipitia 
.:prn n sm tfafrw ,nmj2 EJIRBTI ip ' iV" 
!*) ajaajBCpp »i ip-i?"EV»2 i«i rmia .ipp 
l'K iitE'D-acKo BO'TU R IRB (IR^KT 400 T7 
, ' » H |1B U l R ' n i B i n Iplpiifi u H i B ^ n ^ > l 
-*i »1 CRII J!*B«a ajrr aRtcw / ip r ia lypiR' 
"iyi ipi 3^RB2ii ip;'iRB ayi aeKaa?: a»n "»»^ 
.ej'^nipa fiipii 3=R> 
,B1PP"D BlR?3'ri RiRpir »T C*1 ,l?OR^»72 
tl'lR 1PBRIBMR BS»H Jl^R ]p3pp ,54 ^ F ^ 
,P>OBO 1P»*I 
ipOJisn ;:R IBOJM .na B?:RTF3 20 ^BFRV 
->BpBV i r i .p'naa opT I«R a'CiR i jn i IRE 
.i3*r*ii ipau R PR B»'R t'R 
~»JTB D1pp«'D «^n3RaK2 W«ll '1 ,58 R^?K^  
01pp"D R^n3RBR2 H BR1 ,»3 B81 R.HN Jp33R^  
-ycapia JFJRI 62 PR 50 ,25 *41 dw't p i 
.*BPR* 1p»l IX 1PTBH Bin 
">PB H lpB"l« ntDPD Q)n 1P3P11 P3R1I »1 
^eiaipe ipn B'D.ipaeRrp^yiipa J S ' T R PB3«3>IR 
E3p^ p328 DIP!! P"!R* .P3 p | 1B'31» IpBmpipB 
-rrpB ippnpnu ip i |in iKwpnjBp ipi IBJ I«2 
- ."MO»* IB 1B»"1 
-ppD .T'lffB .1 J3 .13 IPIPBBJP 1» lpCB>ffp3 
-1»3»K JB'JT-IB! pM fl'lR ,1 B^pK> pE IpCpT 
-vajpipnipi ipi i'R ipaiRipi pO'iip3 jpnn'B 
as'Kirn ippiK* i»a ipi PR oVppB^  n p i jain 
S*«« lpcuaB'iR ipapa ipapp ^ ? M QIR ,TJIB2 
ipi B'l^ 3B1 ,"ip2BOplR7p '1 PB lpBpnpBJ'R H 
ipn t»R "raqp ivaippipp jfwn ipi p i 33i3»a 
2«^p3»R PR eVparpjupBBTi» rmR2 a3»RB-n 
.iywww* i n ' i n HWWEBJBP i n a'o 
piB' W PR IR'ipB- C'i-33«inr Mjrtur* 
.iponnprau oirii 
1P1 B»»R PR B3I-2 .12 CB1 83"in m 
,W3*=">B i n inps'B .la, PK pvnp mHw 
jyapii pjRiB ti .ipennpa-Bi'a Bipn ,vw* t'K 
-iw PR B'>3iB-a:«iX8n:ipnT IRB IP2B:CMR vi 
.Et |R ^B1p.*p?n Dl» mP3?3ip2»K Bipil B3Kp 
-3B B3'B3pOVRBp3 Bipil C'BB ^BipSyB-n i n 
'ii'^p PR O»21»-B:R'XBP3BJIB i n am inpjis 
-p;ip2'R =ip« iH&Hio i & i V t f i ' i 
.B'E(J ^B1?2pB-n BIT tp2p3 
•ni .Btunn I»K IM IPPT « ipe^en 
• 
• 
nypv t jn BJJJD-,83 o ^ y nyt n 
,HM'D I J J - : - ^ K B3"jy» 'n» -,M e*n oy ym 
i» »'Dp»ii B'J IBB !?B^B1P3 B y v o i p p n " 
'^ ira *1 i* ijuanynjD ywDRii t j jn 'H lyiyEy 
.ai'iiB ID B i"t E?i) cj i p » o ,o>rc 
-JIB iys«n "5i»n EB:BO I P ; B > D P T » I „ . 
-UBB v im o'syoiBii i p B»O ip«m'*ys p y i 
•yjJB iny» jynya iHe"'B'CBDB 'oipiwspyB 
"3«B B3pp-a B'J 172BH DDT 1*0 n .BJ^ns'ff 
.TWBS DSjn'13 TjTI HH ,?5T1B p ' ? I'll IpO'BB-
»TT pB eip-wspyrosc «vt jit "uynyrTy:: 
v m r w l p » « j y i* WBWI * jne ,B"<J I ?« : - ' 
137111 K pB.iyO'EWB asypyj ='J ?Bei»p EBH 
a'B inyi r^Biiya »'a ir-U" T O .11030 iy2*?n 
"H?c 1'B ;B.I .lytrtBi IBB?P«7 u D"p i r i ? ' 
-mum in ijrtnjirtj
 1 ) r^i i>o DPI .lyj^s-y-
CJ*»»p '1 lyi'-ECiy •(!> DP" .IBc-iyre iy="B"B 
»B P* .iyi'3"B E'l VI IWP T O JKftJH 1'K 
« t P ' ^ r w •.* E = P c*t t?=*n ^B» •»* ipiy* 
BI*R .IKVIKB "tjnjMi |pttnjf3ii»! BjBtai? i p * 
='D D?c»<p ipiiBrnyB ciynywiB I'D iy=B* 
pa cp«i5B*iKr p jp i Bpn-j iv:«n pa " i 
.=:paia 
i* IB'si' n E3B?pi]?B e»n ;!*="'«'=*"« •% 
=BUjpBBi-J D;H EB" 19 P B ",™'1(!B *!BS?7TI 
B'O Tpi3Bniyr is |7WWB>. 177111 1PB' T O 
DOinBim syi: iy ipaii t>: ;BT»'B'CBCB iyi 
i? BBO lyayBi? ;ya "WBB H .aii ' i rssy p»t 
IK urtyewu jy?B' O'rsst pT»»a CHI lysyrEsy 
•xcyj ip-Mn I 'd in ,itjotrtre ;r?,K"B1*33:K 
,;TXrm yamy: jyiBTiry^Bc ; B " v " . ^ P 
.;ysi:yi:B B»; i n Ban TB="'B'EB=B >1 iy:*. 
iy=an " i CKII a?s»H a to»&rpirt =*n v » 
-3K rt^njn BO B*n ijiy'T ny:(j ,i;:H»ry3T«e 
"pri'T C(p T O ijBnijii B»»H .EBR nyt jyony; 
.:e« o n IBB lBO « I P ' J ' B B S ^?i lysiBa v$t 
»iK w»n vwj) «rair^ JIB py^ B yypt*z *-.„ 
'»^iB'ifBT'JBJiK yE=yc H IP«131«'1H E-iyEry: 
.lyiyo- 'T pR B"2IB Eji ' j - jma T»T E?n cy 
iB'iv *qft i'n wnEyj TB^ »« o^iy ijn T I BBH 
y^y?31« r^afHM C(P ,CT»M1P3 c«« ,pm B'B c s 
-•*i iBT,Bjyo'i3« Djnsii 'My:"^ ?y=«oPM^P 
-:y irufr jy^yii V D .o'i^ lB':v you m iy: 
yary^r n lyoipT^'H t r = W yV* jy;:"-i=ir 
•jrtjni pujt'o 7 W M " = is lp!»" »« t-o»'t 
."lyoip 
iyj»*-iy ,iyirt'D .*a iw nwirmM) " ' a 
" r t ' « iw BO»H ly r tnB^ '* l « y='eo? « c ^ 
c r ,unny^piyi»i .tap** oiyp»D ccyn ir> 
D'OTB D3B'*BB'i« iy»i I'K EiyEs-yj irtyn " ( 
/i»nt) n t iyB»3iB y-jy;yiBr-»^;:y «T l y f 'm 
"iB ip:y^rvsr s-'^ ajy \"p a'J iy=B" **t ***li 
iyiri '0 7 u cB'n lytwajo 6 <l ^ e .iy»"^»3 
avt'^iaiB iy =B" WAr**** t ,K »"'PJ t , K 
a p I'* TBPB^ " =VI* ;B^B BJhK =Bn T ' E * 
-.*« *'H ,111 VBFBi ^y:«s BIB?:>P H .V'i= 
j'syms vtyi I P B « ? -
H DBS ,cywiy3 suf^iip E:yTiyiB"B"l! 
• « lysia K TH v> lyj'tya B?BPB' syjBEBB-
n p E'O lysyaycB ^y i v =«« *V .*«Bsr 
'3<yi iyjB=CB2 n ,7 ?BP«s p i iB'»et'jBrniyi 
pK p"*lBD Sy'U B'O TMH pH ,ciyp"B B1BP 
,S:B=?I» lycu K P B ^BF(rt iJWH i'n BT'K 
y ^ ' n ^ i K pH 'T . r rps K =*n *BFf^  "VI 
,osyDp» DTB^P ,12 ^Ftf .=«B^py^» 'c 
yj'13'K n pn D:ya»n i p IIE ^yo'SB TM B ^ -
*p oy;ju»H ;n iyB«Tyj IBJBI =B^ sy ,D*ap(p 
BB" ,c*iyp"o*E3"H «T ,49 SBFB1! ,*i:Be-c;yt 
- i t tfiyvf pn -;•••:*;-« •.* csyrrya;* W'W 
PB nwijns B p i» afln ny ; myr rx* W* 
,BiyBEBp
 (73 *>BFB7 .CSB^BS BipJin ys'Vcy 
"313 100 " EBH iy .UBBCll IJOTJ B pB I'B 
.csywyo p:ynyE? 
,iy BB" ny;;yiBi .13 ps ^B -^yB Op ^M« 
iy=BcpiB^P ' i iye>B"73 .i:B/tip E j p ' i r * x » i i 
,c?y:Bi5 p y i ipayo ,75 ^«P^ -lyooiBH i«w 
pB syBMryj B1W E"mi pn B-iyp"o e c u «T 
"rt 'y^Ta? " i p * 3'=yna inyi iyj'*i lysoiBii 
v .'atpifi PB lvsipytpy y«BJ n »yc= V « 
: B^B* m ,ByB=nya inoB .•« 
•WO ' « Dp -Jfl " , " ^ =«S ,MIPP t'B ^ i f i j , 
yhwjrt B:ycuB o p ipysrynysaiB :y=B-
lyvt'JBaiB lycnya Eiioy: T I T O iy:ipi .in*' 
WW.*B yssy^s- lyoipy: jyj"t ir» .syiy* H 
A»aT« ?y r JBTEB^B esypy; B-J ITSBH v o P B 
17'^ ,«HB^Bt iy3-rr'B PB mm o p - : 
1:B IB'XBE-MC yj'iy-y^ K E-*n'Ey«B i p s v c 
*B;^B t«o ; P B » iy-fl" yj*3"B PB ITC B P B 
•'p .B't-PBTt P B syayr P B eyoa EVI«S 
*ysyj Ifl'tf iyy'T EBK iyo te ,T<B sf=^i»p 
lyeyf y=?yi« I-B IB3BT .anyoiB :yi"M s^yr 
E>: l-t*iyi tnB' y:'V=y tut pvr EBH tyo 1PM 
a^yByByj iyo BBn lyByc y^yc pB .BDTBiiyj 
E P B BBn "V.BTI a*t;B ,wm yiyyyn ^»w 
BBn ip"1? I - : B ."IB IBC 3»BeO*a jnyiyw.p 
J p o W»WBU» I p ' H TT 
Ey«y3B>By5 n'O pfasn IBT'D^BB 3 » C : B . 
-3B -lyii-B P B iyjJiiy=y=B,'iB yoniyj jy=«c i» 
lyMyts yssi ip o u winyj ff=B" T O . B ^ O - I 
pB lyatsii yD'iiyj aTatpc'i ip«n PB W I ' E ' E 
Hf ,iBiiy» 50 lie ys'OBP K W jyryjip'H »r 
inyi ,n*B3 DJ'BPii i p a-o iyo«(i» , | p « ! " i 
-;?•* c^Biyj EBn r-P7"*P » . i p n ' B n n "t 
- ' i p * PB BipirEpyE^Be n s«a tpyr. s v r r 
lysBifi n iy=BiB^7= »»»« BBH ipU'Tp* cap 
•?n ,nyv>^ ' . r a r s t^p syiyi "= lys-miMpB 
t»a P B D'2-.B:C ycmr iys-'Ber«" If! "'» IW 
-»i ^yiBwynyeyB i p p t yroBjn ' t PB P B ' 
,nyajr«tr *yD^ =jj .iyei:iyB rugtv lynys ly: 





;2-?e i?1*: u p * pJ«">t r=*« w 
• 
«ra"T» ix »oijn DIK ,|yjyp T D I W I o-i>p 
aunun *ipo"3is i n pK j^wt IPDU K 
•ujra pB inira jpipu tV B3"n OW1 M'w 
P B ,D3"vy3 pw MI .#3 ny3jrouP33* JH 
IB'Y'IKIK Tin pD $P0Ty»D P'P BOO M"il 
"Wp D'D tjnwa JiH DBU ,«lBOBP*»'tnBB pK 
-i"no iiR JPDO^BMCBD n IPPMIV P»T* un 
-1WB pK IPDD'fcpXIp T l » .IPDDOB'JP 
PK DIBlVDWQBp 1M*W"I> *Un -IPOD'D 
- p * K » p n m i j ' m i r ' J i n i i 
WD Ml JB ,T*K 1>M1P3 -WODP3 Tjn 
-^pitBB lycni* b^juynyenpc-oau^o 
^1 jW> ,pM 0'3 ^Bt jyDO'3TB3B 11K 1V13D 
«i typMiv IBOBP mrwyjina TPS^BOB *iyi 
-20 c o .jj^wun*« o*3 " i w ICIB &«M 
VIB tPBipiBC -uroiB iy:p5E ,pms \nir 30 
-IDC D3»*3P-p»no n JIB oyoiBBOBte *i 
y j jyo own i « a o .iyoB3pi jwrsjn 
.inane y t y D r i w p n lys'K DSBPPJ o^n 
-ye pK P'DPBD p,D IPJB1D "lPiMt TIB "1U 
-1B3B PR |VDWfcpSip n ' " M , B • 1 V " 1 1 * D 
n pa j m w * n imiys iw»n lyooo 
ni jimw oanwj » v a my* DBH ,W«OP 
H 4S"J h a * VIB jysirsBJosr.B " w a i n 
-B& iBD oaoppys D"n IP3B?I I W S B M N P 
~c»n jyaB" iyoo*3iB3B n .JBMTPB w n j ^ 
-PB~yB"D^BB pc yonsc jny* BEftoPPya 
IJTl .Dp'*1DD n»D Pl*3 DTDOB (IK W*V 
jywpo . .Di5a o^n Df-ypMiDjp o»n *IBDBP 
K"R i>c»n ; n ' w w imB«y3 T» |V3*'T 
pK oanMcya pB D3>D3ynpD ihjnw Wi 
-tin PK .JPIPDBO vims* W iB'itBiiifP 
-npD^nya B IPHJU PK PDTTT Dtfe* W J « $ 
-BD3'B PP'DB3RD |1K 0D"3->y>"ftr TpO 
.r3B^y? 
^npiJriD iys3B3 Tjn p'c D"p3^iyay5 n . 
-in n D*II ,wnr\ lyiMiyscnB v« °»n 
Wn'ip *n I'B TT Dljn |»*>8 PDDBO TPDi'3 
DBll ,D»3DD Mjrtf'BnjID JB1BD pp«| Dy 
• » B in T> IJn»D3»nwijn T O IB ,pJnnim 
•BD J3isyiip3 -ivD^mB i n pK o»pa*3 
OX'B jy3»t |?DD'3«^VTnO [1B lyDO'^ B'S 
MI .IPDBPV |y5i3«n iv D3"3p3 inyo ?y*D 
tyrant ^-nx prinv on: \v\m IP3»J »n 
l"113y^D'3 TIB Diyil p'^B IPDD^B'VBD *1 
-iPD-D33i3"o JB WW> Tjn jynajKiiBnyc 
yiByn» pD P3B1D H I W B .o^njjny'L" 
pfr'noaB "i no TJTIB w n .P'DPBD njni* 
^»3 .lyonuB JIB DiPirpSfiB yiyi3iiy3 pi 
IB iywyo iP3Mn ,iP33iv^cny y33853In.^ B, 
Dit'B IPOIP >n .nyo3B*iy^ BD ?yo'3B |jnyn 
'^"IBynO PB P'DPBD [ID lysBic IB .tat? 01Y 
,mnn >pi5'B IBIBD VH DP P35PM iva^K 
^"HTPl pB .DB1VU IPD^Bn VI IPO ]PP 
t*K jyo ya^yii PK |P381D PK i n IVS'J^K 
.iy3BOEnPE3"B 
•"K MI j'B noB iin JB JP* noB njn 
fJ»K Ty .D.TK O^ H'D pB D.TK DHPI IM 
-;>BD WB3 B*j-,p»>n iyc3yo n MI DPJIB 
-3B3 "in DO ,TOR ly j 'n i n D»: ,3H3PDI 
DOB IP! DBI1 pWDlpT PK DR1 JIOK 1! 
P3POBP5BE3IX yyn ipipn opmyaoMB n^B"; 
pu DO IPP |IK DO PK mo oyopn ,tyc3y= 
,pM 0^ 3 *BJ mo K ai^ p MI 5"ii .JPOBP^BB 
.330P3JTI pk niPD M 1P38D $i& R ny JIG 
1PD1PP3 ijcBn DBM jpwyo p3nnBcnp 
-y3 iy38.T »fl CBII 4lB^v^ unnttciy n y -
•O'K iy3»T ,|P2P> PR I'lWpD ^D B D3BC 
. nsB IPT JB ,1'K oy noB MI ,i"y^ w ""H01" 
*P3 PB ; .IB^PinS JIB 1B5TPB pB DnPDS?P3 
1BJ B JPP ,BBMmP3'B DOOP y3'^ DEBS^Pt 
HOB pM jinynDMB pB D3»n HOB I»T 
.lyopBc nn«» 20 nyi* 10 
JB ,!'B PB1P1. Km* 5P1B TPP'JB? TJH 
33U"D TyUlK IPPTinDiyO jyDlBT TO 03H 




nyprnjn wytnw wv'? ijn 
» 
-»3 W ijronj3injs»i( TC«BBP DTB 6*npmp jpi 
sipn op .wr tp is - ipsp-wa 'TBiyiysn !i»*iy= 
-i»ipnr.ppD *r»rijwn ort IV3JU » iyctf>B73 
l«n B'o ipip» 3'oipB ep« iy MI ojn=*J ,IJH 
.B^unjji B'o IB»»P»JII CB:?S K
 ftn»jijn 
I ' x c j ' o a w i n u*troDiut trctf*?: 
e«m ,e(j^= H Tin TWBS wmpptpp frrwn 
,]j-p»T0M1(f lM$a B^> PB'OBP pi?' 1'3 '1 
; ljnB»p: evi iwp p3»i |7iJyAj0 H 
,«BPtfrS» -o ,B**cwp JS ,*MI: .0 ,i?^p3«e .« 
.n-2jjrtip ipo^p nx it«cwy ,|i|i , w » « r . ,»n 
li* 3J*B'D ipsMya Djn iy=pn is 170^ 5*7= 




! lypjyus |*T jnnv 
"Pi V* /iP20Pl«p IVD24 DIH ^JfllD'D 
p * TPC»OPPD**> K .pron Tjnna I M I I J D ^ 
•lprnn jnpTSiK 
PDDOPP n \\0 TP3»K pnip: t'R i«on 
K — WOP *W38CP1^P TPl PD Ijnp^ID'D 
-pi !iyoo'K t*» PM — 1 5»Pitf> pb ittepti 
0*f*« -IP""*! POBnplKD H P* IM80C 
.5*w^ pc iwaijw» ipn ipiipa "ip I»K aj*5 
•3B i w w n o •* JPBIJPJ ogn won .13 
PK 1910 pc D»*IOD'P1»*P art pK 5"J» 
D$K p n v i w Dfcunnv n» I»H-P»IDD I '3*J 
DPT iPD5«npm(-D*n TP- .OJPPTT'K DPJT>3 
nnPt pK "W » m .P '""* Tn»» « D'O T*3 D3B 
i-K D:ypri"K opiin D5» , .imijiip: PWP 
JDDP'nDP> »T pD "iPJ»K 1P11P3 IP 
JKDBrUUIp JPiiDpJDttDE' o*n rptf n 
pj"K 1P11P3 l*H pK o s a s m n p 1PD25 Djn 
ipb»ian» W S M W I P J K DIPVPODPI: n pc 
IPW81P3 !W»t op .B»np3 PM DP pm o»jr: 
('Pt«PD 1JPP1Q 4 W3'K P'DPXKIB 1PT pK 
,TIKW D i ' s c n pc iPBwpJn / '» ip rnw 
•JPl'ID pK DT1KV3 1VD)PPTPP |1D DTPaOPS 
.D5»pi^ p^« pc Dnp3»Pt> pi'DPna npn 
o^» in»» 45 M5a pnipj t^ K !80H ."i3 
.WOT 6 013 M"ID K lPHf5wiW'H.lMfn pK 
IK B3J85P3 np o»n -m»' 16 Piwp5 H n*c 




;:IJ )M ESiro=y=« ,5Eoyto -5« -«B i u | a 
S»n t y i« .nifliyi c : ??e:»p =»m 17 .W^r -
*-'H B n y m m M * BfltK ;(in 1m . j - c y s B'J 
»l»3 IPH?3 » ' • Tp TP3* ,l?^BpD I t ^»D p3'S 
IW 1 » W 1P:«B =-.f?I-r- I f B'D IVBCV3 I'H 
.IP^BpO B3p£-tt B'3 |r> =<*n 
,D1V Tjmia B'B 
.".iripiB-jipB ,CD^V.K1?BKp . ^ B 
-iB'fpTE-niminppB . v » n i r i ,Hpj't ipwa 
•nnBTi lie rt^*3 pS« IB .BVip^pip B?n nyi 
on»« 111 ijr:* ipifi^J i7="n7SrE» ip:*'? s<cv 
fli-o 11 PK iw ,ip;:«isr-r s ; r :" r i s v.* T t* 
i u ipe-npjjm ijr-a n-i ,'pC3p]a0 ipinz jn 
,WK8?ij# B3psiiyve*«n •t'l , e» r ( ' 'mt rn 
t«n .FE'OppTUiaiHTBi'.ii - n m igmpn 171 
.-173'* e«n tpeson .1= IB ,l=n«n-3 BV^B-I? 
PB'OBP ii ,iBT«t E>; ?;«^p ;itp an«ii u^?; 
; t i«i?i jT-jp^BB B?rEi-ya:» aiiBl B(fn 
pny BjinpeiHi in:-yjn .PB'BBP 11 ,vow 
-iy» i" i -upinpii ,»?B3«3n .-a T« .ips'tpj 3 1 
•11 a^r»«n?^ =B" ,B'tB Minnfn B'SIB ;: ' ,E^W 
^yijTprTBS'ii 17I31II lie ipwpo ijrtB'J^ « 
Vi c«n ip IB 1»i* 1p:'ep3 T O p» , IB ' ;V 
jit BBH CB" cy^ B B^ nB»7==B ii« =:rrp^7;:B 
J^ B I It B»n371J'1t11 ipi l» B31PP3 En'K 
.B»TW 
. " » n ,WI IP £* ; iBoip*B ,BB»«ffejrt.B 
."•TB'BBP 1-1 lit Cl?a;-c^—!'ips^*'i 
roMWW .•"'«« ,WMP lpB3in'i?ieT:"« 
r ; ^ n ip::npB3in TI otojnnp jpipn ropo pw 
-t?1? 11* .B't^TMP'* T« T'"BTBD"51 ayi pa 
Ipoinpasm ]p^ B» nfrtW t » r=PO ,f»»P»P 
-65^BPB^ PK iB'^tJis's n 
•pT api i«B ->RSn 100 1?3?J 1* ,lpDB^»T3 
-7rnjB*=B^ l'« IB t^B? P* d ' e p n r IJJB-BJJB 
.*p,cp* 
1J1113 11B IB'IBJJ'I?1 ">P^  1* il»P3 V» 
•>pl) "ipiio-ipiBiyrTipyr ^nyapffn BVB IBS-** 
oyi I'H BpinpKripnya i*» v,T3"BJ»,»B»»»r> 
syaa'iys .(^Briici lytpn \'.t I ? B I ; "ip30pW|3 
: o p « p 5 ^ yB'OBP n 
-JiH iw lB'twauyi iyrsf i i iey;» cBn„ 
I'D iy3»t ,ir"s-i7iB-ipByi?y& VtfJJW* "W 
wo**' iyiii3 "W« tw =y cri Brt» c « ipaipp; 
.BBB I'M ]y="^iyt 1* ipjajrt T^poaw »u>r 
i»it T»n vrww B3««r?K« PH "attpa i " ' 
1« MUSi'TBCW I?": 3>»W UK ]B"1B |W ir"* 
D:IBI iP'tsytsBpn ""a . V n » tyB«rt on 
.ipipn ipo«P"» *»» w » B « " n i"i CB^ 
."inpri&n am / B t " .=« ,miw J3 
•3B B=np3 ipi nipii iB'Oipon pjw^ » TB^ 
TVK?2 n* ip ip^a 'B ipp^B* 1*3 n i;n ]po:37J 
1P=BT*1:«P' )p*3'BB3 '« B3'=2-3^?E72 ]^7V-
•3B ijn is cp*iy:y3ip2'* JW BOB tPflpI ^Bt 
.•n*B3 iio cipWyo pVs lis a io '=r 
-«i rE«iiB?*P* V* Biyi ,«;rw3 npTi3 »! 
•pappapOTHHii 
• 
19 1 9 1 6 / l y a o y x y i 
v. 
p * i r e n ' - u w p c i w ipSnymy jptfpn pit 
. i p n o w D«h p^D o r i w*vn 
-033U"0 n — ,"#3*0^11 ^«3 PR DSll. 
pK II?eO^»*V»D IWM1V lPD".W!P»tmPD 
O'J "UJJ fl*> 0311 ,JW"T JPDDOKWTnD 
•KB !VD">*n "I ipapu 5»r jpo IB -o5t3 »IIK-
"WV8D "lin -RR3C I1K ft^n D'D IPTPDP* 
n w c p»p cv:**? " 3 <n«n J B P T R w o o * * 
•TUB jvavn can n " 3 |»i"D .IPPPVIP 0*3 
5TW va*w> R 3'W .oy-ronp y a ^ y i 
PD3>«nP3'K p'P 0*3 JM"t IPDDOBOp-p'ID 
Dlfl*. .T8E-1P1 TjW Dip PR ,JPD2'$8'V«D 
i i n ' K o^rupsitfpa n osnys DO jpaan "» 
• " t " t 0*11 , IBCI»T T»T»K j n i m W DJ"sl 
PK DP .tVDD,^K*VKD"'D38 WM'TOWX |VJ 
0V13P3 DO 08* |PO 01*11 .IBE^in 1P30 
]PP DV .ltt*»VTM*lt IV " | JPf'D'D pl?'DPBD 
iPDpTP03»lt D'1PD»2"1N QPT JP3P3 |« l b'3 
-IP ?»0R DP11 IP IB ,lPB»n pK JWMfc.w' 
/nPEB^ptrptf TM'DVK i m pD. Ipipn Dtp? 
•P3 PK 1PTPDP3 K ^ 3 PR IP ,DinPP"!pD 
08* IV 1P11 1«01» pM pD "1P3GPO *1jnp»nt5 
.39UEg.1 pR tP3»tf> IPtPH 
nPB"0*3?PP TJH 1181 jj3'*5j 081 
n pK HBDXP np3^;pD*:i(D i y i — *iao8P 
D*J _ 0 »n3 SPPW -iPDp-13 K 1«D D38W 
- » D .DD^B'¥8o p 'p *a rmw !"P jpppiny 
I"P IP11P3 DO 5803"P PR OKU Ojn " 3 ]P1 
D'"lPD"3T8 DPT. DO D6"TJM pK *1PD»318 
Dyi -"3 TPTB .W*£ yj'DD'O pM PE»CB3SPV 
]PD*8 Dpi pD 0M.T1B11 n DO DD""i3V3 D8« 
,0D»n Dip .'WW P« nop p« CR„ :*yDiyii 
"WlM1*: *31DD PR IPD^ilB "1P1 IPT'K IB 
omn tpo no .aim P C D D ^ B ^ D iyonp3 
I P ^ D D O K W T ' I D o*o |pn«nPB ipnnQ 
PinJaD^^S^VD *1 pK Ct'5»*V8D 1PT X>2p 
o«oi .pcnin 1P31K1W3 nnpo jyaB^ |PM»"i«e 
•pa iP3*u ipn^n T P D " 3 1 8 P D T P : W I « n 
D«11 pfiljn ; WlBDt? pK 1PDP13 lPTBll 
pnpDy3' DEBDPPP3DMK |»3»n 038^31* n 
PD TPV'K ,1PT31DK' JTlDn^P pK niT3l? 
.jn3K3KBK13 P3,'TOP"llDB' PSSB^lPinB' 
I B P3^lpS8 I l»» DpmBEDB^B H JP» 
0»O DTjfSnPl l»3«n IP3*'VBTOB3"l8 1PD"3 
'T IP3"T ,pT3B3RBKna mjmO .PCIBD'J-
tyttM IVBlKi PE^DD^B^^D 'TIIK D3B*3V 
DO 1«I Tin HMK IPP1P D^V, IPWPD T»E 
-13BDI? CpTpD limJBT ,lP^l3""DnBB p n 
•IPDPiyDi'K TPD"3iB P;"OP3^B PC DP31B 
"B318 1 pK D"P3'3'»K31K PC'D^BB T^ t»B 
*13PDBnPE31K TiUK JPn»T TPD"3n» POVp> 
D'D IP^JBH PC 3M-^n D?«n D811 , ^ 
? HP*3D »T I'B DBH ? IPDEPTP PD3»J"K1PE 
-y338 n IPD own p'Tix inw^ 30"20 u'o 
n ' p K lPDD^B»X8D^n jyc iw D^PDIPTJU 
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.IVIB iP^'n n pK ry3ip o»n 
onpt ,IV3MK n bDBmpD iy IJTO ,bD» 
onyn bipHJ'W iwmjt«B B Y I IBD iy 
pB PH ,b'»pi3Mirpa lys^pmt? 0*D YI 
, ' n n u « Yt DJB-ibiyn ,^'iap pD ,3'3P«3'R 
JIM ,1P13'P \m DPDBQ ,DBBBB pfl iyOB» K 
IB 
pa'VBt? ,y33K^ n pK ,nn3 IBD iy3"B« ,JPV 
$*ya *iV3ycB ijn pa DMIB [Paspn ny3n"x 
-KJ pK 1P0BB CYB IX DD1P 1^3 1PT D« 
P-B ,Dm* .BWPIV .D.YB D3'3"B BP .IPD 
"18" 'PK Itfnjhl ,I»W3"3P YI ^BI IP 03»C 
.DVD^BIIJBP pK Y» !»E 
ItKWk ^ n IN0 *« *'M PR IW'T 1P2S 
MIB own "Ty» IPopii P?B »i IPit .iwnjn 
Q^XI^ B "DYK„ jy^Bt iB-ibPS DDay^ B- Jy»B 
PK ijna'3 , |p iw DH'B "t \&rn\ .Inpnyi 
3?*?- P1* W^M . " t . .npp'Qp YiB tPC"Yx 
" t , IPPB» PBIBIP o»o iyaybr 
DX'B . Y ^ B ypiBbc B OYBEnpi iy b ip -P^3 H
 fb»x n iPbiP bpn DP, iymrtp 
IPD B.YB | » j m .'•! r pW IP DnVb-JiPD *«»n3 bB-DBBVa IP2BH P5B ."b"X P3^ 
-IPPBB D.YB "I |P*pU OBI ,^B3 B"'.X |Jfff^ ^ " M » »W»P ^ W B ."BYH,. IP>1^3 PK 
; ma K BH'B PD ]P3Bb |W iym«)lBM1« T t 'WW ° " V ' W » , r*3 ^ .iPODM P^a IP3MB H 
jyip>TBix MIB »i |yj»t i n DBinBD D I I B " *** i«3 .jyY'i oy Dya^p o>o ,\vvy\w TP 
•»'P ^D3M1BE ? Y5P*5S >UB'iy^3?'DC PB .JPblBlt PB |yj»H6> byil IP .JP^PXiyi 
K lyannyacMR iy OBH .jnyt o>a 5BI TO ^ -P^KO am *»J l i n bB»i^  ^BDDCB 
!Pb?Bnp3 PR T I P iPBiBe. B oia i>>bv »i YIR ban ,iPb"t P5B PR DHB Y I DPI? 
D ™ |j»sro "t ftm DHBH .pape-p? pn DP - " I B PB .aaiacvn PB ?n»nbD- B ip'D'ae 
,*iy oiro .;pi3*3: PR iPDtBinpY3B -IPBB3 o'a op OP*IPDR3 ,D*3 oy ba'oya iy ny:« 
• • • niMia 
• 
L^L^L^L^H ^PWWWBi 
iypTt5i* CJ>'CI»; c^"? i jn 22 
,w*3 iyjy JHSIB* r$« I'K -!pCn 0-3 
unyoc o«r. ,iy-i OB lyeyn ivaiii nyoByH" 
D»D OnVT ,B»P D'JVDJJJ-B 1M'KT«1 TJH pK 
pK .*1»"D Sy'B *11B D'O ,DM » n *«« 
-:»: n ,V?B ,-» ii3 0*3.i« /p»j o$n inyiw 
•w.ybTOM'B'vpe jnnim» n o^ o njno yv 
ybyfoymnJBJWC .yayEB n O'o ,Tyo3'i 
-IpCTl DP31!* D3"B *1«J VW JV3«n ,1WTjn 
,"UMB |M»5wnr 
*DMK jpi osn «ptu pm ,nnc iyi I»K 
JV?p»p J|g D3#B"W PK 1B*B* pa MB3W 
•ompw VK iy osn ,5yoy3 lyo'iBti pn pK 
."DJl'H. b'O . 
i n 3KH TK /lybSySc K 0P3 'T — 
*wt , w v u K iinyii S J U T H »B .w»*e 
: 1*380 PK OP'3 D'KEBB Dpi 1PW1JH TB 
n DJJHE — ? CKT IbO'l? IPCV11 ,?pj — 
B nw OK ohjit Sim VB ."n™. — 
.8 'i»B o« ,-nv. "w iif [yfisn PK IB.TD BB3 
08ii ? jycp oyn IODEIBN o$n — 
c»n .jBflDW p/b"p nin i n ban p»a 8 -IBE 
W g — ?TU? i m V W DH'K DBBU01 YV 
n'.TBbayJw o»b rfwuir JJMH PK ftp 
nn'B bsn n ,03"cy: tyasn iyj*i»t yr,»52 
nyeynBii nyn iv ;IB OB83yj "uyr n *TIB 
.OP»YIMW o.TB oor>a' 
j 'ain MI *p»* bpsynyi r!>B CBI 113 
(|yt**a oyjy* pB D^BOWS H ny3» .otfn 
T3"i- ,Tjnn»5P TB ,!yo38py33iK tyospns 
•yn IVDPBIWW PK cy ; \rmvi Wtf 
-y> cy PK ,0383 ".IB :SD »n ]i8 ,^vi I*T 
->n o'o opipys iiK D.TB iyaypo;fc |y380i? 
on*B po P8 cy .|vi>w y3yEs5,iyE,otf3 ,yo 
.lyo^oy^B o»3 bwo p*p vw 
Djni iy 18 .*PJ "DS'8 DBH ODlBni'J pK 
nnyt nkny:^ni ,vpn mvP oc«3 lya Dyjy 
yit3B3 n iy 03'iny3 >'« ny TB :pi8or 
y^:Bn B D>O iy o*cB3 ;iy"B o«o o$yn 
;w ,"iyi"n y^8 ann iy 038c ; iy5'ip pc 
.DE»3 IBS CH'K jyc (yp [8-10 
CB- IB ,D38nyj cn*8 *pt o«n ^8«:E8 
-iBi-.c .yo'ii: K lis ,P3jw p»p o»: i«3 T*K 
o;mo CBii .tV^^E'yo'na o*e ,fy;nc yv 
,0-31? CBl W1 PB ,D?yi'. T jn V1BD118 T ' 
8 MI iri8iiy3 bm iv >ycM ^ysiBur 
.jyp'K nyo.T ;^y338 
,oyB'cy3 pit Dff*ny: ytomv o«n iy 
VI oijn n»» B
 r»rWJ» K pK ,iy"B Tin 
038cy: PB ryiipow DBI5"D383 lyn pK 
r^B iBE moyn i« ;a»> DBT irunnty 
.oTynys ;r^ 83P OBI V-t °B" 
o^ > iy3B0i?y; r^B jy3"» r c r D n pK 
,y^'0» JfOIOI? ,8B8S ens syp yoiBH*33ir«8 
oyeo^B B»D in dBn Tmyi3yp,DB' nyn P3 
oix )'K jyc is PK .iyo,ny33,,'>8 nw v» 
iyop'a JIB jyrBtr n tyayn ,iyBB5yj TTO 
.03y;y;B3 
! i^ ay? Tjns'p njroBB CIB? ,"iyv»ro — 
n ' d i p — .? TTU'P H «f T.TB D i p DB11 
iy3"p nu '.lyoBjnp y$v o'o lyieTJ yoBr 
iy"B pB jyoiPi DBT .oiynyj o^ 3 I-TR OB" 
in'K praBn jyop'a ri \\n iy^ «3P OBT PK 
.DP'OBHBB yo'or 
oBn 33'>XI5B ni .*py ,cp3jny3 Ty pn 
-y3B»iK ,i3Bn yi'osye B iy2i3yj38 BH*B 
iyiVcn i n ^ m PB ,jycoi5 Tjn pn [y3'w 
•iyo,CB'y33'H8 13"fi pBC'38 VH CH'K T.TD 
* * * 
,3»n?ie' PB oy -yn 'po D*H T5DWS"R 
,mn* nyj^ 3y5«'p B jys'^iyo PB iy «pi 
-iyD PB 8B8B cjn jyoBcnyi b»n oy *iyii 
iy .-Ty^yooyiip n.|«( ycBD n D3in2 
pn\ya ipa»u 8S8S I'D'O T» ni ,o?3*ny3 
prvwi iy38ory3 IW«I "i j3'b'o B *PK 
-*>o yo'Btrin'TyB .ysisnc ys^ yiB JtfP'E 
TiK iTjo\Vt K ,-iyv'oy .BB8B tyn *n oiy3 
-y3 e«n .nsn nysycB I« b*c /wins"*? 8 
.PBM B Mi^ y33i>py3 o«n 5ip pu- .bin 
yb3yEyy:-0"ii n ,D'3B nwiBiir w p.8 
.pi ' i *n o^ yp3*cy3 .jyD3»0w |ya*ri m«w 
-soenyE b'3 'p'3 o«n ,o:Biy3 b«n iy oipi 
18 .oDiBiiya iy DB-I ^»T p'B iy3B .313 
.lyplBOP K ,12tttf>V B Bl PB 1B11 YVl'V 
tySJP IB I1B C31 \rfrH B O'O ,ljft"3 B 
DrPB 3y*5iv ; T\ttt V$* V* >*T*W °Bi PK 
D3yo p'p PB Pin \^H IB
 ty=B5 ri oy b r -
im .i»JlB3 D'J JVC 5>11 DIpPTB IB ,*0'3 
DB" T'K PK ; jyomv J?3»I nyr^p n IB 
•ynv si">p n DB« OBI IB ,'p'3 ,ocimyf; 
oa'^  pK ODin »l OBii ,P-8*IP I'K ^y^yoa 
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-TRC PR ,I»5D I'DMK pyn» o»a an»K w"J T$3 |HP'D ,T3'p P<D d«iw -a i^ie* — 
.D.TK n«w v*T3"ic *m # 8 "I ly&ip can OTpryaD'iTis *yp3$ TPT osn — iramnn 
,:»vnD*3n -on m« «t ip53'*ec ORIITBD .lyryo'vlpoiaps PR 5'DC 
, ! P W » T W Mtu IBI !P38n osn »1.«l b« pR 5wa''tt pn pR Pff"8 P'*»W PR IP 
-Tin tyoB3 p»» eijn |vc \V\\ .oipos'ya 
MT» Q»n .VW.TPT P«,"iwv* ]pu ; osnso 
•IP»TPp3 rosjtt '«« jipW 
rtWW pD;»Bjrpaim:wvcT3*n3 o-o 
•an pR p'Dt? Opr o*o PK IPB^ yrajnpD'* 
•an ,iP38oc« iv PH ,-ij«n TpoMoranyt 
-y\yi nin T« ^ T H I W r^« PR .'P'3 TP33V 
T' PR lypnamn 5*OR B'o 5$T ojiy TPD 
cn«K ^3 o«n OBH .can <PIR WDTKncmK 
^TpDDPllC H J1R RORD W ,8SBB DPT 
.DamjHpjniB 
"3BO 0,1V Jppipiv ouipryoD'iK 1PD13P3 T » -
-83P3D'1R IV11V3 PR T"Tfi R .Q$l» IPT3PV 
"TV BB.T |»0* .TP'DyB DJPQVSR V18 JPD 
y r 03"? pK 03^p: .DSwnswj IPTP»TD 
.*8t 0p3P03>tfp3-$yn om Tp3'R jpatpoya 
onpnya Vi .ovasoys O*T "TP. f w PR 
OTpnwiR o»3 r5* PK -M'to PR t>3"5 
.|*93«OB' IV 
,>P'3 .tnyotinyo oappP3 o*a ORM TP PR 
IPO cRiiiHD .saw* nm OTPMT DP c»initt 
IPO PR .TiPH H T8D 18 t>*3 "Dn'B,, BB8* 
1915 r8 DaTtt-Tffl WnjffiK "H 
• 
on&u — .«pc>v3»TB*iyD p » tywynaKp njn ^ a c m s -pr jya"x *n nm MV 
Tya»Ta8^ — .Tjny^aBna ly-iB^-iyo injjv^n jys^n Dayw jw*ro ya*a"R 
.e*,2TB'Daanny^D,',1K V * TT tsnyTtjD oy—.Dj/iairiB njnyan TJDH 
: * • 
-n .K PE 
pioohaw ba*m P3P3"R PTPOIK 
.•TDDVWB epm IIK oo^n n pR 'Tosna'R 
pT«Ot? i n 0«n D"P3>t(f^ DD»3T8 P3^3Hp 
-piiOCPT31C .iVnD0>T3'R'pJ« PR D T^DP3 
TO Vtl .]Wh>3 0'3 038*31* 'T lP3«n ]p) 
74 tiB^oo^TPU TPT oo:p inpi T?83 : IP^ 
P3prp*tnp'fe PES t«n?"nb cnp3bPo T3yiy,o 
IHIWI-rttt i.^i — w 
.1P381T1R PTPT38 
-TPT H nvc'^!»y*i ta*.iK«m PBTD^H 
?|P5flPV 
038*3^ P0*rj'p.»;"8 iPonya ip^mi T O 
T» onyt «jt'i*i ?**vi im#*#wm 
-pfp *T " 3 TPT"R Tnyo 18 DO^TPU Tytpn 
nyD iPaar: oijii oj8»ai» n .MB'ar PTPJ 
-?8&:_n ffa"T .orysoyo POD"0 H |PT*5 
. : maps , 
" - - DTypVtfH P'O TyD"3V. 
20.0(50 ' 0Ty3**c *}» tRvmnBD iTpocyii 
7.000 " " DTP3*8Sn T3P DTyb3PBT«P 
18.000 " " DTPpTsi*, oayoTsa npcai1 ' 
PTPDina .oaw'Si* yijnjv [payn OPT fin 
T3Pt*io pa'Joy \t |pTR5ryD ,yrpjyjp p« 
1VD1PPIPP TyT 081V 0T8«yr can OM?. 
«18 JSB'^ Tjnjttr tRPnpo* Tyr [\t> ^baiiw 
.I8P3P1138& Tjn T«B, D3P5P3T8C Q8.T T83"? 
IPT8iiya !Po?«ny338 08380 OPT r*R DBII 
DTP3oyo pe 5nRt n t*R ,8PC'V38TE-iy0 PR 
I« D'o iPTRwpa OTpap^ pTPD TH8* jyo>jy5 
TBOD TPT TK 1914 PR -T3yt'lD 74 f\V 
*io 20 o»o i8,5,o 2 |ynp3 
IB'5'D 2 n iv oSnyBTiTR' 
.T3PIMD 54 
'18 IP5P0B'1V28 TV '*ft PR DP 
TPT PR OD15TPB R .tPT*P5«38 "T PR fWV 
•oyo TP3»ay« t8 ,ob"n Tyrp^atJ'o ps ST«V 
.D38'3V PTp»t pK DVT D^ TSVya JP38-T DTP3 
,OPRD DPT o'o IPDD»TO Ty3» ^ i tyayp T O 
DO.TP3 IPC Ipll |"Jp TnpT PR ODl^ TPDTyT t8 
D811 DU'Tp jy3*5ppTP DPT 038TDV3 PR 
3P'5lV D3P0D"0 ,T385 pH DBny.TPJ D8H 
1*8 TH8' TPDVP^  .8B«T"K pR HOH^O TPT 
->TPC8 *T TRD PDD3TP H pD TP3»'R IPliya 
DPT- pD Dp IPDV'll TO -TPO"3T8 TP38P 
'8 DCnjmys 08T 0811 T380nv JW 
• 
> 
l y p ^ i D3JJD-183 a*vi njn 14 
.DV3V «|MK E>5pDt?P33R |V»5»nW r58 TF 
-PIPHBIV DPI ti»b ,"ip->3^ *v p»»w DPI PK 
,yp3*3«5u **i D'D- .D>3B pn;p53"D;? ,0P3 
-]PO"t P>B PR D3"3PJ 
Djn DB«3pJ3R->R D7PR PD ]PD DRH_1>« 
TV PR ,iru»?nt o n jpoi3p;iv . P S T T W I K 
YS*H»W p3'VJB*3 n fc»D inpDCUP3**3p3 PR 
IPD'D pR D'3B DP3PnpHEl* |'0*O .THRn 
C.TK IV Vt IP3RH DRtl
 t\gttHVO PW R PE 
L7IB Dl» *p»J .|pD»t V5» pB IR.1DP3 \& R 
.D3BDTPD IP3MR H 33UPTBMR DMT3 "IRC 
>T* BP11 DP pR DH'R " t IP3R3 ,0R -OR 
-*m? DPT i p own IPDPPQD3'R . . . I W W U R 
•IPOUWD'TIB V3VCPP pD p'DP IP3SV 
* -p33« "IpOEpp-IR "Ijn DR.T 33»5xti» 113 
"1E1 PR ^ f f l n W ,«B*jn ,IP*P'BS? IV JP3'in 
•IPD^T P5» pR IPDREnV VI OB.VD5iP 
DP H1RT MIR IB -IPJBDBnPB DRfl 'PO 
. |»no Dnp3 R "on»R, " t JP^Pll "JPOPBP -P'l 
PK "1P„ CR11 ,C^R DRn D"IP"l31RllP3 113 
.1tn3P55VDt7 R .TPOU R .IPSflPP 8*8 "1R5 
| n i » W ^ # » » H y:»3 ^ n " L W K , nipt ")P 
' "P3 T^tPH ,D3P3 PIR^ER*!? .P33B* H pR 
1PBMT R O'D ,iP3»13 R -*Wpn R JjOT 
.|JI3'1R pJPDRfHDB Dl5.3 L3»D .POM"! pR D»3B 
0*3 t i p P R DP TB . JP^BEPJ;*^ PR ormt 
-ixn Tt n5B3 iPDB^?R3 DBH i j r p R -ip,, 
DPlPPJDr.B T^.ORH "IP .D13»D *t .(PDM1 
3 ^ 1 5PP3R Djn *PP3*1V R pR^jnppipT \w 
:IP33B)P31V EH'R IV 3'D:»n l'R TP 
?TP PR Tjni ,*PP38 — 
WT i n 3RH T « ,1P3"2 T3'P ,*P>3 — • 
D'1TP3 1RT DP3 .D21tP30riB JRD IP*:RJ R 
jnp33in 
mm* DU pa TR -dfei ft* ~ 
"P'lR PR CRtt 1FT OR .IP PR IPII 3R* 1V3R 
• .ijna^'v I'O'O yatpw 
•'If DBP1BC 1P3B ."IP,. t»K DRT — 
?^R!DD1PD 
.T1?D13 R D-1R Wl DT"11 ""IP,. .*DP;B -
\»p 0*3 nM "Vn IB -DSRt IPS ,V -
-IRriD '.V DP1313 U1R *13 
DtfT DPOin'pj iPiOBH CR1HBB *6 -
. »11 ^R^ipaDPllf h O'O PCBS ' " l'R B«RB 
.?l»nt3 E33PPP3 CRT IP t3RH '1TR • 
•B«P ITPS^R P'DF 1'D'D JffBB P^ DH'R »TO 
: |p»np PR IPOCP-IP P^B O'D IPBRJP 
Dpn Dp'j'in'pj ODRn n DRIHRB ! B3 
!TR^TPOrPllt? H PR PDBC H PR BBBI 
(!5pll"D TPD3P^C H ,R3 
bDlRliP3 DU »p*3'5pt DRH 13JQH:pK P3 
DH'R T^ ORn D13'D PIP' -IRriDlV3,nR titti 
t3»n i p .;$n3 R in« .JJB? TI VBV}V .DDBTP; 
'•i»iR *^np«iR ljtSDjna i p i O'a oi'supa 
t» -IPHP3 "1P3M PR IP DVlRtt .5*3 Djn 
*t tB ,IP3"iRO pR ; (jn'DBB DP DPll DP*rr 
tsi) P R TR?njnfi p ' t epn .jnp3BMk DPII pt 
JP12 R JfTR 
* * * 
"P3 'p>3 VR 43Pl*npD D'Ml .P?PP3M1 PR 
.»tt'Dtfn'-,PC .PVIBIIP H D»0 pR ID380r 
>PTI DPI t»R t3ptpp3 JP3-1R Pt33PEPP3T3''V. 
"1PB IPl\y3 |P3"t RT .^Bt DPJP03M^p3 
»*iP3po n : 5PDIPOC PV3B: *1 D^rcvt 
1P2B'1 IPOP^B fta .npi3'p pnp"t PR IP'VTC 
OEI^ PV3BJ1 .nn3 "IBB D3"S?P3 I P ' C ' ; B n 
.m5tp P3'5npnD D*D D^'CPS:!* |pnp; P R 
IPB-Mjiips p5»n p5« IPO o«n n?np;3'R O'K 
^ ^ D S P J I B I B B .1PD"13 "IP-I »1MR P'?3 H 
.DBHP3 K110" OR" TPTJP ."1PP'T-13Bn I'E»1R 
IPOtP D'3 pR IP3RH nOIP. 1R3 ^Rt *"lp„ TR 
. f l "UPnp-.B DRtllRB 1P3«. — .^R3 CIV 
rpvrm B>3 "1R3 "T IP3'*t DRirwo ,'ITR 
.IPISIRII O'O D3RTOP3 '(PJ Dipt — "? ]PP 
1R1 1«P "1W. .IPPIBDI? BtB # 1 PR "IP. 
0*0 IRHD "BB1 R IRP "•»». .IPD1P"2 «T 
R lynjrn lffDnp3 T » ^R* CP P R I P ^ E 
-HP3 T» !P*»' »'H ' " IW ^ W "IP3H3P^'P 
•Rt «t ; D'llD' PDDJH3 H PR (PHPll JpO 
ORinwD -»p»ne* pR-impoR' JP0.1P3 jpp 
|P3R> DRIHRB ,0'3 101D j»*P 1R3 M» IWIT 
Tpnp»iciV *1W '•: 
•D*ID .\m*mi iveOf im i&rfa w 
"P3 PDTPlPSnPB »« *1TR 1P3"1 P?R . ^ C " 
PR l»nD TP3PBR "1P-MV DptpPJ PR-lPTtpl 
,t?jpo iP3'in R tWVrtW Tt i^ Rn DP P35pn 
PT:PVD'?3 .PD»ni D'O iTJT^'V R D'O 
jma&varrt DCITIB R PR I"PV •:= ^ cn3R^ 
•3P3? H *W D^fPBIPl DRH IP ' -3"5 i 'Tin 
"13 PK 4VPR T» IP5="1D ,IJnPD^V ^R? 
I P ! iR CIR3P33R T t IP Dipt .JPi-RB « Q'3 
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"1 J1QB0 lSh»-ffi .TW3TB VI iJnnvJpEMK 
M o*c CDPBO jK:*"n:-nB js'^iDDWiya 
K ,0J8«21» $8P8* H PK OD"J IP1VDPT3KTB 
iP:m8P w»t p* m a n TJPP *v. I W W 
iV j^J" I«T DCTP .T38?33p p« IK-TOPS ;p:*n 
ip5p)i oy PK tV33nyijy pay jppM'jn i>i 
v c P2f'pn tWM*tt P C I E P3P' lU'W^ JPc^w 
. ^ ' D 'lit? iyt?;*ii 
-ryB>* DPT fpiK iyi"v. iy>'DDn TPT 
VI o>a ptfyoe' 'U ?"H T8ETin P K C«-I 
•'DD'5tf*v*jD H lyciix o>*p3,3,,K inyD TB& 
-TBE .jyosysy^y ye"DD'38'3P v n e \w yt? 
-yp pc D B ^ P T ijn .c«n e ip ,im.TB»*K 
•«^c p« IBEMPIUBP n DTPDD"3P3 ,JHP3 
-P3 vk c»» ,mm jnsyvjy^a K B^O K'B*m 
Tin .iyp3tny3 yfoo^B^BD o'e $IB iyn 
IHPT n ipaijn tpb83y5pT n D$T t»8E 
-"2TB D«T in ,ppMiya ,OVTB*BB PTBOK1 
PK 038»3P-V'TD fl i'K DPT3KTB pE DB^ "P2 T1?D»2T8 H IB pK T3UP3 t'K n»n- iy& 
. .Tyo»2T8 H PC IP:3M1P3 P^P'TpOBS *i— 
D3«o npin TB w* jyD3'-.iy3 y:Msr n 
DBII DPTXBTD .imijnyj »3Btttry32B B»J PK 
ye"S83«py ypTBDC Bvrcw iP2«n *>i 
yoBDpp in p w -n*n2 *5M <T B»O yoecpp 
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PD31R iyt»3yo 13PP1D « n 
onca .yatocMR yo»vw K PR 
I'R 
.nyoi: ]-"P DV»3 PK !«PD 
IBPD lybayJc bin 3y^i» 
or(p?n n .ny3'Kn«B jyiiya oe"3 iR3 
" 3 p'HbD R DnrTBU33R IBT DR.T 11KR3 
PR Dyoi»B yoDjnj n pa y3"K .Diy^Ks 
biR^yc ?y'Eiv i n lya^n T D .RJRP'B' 
iyDB3RO 2 1R3 PR jybBjnp y3p3»K «pw 
.lyiRiiya lyay^ic'iR P"-»DD ip i PK D*'V 
TJ3 !'K pR JITlRliy; baRr-^ysSR PR IR'3V H 
.DiyasyD 300 TW 1« O*» ( « $ ! 
IV l»Dipy3 T31K PR ^38try3*iyD3'R H 
njnna D5yDCT33R otfn pR ^yvjRS'C *i^ >n 
nyru iy3»i T O .iyi"3R3Tf D^R HKPR^RB 
.D3*DDyBy3 TT lyD-'ll 11R ?B» IlHRHyi 
-.i-i joi5njf3»R taJypMiojy nyaR Tt |yaRn oy 
Dnyacnyo .nmv ynjyr'iDi? PR jyTyo 
5^11 ,tPD'5y3 jicTjn DR?I IR'3P n IR : ,T» 
ins^iyc cm 3y*5iv jyaijn iya«cPiR5p n 
,-iTR iv | ynow iy"» 
i« jypiiya tain jyai^n n m y^R yiyn 
-yJ3'*R o'o IS*;P n IVD^RHDMR no jyo 
;y=Rn onyc'ER n .BPBD PK D"P3yo5Bn 
Tt PK jyfjyo mvownvi H iyBny33j«Riiv 
K ppiaiVDMR »UM n» lynbsnys »>| D'D 
iy=^py3 ty3"» P5R PR .tB'VBPSBnB yp-iBor 
,iyaiRiiry3B'n« *>yw y;B-.o-*>ri £«B DRI »f yn lyaRcpiR^P n IB ,DI^P DIV 
>i3R lyi )R .jy^bR-i: jyoisys |yaRn ys jyo |jn»D*fi«»3i* i n pR p r a w n s OE"3 
ra;T3B ijn r3i« D*J IRT .et?»3 a>io w — VB»M yiR^p R iyjy?iRB «t nBD oyn 
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jnjnaB n V* IB ,*yu»iw |"p iw«n VD 
*"i ,]$-\vn D'jjysyp Tojra^jm pB ijnjp^ 
.Divmmyc »j»i BB» lyeoyo BI Tw'lW 
.IVB'njw yaSjm ,nyii owo n a n cyoyn 
ej*i3KM no Dv2i8 p3t5ijrf*w m n OB IB 
-iBn .pnynB ^*p jywy* "i *U»g» ,iviim 
,iyEB* "1 I b"P3'50E8C3yDB3y3 m »3¥» 
*T»IK iu5oBnyD "H/TII v* i*^" "wa IB 
PK jmnowBP v^BJB'XB^yo^H myuiK 
TM J1K IPM1TD PD ^BIJ^ P WT JjniPDIBE 
PK IV31JI5 TO DBM DJtfDP^  H.W ; IPJB'X 
IVPTU»K w o i» IV^BI ,03iny*y: iy=B* 
in> IIM
 f|»D»wa IIM nyvnyn yiyuiM VIK 
inp» 0*3, : lysiji \* i38o:ro'M p't jy^ B* 
-«n>n* B^t ^rvte 0'3 ! t"» ipfcyo ojr$Bt 
SBJB'KWWM'K- iyi;iK .B"p3'?tf3yo JP» 
BIB Tin »njm oyisycyj jut b?VP*5ao 
-PCB |W .0"P3**C3PO po iy?Bin'B n pa 
I'M t"i o*Bt"nn*M IB iP^ivra — BPn 
— Din 
IPP'a-ojynp *iBVaw"» oyn n?o tfm. 
— "|y;nBB H pftnumnt PK 
imrynsPinuj yi jyoip oyn D'«v n jyn 
mi oy T O iJHBD .nyasfB-wmy*-* iyo:Bio 
|pnBO T O ; OJpr'O'Ssfi *i w iyiB5"iy3>K 
n .IPDBOBSBH *I VIM iPiB^ nyE 0*3 y i 
n ; jyDBioTjTB pu OIBI "O OE8cnyD"3'i8 
pM ininBB jyno iyo"3-i»t yoTP3BnB 
-i3iB IIM imnpcoBP n PM njn M \vmn 
I'M IB ^VD'D M IM»BW w jnjjr PM [yosyo 
•jnanyc BIB .nyaitro BIB % OEJIPW nm 
—BPnyoB .v^ ptMiM" ivi tj"p-i*Mi yc^iys 
.jyo^yn IV .JOTDBVW r*5* DM 03"i TIINU 
CB"I ono w i t byn cyn «»ut IPI.TO 1* 
! T'M nr jjnr5yBB "PO ,iipo 
*i T K D w n » DSP3 Din ro anpTn *i 
K3KPV fK TPKDPlflp 
1VH ,|VPnB inyoyu |y*n«x V*K TO JP;PP . 
"? ttfi'fy D»1DD ^ V t n m |*K IPCMP TD 
Tf«i I'M D3"fi pa IBT JID ny*myo3* TPI ' 
-IB \vvdti 00 PIB1 V3 PK D^BQKT tin 
,inpiy33"M'jyaijn lysBepiB^P Px ,oi*P3B3 
.yD3jny3M !** nspo o'mniBTSpcyuBD n IB 
IV «W iVriBl IVOUW c^ BOt<^  TO ]P3B'1 
.P1B* W BhnnBlTB 
lMBn TO IB -jynyj MM DBoJwri *un 
wrjywBp iin « tyoB3i£jn y3'3"K op*ry3 
-y:3B IBT PK OBII ,5»JBWi"WD3»K *an pc 
T O .(1903) ijyjn^p i*M imBiiyj lyttfBn 
-IB1 v3 n m ipoBjy^n inpo osnya jysBn 
-iy I'M w i y t e i n n s p.M D^BPB^ "tfP 
1P3B-1 TO .DjjrpHna D5B im»w» b9n«i 
myt3iK pc Dy3»M Tin IB .Dnjn»s Ti 
ini T O PK OTI';B3IB lyivn pis* 1*3 oyu 
.WjnW3BP Tin PC JjJ'D '118 !»!"> OP'3 ty5 
•3iM iMB» jy3Bn TO IB ,0P3'Hy3 tyavn TO 
• jyi\yj iy3»i IIM iBney;3B D"3*IB 5'*no nyr 
jy5y« iy3BcpiB$p iyB3Bp'p H IB ,iy3'i 
w y n n * iyi3iM \\* ipp'ia ynynpa IPOIPP3 
DBH oy -lyiyii 03"0pa "3 c r t h'iM om^ 
C D'o o^yoryanBC I3^ K B^B" ivo jpii 
'BSPIB'P iy'B58P*B» ,TO IB J'T.V jyoB-Bo 
•n:B IB 1PD3IM tyo"3iB DTK ip>yii ,ip3 
T»3 *;jypio 3 pB IBT3i' M jyiB-" PK ojpo 
oy tyo^Bny: IIM 03B5ya TO IPD5B» ,oiP3 
.DPBD M CV PK »S'K .D"p3 j^yo31K |K HBS 
03yo'-aB "un MIB MI inyi ijrjytt TD TBBW 
nin mo TyiyS n ipsypys TOB^ ,O"3";B' 
.iy3BOplB P^ ly'BJBP'C n (ID D"n3P33B3iye 
-.yocnB iyn 00 DBI I'M T^D:ya"K 
np »i .ny38opiB^> mutsnn IBD o3yon«(. 
-y:yt?n pK oajyi* yp-Bot? oBny: pic \vz 
QE"3 . J>niV Tffl^  22 O'O 1B3 CP"10D ?BT 
iy*lB>153 PK IWW1W "I IV3BH P"1DD J'*K 
.IB*3T n IJnB i^PB 'BO J*B VIM D'DTin pjl ' 
W W U B JM P^031M a"3^By3 TIK wznn **i 
D5B W J J ' I ^ C Tnna o'o o»'X THB' r383 K 
iin8*i3>B IBn T*»« P»* .ojypivM cy;pa 
.\ww "on o'o iy=B»v 03yo'i;B cm 
•'f o*n ,03"n *n cp3iB ,B"v iy3y» pM 
-^D5B=MT cyn D'o lyjysyi otwwa T I BJBP 
IBT v i * •P''*, W pD/onoB iB'ri'nn. ipa 
ni. : o'nsyo'ya DimiropPEUBo H IPIB-"1 
! II! i a i 5 - , n V 3 3 V s y T 
I'nayo'BMK IIK (Man T» 1VJVP UK bays 
-y:pim» \rwn w w n PK l"l SFO PK 
jy:yp w n t w i c»p PK Jycu .ap't? 
PP8D DV |1K D»31» p^ H !P3"^ H'PJHIJC 
*p: BB11 "IPD'OIB VDD8CH ?^ MK IJBWP 
jyjyn TO i« lycsn .o'cpjya VTPH lyqy 
K OIK b'i b*» oaynnaB ojpfj !PD>«nJ8 
IPotfatrtB *"i ijnpco3inyD iv o^pa^ayo 
.•unp^ama nappib «m. pc 
P3"3 K„ .(l«W) "yP31\ P3"5p K 1P3BH 
.EBP PK tWl P"TB K |W "BB3 I'B»1B 
bjianB'Bs n IB nyan lyas PWT vo 
iy0 f^i3"BPa jyi»5 DCU T» W^WI DTP3DPC 
-•* ybB"o r\ .DPO^HTO "iya»5p iin pc 
Oil 18D blnb |B'3V H IB ,IVD'm iyO»3 
o»ii Dovasn y?y*c ri .jye "inyr I"TO 
y5y-B *i PK pnwiipa cav^ ayaDMM IW»I 
TOann ].B'3P n DBA "Bb3pbB"bB3,K> 
•^ 3B IB jy^ BH TD**«N -itstmn ma b 
D1ST ]1N ST ]18 O n 
-
-me |P?BI # .11 .: .5 .B ,25 5BPB* ,is'3i' 
B Brtta HK-ina ar,->aK.nan iy?aw jyvbay* 
PIVJBMK D5B iyi»'t oy3jn5»: pK «BP W\X& 
\"'i f a 33i3piny:B "JIB yay* .aaibas pc 
*»r 03p!Pi& nm na ,D«ai« iruyntf) 
;•*; jyapn aanyswy ya'i B?B IP3PH B>TB 
.J«'31' 1PT31K b'O 33n3'aiPD 
-. yb*0»P B3BMftfBTP1 
,IBOTy>? .n .iBsnyc'X .tm ,iB="i"i .a 
,
S3*3BD3B $ ,*M3lWt»*li-B ,JB3"fl .'6* 
• priBiiw ipaiap;a» PK 'tipxtivm n 
.aanyoa^aya nyowru njn a»o a'»*mM"K 
lP3pay3nya*K im can ftaaifp^pn lyina 
Ipoipp; rSy&i* PK npaf-yn .r^-iBa TPTTO 
"B'TPB P5B PK .oavtsne DPI ,33'b'o \fyrn 
y&ervasv B aavcya I'mpsa tyaBn ya^ps 
jipi'visn xi'v e«n y^nwa Tjnna .p'*s*,*s 
t"M JIB TWIP iro*.pytpy n bp38iya ynyn 
y^BJP^Bt "T TB ,sn3ytyii3K y^ B onpiBcp3 
,anan P W T pa a^aiB *T [y3ppip3B $jm 
W .p'aiysy PK bio iyay3« pay* oyii BBT 
n .!»'«* t> DiB -^tvc •>y|,i« IP» wtai o*3 
P^a DO iKsma'iB in <nm aaiaypnyaB 
-jyc^sa ^pi'^ 3ybC' pB nu .lybSPiyna PK 
pE bpyBBVl ]Mt V2V*5 pB ,y»3Bb*iBn "wan 
-IPb^ Mv QJBJ ap3>^ K 
; — 
: iBbBBa PB b3"ir npaspiBT .B •UflW 
*« |PD»M iv :»Tya"3 cnws b**t: in»n» 
p» |y'aB03*i bwpjpa osn luaaBa MIB 
.25 tep# .]|i)>fl Diyps,»cDym JIK DO'I 
l«9 «MVp^  B a'B •^^ «c:p!p^ B Dip" W*!*-
WttVPiPV pfePV* pc M'b'b ayi »a 
•3pn insiiyj jpb^ Bny32B PK BBH ,TIKB3 
yo'BWP n b«n faaowp ival6 ayn .SBBD 
25 ^BPB^ UK tv^B»vi oSmhny t'B a»n 
W b"P^B3P3BT PB 33UPpnP3B |yD»THXO*lK 
. iji(»jn jn3p3*-Bc iy3*pby;3"nB ,*IB*IB3 .na 
: is-v 
,ba«ibpa3B PB a'-ppomu,, 
nan w iynna ipaap^pa iptaiB i» 
Ijnyn iv iPiBiiya binyya PK 1B1B3 ttfnaK 
nmciinD-iybinppB *Bip3p; Bf-» o^nyiny 
—BII aaya^ Ba BH"^ f,y3BBT3"ipaa^ B *iyn p.c 
(WW any? 
np a«n nns- jpayt yawtf h IBD r» 
pK Myenv»K ayapa B5B aayny: "ib raw 
; IB'ii* "iytaiB i^ c "lytrnyapc 
-ja asy^pa i»i aijn IBIB3 njnna TB 
-b'p ,ivey^ »a pB iyay>'BP W"> "= 03tf= 
Ti'iK MI ,3aiinnP3 PB lvaipya PK iy lyapn 
; p'apa^B I*K ipny,53b*e ynyiaiK »a 
.JPTHPi lyDEcyb pc • ansjnyMiya IB 
\ j^ VKPaBaiw -.yuiB b'c V» avciY ^y aijr 
ay"3 pn \*» ayn iy TB ,iyaB "Pb jy^rrc 
T^acno n nsa y$m bbayn MT« pn DQK 
PK iP MV,IB*3P ^yaijsryaiyba'B njn pa"un 
"Wa'Tjn B.TB IWJ'W ITK ,T31K 1KB pnW BP 
; as* a y ; p'i pB aSKcny JPoajna ap-
ivbipyTpy n -TO TB ,iyaB^cP2 By »t 
aiyp^bBym PB bB"ii an»'5. H pc TW*a 
nypvyit B3JJ01B3 Bn»'^ i>n J 
;K p*j iijrc ;yoyy? D"31BV: DBH cy 
•j/i PR 1BPD ]Vt3Vtf> t8 .DPBB R PR DV 
:"TH?T *n .IBPD jyryn ni D"3i« "inyo ;yn 
TWO DKnya IBI tysyn T O can ,cv M v 
i TWSHM* Co W D j j u w n MI 'TPWM'T'J 
iyiJlDB" n D811 .NfflTTl PR Of" ?D"31B 
nyilB- D8» ;1Jn»niV5 DXTp-»J?E |W«I 
8^11 K iyi31DE> 12 TO DSM^ Ty PK „D"D 
Btfp pa TWO tjoca oy IU" .»n TO PK 
"TVS PK 3KD3U DBH ; rs^a w t » S J"P 
v w IVCWEMK lyoiK .iyO"2i» ix iirotf: 
• -SB c w S s y o K [y3y;y3 pun t&ii y ty i 
J&JPD wpAyD"3itj D'D •lyeyu' n iy;»six 
' njn mtfya ptfMi lyou florp lP28n cy_»: 
»»D"un ;n3»D»?i ,iy-vTE3"K nyoD'D c y s 
,nyD"3iB yo$B yiy»i D's iy3P3y*nx38 T ' 
-ya jyalfn «i DSM wiDyj D*3 iya»n ys^yn 
.0*811 
ovn btt'o n — -«nni [yswyo mytaiK 
nyeyB* n pK DBIBW3»^» V,' lysBfl «t 
ix D?K-WI Dyooya TJPM Dyioya *«» iy28n 
3BD iyol4 I'EMX pK ..".";y» 13 jjnyn 
;si$»npix »"$a pingo ptttfln **: rvsyn 
c3*nK> .DJIWUK- iyn MI .D»31B ijn PE 
imipw bTft'BWE'W v1** T'* D ,P PK .I»E 
03'*n "(iyp iya .SBDITDBC lyo'ru K IMR 
VI^VQK pK MI cw. pR lyDnBiiDMns DS"; 
njn MI D'cnvo jo^ytB• iw"t «J .jynm*-
-:yo pwn ."TK naBiivnic,, nytj<« raw 
«» .IB*SP u n iv 5K'«5 ypgo IWJ^T |ys? 
"i .DiysMps PK v«Ji n p " t t 8 -jy-"1* 
DP'3 O"3IB i"p ;yp tow n TB ,jyD»M 
iy3« . T H O p« pjfJo'rM ny pro p»3y: 
ix oj'DDyiys ]P3*n »r t« .T IR i»o»m "f 
nyo>^i« ynyttfy. H >U Dvans p^n iy"i 
.B»B- PK 
-an CBii iyo"3*i» +\ iw ,T* onytsenyc 
-»i .tiytlD^D jyo^K Djn.jiB DTD'Eyjys |yn 
-BP. ly^ic PK iriynniv ov o'bijn IM 
t3«n p » .o-wvDTyc «1 o«n iyo ,"5IK«I 
DB»O ty>yp »i A9ti '" tywsyjiv nt 
D'D D»T jy3"T " t Ml) .11 .» -K .|Jfp»TOB 
-syo T ^ ' W W (! cnyp»iDD unwan h » K 
"383 iy i D*Q |» jnW3 »* D811 IPI5 Dnyoi? 
•3IK iy?pMiD3y • jy5m 'n : e " jy^b» iyy 
.ix ijnMi »13 ".Whrn n pK D»n3jnynBiX 
-"HDIV y3 '^^ 3 n PK DnPED;y-iyB CK.1 D3JT2 
-">3TyB nu *mrl lyo -D»3*IB iyi pc ai? 
H pK ay^K et?"iyn D»II eyoc'D OMT jys 
.J313T1B ny3'^»cB njn c o nysyr 
DB.iy3 TO iy3*.1 -1.1B' TOW* DBl 
iB ,T> anyDriyE .nysyf JBUV 10 cnn 
•3BP D*3 T ' l o p'p jyo iyp nyayr 10 D^D 
usnya *M nys*K *iy3« jyswn TO- . jm^rio 
,03MDl? pK Diyn DB PK ,iy3BT IX HIT! K 
.0"3lBy3 DB-T DyDD'D Dip Ml 
•ppav yD383y;B' y y n n&' i n y PK-
DB" ,i»D"2nB DB?P K lyoyryj PK iyeyr 
"3*3 H pK H3T3 H |»n« TjT-D'K PK "I »*3 
PK iy3y33BD ' i l y i w ' W r *n P« .^ »<? 
riBJto ly-M .i»»3V PK ony3Bc n PK'BBT 
;DU ypBo PK IB*JI» K is .imiys Tyoo>K I*K 
l is-; IPD tB .pmDMK Tyn «IMK oo"n or. 
unyDcnyE ."c«3 I'EMK B»D»-3 K„ IMBH 
,-y3 Ot?*3 PK iyD"3"lB DB^ P BIB IB ,T* 
K* B^E pK IB'JP yDM-13 K "IKE DnVDD"3 
-"T "» .D'3 DMtt«T?B"*lO'tilB-llB *nK83 
r»y»i PK D3'pDyEK2 jyny: ^y1T,^B ^ tp jy3 
,"t PB ;p5BEy;3B PK W DB« PK .iyeyr 
— -tyD •^2•lB myaBiiB" n ^ycipys |V3*n 
ue"; lyaijn cs« .ipa^aiw 1 .DD"n ctfi 
; DB^P ny*? ix ]y33B>y3 ix ^TD DB"! D8^y; 
fyoiriD DTB^ ya |y3Bn DBH ,\vvnv yJ 'or 
lyiB^ys D^jnJBnys DDyto jy3»T pK )pl nMK 
-y>E "IPTR i:«ii-m»« n J O " ^ B E - * I pc 
,;yT02UD>nB ppn* i n PK iyp*;? "t jya 
jo5y» CBT jyiiys '•'» wm? v w ->y2¥ 
-18B Tt O'O IJt3Bn CBH W W W VW* 
otttya, Jy-Bn .oyanB'BD POMTJ H o^yocy; 
jyoiBii pK ]KPD Hny Pb jn:yix |lh»5 
-'MIX I'P3 IBT'D |»K PC D"X yi38? f3B3 K 
DP»IDD i"p .TB^DSBD lyiit; ?y;»i "t -iyo 
'^Mi .iycn 03ypy; or*3 *•! IBE iya DB-I 
*T pK ? D»x-py^o pK typ-nor- cp oyn npii 
,jnyr pit? jy;yftB "fyTK naBirmie. y3'5oy 
.praip o c a P"IDD \^? ix ^BI oy TB 
yirT «IMK nyBDW !K >B , T I onyosnyB 
•»i3B lyj'DX'K DPI T i " TO tpbipya PK nnx 
•383 pK DB"3 ^$3 PK Dl^ SKIB OBT -03yc 
$yc D«n D3ycn;B "vn iy3B ,t«"*M iw 
«t DBH oy .jpc»;yr: y:B^o:Be «-; \vt^}(ns2 
V3"^J K jmyiBE ix D»P3'^y!3 H jysyay: 
Ml ,I'iyt TDB> .0"338 1PT PD 331 '^nDlX 
I 
*3fc,0 - : . * - ; •_• 
THE LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
Come, give us au ear; we seed your cheer. 
Wa want you to express opinion and 
help to build up your union. 
Anna I). Weldetbaum, 
Bx-Rcc. Seo'y of I-ocal 6. 
RESOLUTION 
At a regular meeting of the Executive 
Hoard of the Cloak and Suit piece Tailors' 
and Samp lo Makers' Union, Local No. 3, 
International Ladles' Oatniont Workers' 
Union, the following resolution was unani-
mously adopted; i 
, Whereas, The Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers' Union Is at present engaged In 
a bitter, but Just struggle with the manu-
facturers or Chicago; 
Whereas, These brave ttrikers are re-
lentlessly persecuted and attacked by blrod 
thugs while the poltco of Chicago oponly 
side with the employers and their hire-
lings against the struggling working men; 
Resolved, That we, Piece Tailors and 
Sample Makers of Now York, protest 
against the brutal maltreatment'of our 
brothren by tb«i Chicago police aud t 
assistants of the underworld; 
Resolved, That we protest against the 
position taken In this struggle by the 
leaders of .the .United Garment Workers' 
Union, which we regard nearly as bad as 
that of the manufacturers. Wo whole-
heartedly sympathise with these brave 
strikers and hereby go on record declaring 
their struggle to be Just— the struggle ot 
the working elm* of America. We pledgo 
ourselves to support our Chicago brethren 
both morally and financially and, there-
fore, plead with tbemr-'-Brethren, don't be 
discouraged by your present reverses. All 
the c lass-con se lot a worklngmon stand by 
you In your Ju« struggle, and your ulti-
mate victory Is approaching. 
Resolved, That copies of this resolution 
be sent to the labor press of the country, 
to tho United Hebrow Trades of Now York, 
to the International Ladles' Garment 
Workers' Union, and to the American 
Federation of Labor.
 s 
By order of the Executive Board.-
B FENSTBR^ Secretary. 
I 
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